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45 Comfort Road
Ithaca, N. Y., 14850
Cctobe,r 31, 1979

Director and Librarian, Southern Forest Experiment Station

Philip C. Wakcley

Correction of my "Biassed History of the Southern Forest Experiment
Station Through Fiscal Year 1933”.

Russ Reynolds has recently challenged my "Biassed History", as

set forth in the enclosed Xerox copy of his letter of October 20, I accept

the point he makes in part, but only in part, as show in the carbon of my

reply of October 29, but feel that the correspondence should be a matter of

record. You have the ribbon copy of the "Biassed History" in the Station

1ibEJXy. Will you, therefore, please paste or ataplt  the enclosed Xerox and

carbon copies in the history at page 178,

Encls.



48 Confort Road
ftbza,  8, Y.,  iwj,jO
iictober 29, 1979

t!!.  R. R. Reynolds
R0utf3  1, Box-352
Crossett, Arkansas, 71635

Dear Russ:

I have your long, totally unexpected, and very wclcoae letter of October 20,
cementing  on the JOXUM, OF FOREST HIS$Y's "sidebar"  fron wy “Biassed History
of the Southern Forest Experiment Statfdxi”. I stand corrected, but only in
P=t*

I confess that when I wrote the “Biassed History” I overlooked or had forgotten
the 106.  &acre  nethod-of-cutting  study described in the supplenent  tb  your let-
ter , if Indeed I had ev81: known of It, Few  if any  of our Directors have ever
been able to keep track of all the Station's studies, As the Project Leader of
w!.at for 32 out of 40 yews was a one-man project only, I had even less chance
thm a Director to mater  the entire progzm of the Station. That's why i called
ny history "biassed"~  It was written fron  the vieqmlnt and resources of a sub-
ordinate a.& very nzu-rowly  specialized nearer  of the staff. Yottr  letter, of
course, makes me thankful, for by no means  the first tine, that I did ~~3.1 ft a
bla;;sed higtory.

I still stand  by my statmeats  on pages 17’3-178 of the biassod history, hotxever.

First, the cruise on which the cooperative agreezezt with the (=rossett Conpany  was
brlsed  was coc?pleted  in 19% and reported ln the 1935  Annual Repxt.  The division
of the (E;renter  part of the experlmmtal  forest (I had 1003 acres8  your letter says
953) into approximately 4U-acre plots, with aasLgnment of selective-cuttinl;  cycles
to them, followed prorqtly theresfter. This sutdfvision and asaigment of treat-
Eents constituted the move tf-at caused ny apprehension about the omission of
even-apd checks, an a?prehensLon subsequently aitisated,  as the Biassed His+~ory
notes, by your later accosplis&ents  with the forest, The sui3plesent  to yox
October 20 letter says that the first series of plots in the @ethos-of-cutting
study to evaluate evm-z-ed  trestzeat wasn't estiblisho?  till 1937 and the second
series not till 19&Z, well after ny,feeiin~ of concern had developed wd been
exFessed*

Second, as the fifth pzaga;?h of your letter states, good informtion  on costs
an2 returns --- on a comezclzl  basis --- rec;uired  glob  ‘%r,se eno-ugh  80 t&t
thy would provide goo-! data", The twenty-fo?n 4,W-xra plota (net plot size,
2.5 acres) of the stu5y cited 13 yo;lr letter supplenect don't meet this criterion,
anct hence that 'stu3y does not constitute an even-a&-n;mageaent  check on the
(2rimz5ly oconoaic) "CuttlnS Cycle" study.

Granted the Lzrensely useful returns fron the Cutting Cycle study, I still wish
that, perhaTs 3y reducin;s cycles fzon  t:hree  to two, and by addins zore  area or
retiueintf  replications (02 both) we ai;ht hzve  incorporated even-qed checks.

In axwer  to the request in your next to last ;rrrrqqraph,  I am forwzxdi~  Xeroxes
of your letter and urbons of this reply to the Southern Sktion and to the Forest
history ;jociety for Insertion on page  1'78  of ay "Biassed &story".

Good to hear fron you a&in. it's  been a ion,  ti::e, except fo-7 Christ3.s greetirgs,

Sincerely, pHIup c. ..r'AK.tLLliY

Philip C, k’akeloy



#4ethod

fu-ttlng  each 7 years
!?01 ection  cutting Wi-14. -.

growth in cubic feet'
Cut to be taken from
classes of pine. Har
as in treatment #l.

.th a repeat selection
Approximately 75% of

to be cut each time.
trees of all size
Idwood treatment same

Gross plot size = 4.44  acres
Net plot = 2.5 acres
Isolation strip = approximately 2 acres
Total number of plots = 24
Total acres in study 106.6 acres



METHOD OF CUTTING STUDY

1. First series of treatment plots installed in
1937 l Second instillation bf plots made in 1942
(younger stands).

2. In each series, plot were 2.5 acres in size
and were replicated 3 times.

3* Treatment:

Method #l
Clear-cutting of all pine and hardwood

sawlogs  about 12" d.b.h. and larger. Pi
6"-11" d.b.h. cut into pulpwood on 3 of
DlOt. Chemical wood also cut from mer-,-- --
chantable hardwoods-y"-11"  d.b.h., and
from larger hardwoods not suitable for
sawlogs. On other half of plot large
unmerchantable hardwoods were girdled.

Method #2
Clear-cutting of all pine and hardwood

sawlogs  12" d.b.h. and larger. No cut-
ting of pine or hardwood merchantable for
pulpwood or chemical wood. Unmerchantable .
hardwoods treated the same as in treatment
#l  l

Method #3
Shelterwood cuttin

All merchantable trees 12" d.bg.h. and
above (except 15-20  per acre of the best
quality pine) were cut. The 15-ZO-reserv-
ed trees were to provide seed and shelter
to the new crop of seedlings and addition-
al high quality growth before cutting.
Hardwoods treated as on treatment #l.



R. R. REYNOLDS

RT. 1 BOX 952

CROSSRT.  ARKANSAS 71635

Mr. Philip C. Wakeley
48 Comfort Road
R.F.D. # 4
Ithaca, N. Y. 14850

Dear Philg
Recently I read for the first time, and with much

interest, a portion of your article "The Adolescence of
Forestry in the South.." This included the three sidebars
drawn from your manuscript (t A Biassed History of the Southen
Forest Experiment Station Through Fiscal Year 1933."

As you can imagine, your assessment of some of the
early research and demonstration at the Crossett Research
Center, and the Crossett Experimental Forest, drew the most
detailed attention.

You reported that "the forest was deliberately and
avowedly set up to demonstrate the virtues of selective
cutting. Voluminous records were kept on initial and subsequent
stocking, growth, yields, costs, returns, and ultimate values
on the stump and at the roadside, but the only experimental
treatments applied to the forty-acre compartments into which
most of the forest (1,003 acres) was devided were cutting
zycles  of different lengths - three, six, and nine years.
:Although these cycles were replicated, THERE WAS NO EVEN-AGED
MANAGEMENT CHECK."

This statement indicates that somewhere along the
line you badly missed the planning for, and the actual install-
-ation  of, some of the research studies on the Crossett
Experimental Forest, For example, one of the first studies we
planned and installed was a Methods of Cutting Study, This
included three even-aged management treatments and one selection
or uneven-aged treatment. This was a well planned study, with
two series,six replications of each treatment, 2.5 acre plots
and 24 total plots. This study should have given a very good
comparison of volume growth under even-age and selection
management.
is attached)

(A brief description of the various treatments

But having good growth figures would tell only half
of the story, We 'wanted to have good information on costs
and returns from management of the generally many aged and many
diametered second-growth pine-hardwood stands that occupied
so much of the upland forest area in south Arkansas and north
Louisiana, We wanted such figures to be accepted by timberland
owners and operators in the loblolly-shortleaf type of the
south. And this meant that the plots be large enough so that
they would provide good data - on a commercial basis. This



led to the Cutting Cycle study and to the use of 958  acres for
the study.

At the time there was just no way that we could
obtain enough money to clear-cut, prepare the site and plant
large areas of loblolly pine in order to have the direct even-
aged "checks" that you wanted. Also, the returns to be had
from the plots managed on the selection, or uneven-aged system,
would be so far ahead of any managed on an even-aged system
that there would be no chance of the latter catching up from
a financial standpoint.

It's true that the Station leased an additional 1,800
acres of second-growth loblolly-shortleaf pine-upland hardwoods,
adjacent to the original area. But this was because we needed
more area for a large number of studies, including, soils, soil
moisture, a genetics scion bank, loblolly seed production
studies, upland hardwood management, etc., as well as the
comparison of even-age and selection management that you mention.

It's also true that the Crossett Company did go over
to a many-faceted form of even-age management and considerable
control burning has been done for brush control.

Georgia-Pacific purchased the property in 1962 and
gave even-age management a big push because they:intended  to
cut all sawlog  size trees and turn them into cash in order to
pay for.the  property. They then would grow “cellulose.” This
plan changed when it was found that plywood from logs of good
size made the money and cellulose products was mainly  a break-
even proposition.

Today the company foresters are generally planning
for natural regeneration in most of their stands although they
are also leaving many pine of 4 to about 12 inches In diameter
on many of their stands at the time of "final" harvest cut.
The result is that many areas already have the many-diametered
and many-aged form that is characteristic of the selection
forests. Furthermore, this type of forest will very likely
develop on more of their holdings as time goes by.

They, of course, have planted open fields,badly'
understocked pine-hardwood stands, and have cnnverted  upland
hardwood areas to pine, and have used their genetically improved
stock in the process. But they are not treating large areas
to the clear-cut-and-plant process such as Weyerhauser and
International Paper are doing.

I guess you know all about the trials and tribulations
that tha Ouachita‘and  other National Forests, are having because
of their decision to use even-age management on all sites,for
all species, and in all locations. At least no comment is
needed from me.

Many foresters, especially those with training in
economics, have grave doubts that those who are doing the
necessary site preparation and planting,after final harvest,
plus the necessary control of hardwood sprouts, and the pre-
commercial thinning of the planted stands,will  ever come close
to making a reasonable interest return on their investment.
Certainly, most non-industrial owners of timber and timberland
cannot afford such treatments. Especially when such owners
most likely would not be around when such planted stands began
producing sawlogs, At least at present prices  no one can



afford to grow pulpwood for sale as Stumpage.
If you would make the corrections, such as I have

indicated to the Crossett section of your "Eiassed  History" it
would be greatly appreciated. At least I will kook forward
to this event,

Thanks so much for all the good things that you had
to say about the Crossett Research Center, the Crossett Experimen
Forest and RUSS Reynolds.

Sincerely,

R. R. Reynolds.



A BIASSED HISTORY

OF THE SOUTX?ZW FORXST EXPERIMEXa7  STATIOT?

TKROUGH FISCAL YE& 1933

Phili? C. lkkeley



October 23, 1964

I  axl givir?g the accompanying documect  to the

Stati  on with the fo 1 lowing strings attached:

1 .  It i s  ta b e  typed “ a s  i s ” ,  *.vithoilt  ac?roval

procsdsre  or e<itir,g.  Ai? e r r o r s ,  o t h e r  t h a n

typDsraphics1,  a r e  t3 be  or!  ~.y heed .

2. It is t o  be  typed  doub le - spsce ,  w i th  a  r ibbon

COFT’  !‘or  t h e  Station  a c d  t w o  c a r b o n  c o p i e s*

f a r  Fe.

3.  Alltr.rse cop ies  are  t o  be  ks~.md,  in  good -

’ ;A..q-da I i -j kGcXrarr.  o r  a r t i f i c i a l  l e a t h e r ,  w i t h

apprspriste  lettericg,  eT 7y ex?er.se*



This is written during the sixth era of the Southern Staticn's

history.

The various eras are fairly definite and distinct. They co-

incide only in part, however, wi%h "administrations," either of

Directors or of National political parties. Circumstances such as

appropria';,,ons and war have overshadowed directorships, and more

t3a.n one project worker has infl*xenced  Station events more thaz, and

sometimes in spite of, his Director. What has given each era its

distinc%ive character has been the ascenticy of certain attitudes

ar;d ideas.

Hern'n., L-d lies the difficulty of dating precisely the transitlszl

from one era to the ne,xt. The conceptions  of ideas are rarely dzcu-

mented. Gestation periods are izdetermizate.  Times of birth FB; be

lost amcr,,r  z- ival boasts of parentage.

??even  great cities all claimed Homer dead

Through which the 1 i+---,---g  Homer begged his bread,"

- Lana bhe -ixltiation of an idea thz:  ushers in a new era tends to -e

similaxl~ obscured as to date.

Tne sis eras of the Sout'nern Statioc,  then, with their a?przsi-

mate ciura",icns  appended for xhat t>ey are worth, have been:

1. T:le  Primitive Era--1921-1928.

2. T'n  e Era of Expmsion a2d ~eco~ition--i928-l933.

3* Tke Relief Period (az erz of ver; zest  e~xxnsion)--1~3~-

' 0~0-.,_?A *



4. The Defense Period and ',iorld  War II--1939-1945.

5. The Era of Territorial Research--1961960.

6. The Present Era of "Renewed Functional Research in

Depth"--1960-

This is not the impressive volume that, for several years past,

I have dreamed of writing.

I had planned to include all s-ix eras of the Southern Station's

history, vith documented comments on such spicy subjects as bureau-

cratic idiocy, the publication problem, and the photographic morass.

As I have -zritten the following pages entirely on my own time, how-

e v e r , and as building a house in Ithaca and disposing of one in

View tilers have left me little such time to spare, I have had to

content myself with accounts of the Station's first two eras. And

the writing is rough--little beker than a first draft.

Individuals exist who know everjrthing  that has happened, is

happening, and will  ever happen a; City Ball. I lack such insight

and omniscience. Xaivete , then, and preoccupation with my own

special-,,-,  plus forgetf.ulness  and a tendency to dramatize, combke

to make this history a biased one. It is not only biased, but in-

com$ete; a thousand pertinent facts  remain scattered through

official records that I have had neither time nor inclination to

review. Its individual items, ranging from verbatim excerpts frca

my dhries, thro.& conversations reproduced frcm memory, to events

"I s-em to rec;i12,11  are not equall;- dependable or precise. But It



does re-create, as I saw them, the early days of the Southern

Station I have known and loved and watched grow through more yezs

than most Forest Service employees are vouchsafed on one ass&z-

ment in one place.

New Orleas,  Louisiana, October 23, 1964



A BIASSD HISTORY

OF THE SOUTHl!ZJ?  FOREST EXP- STATION

THROUGH FISCAL YEAR 1933

TRE SOUTHERN STATION IN 1924

Wnen I reported for-duty as a Temporary Field Assistant at the

Southern Station on Thursday, October 16, 1924, about the middle of

the Prirriitive  Era, there were fewer than twenty professionally

trained foresters south of the kson-Dixon  Line and Washington, D.C.

Nearly a third of these--Forbes, Hine, and Shivery in New

Orleans, E. W. Hadley at Bogalusa, Louisiana, and Wyman at StarkeJ

Florida--were on the Southern Station staff. Ahost  as many mcre--

Frothingham,  McCarthy, Korstian, and Haasis--constituted the staff

of the Acnelachian Station at Asheville.--

Staze  Foresters Besley of Maryland, Holmes of North Carolina,

Sonderegger of Louisiana, and Siecke of Texas had forestry degrees.

State foresters had not yet been appointed in the other southern

St at e cY. Il. D. ("Don") Canterbuq- was employed at Crossett, H. C.

Mtchell (later of "D + 6" fame) had been hired as a forester by-

the Great Southern Lumber Com?an:>7 at Bogalusa, a few months before

I arrived in lZiew  Orleans: and :.'.lliam  L. Hall (who was a charter

2zber of the Society of American Foresters) must also have been

asglyir,g his profession in Arkansas.



I don't remember any others. I believe none of the then Super-

visors of National Forests in the South had forestry degrees;

typical of the times, they were "practical" men who had 'come up

through the ranks." Men like W. W. Ashe and W. R. Mattoon of the

Forest Service and H. H. Chapman of Yale were, to be sure, doing

invaluable work in the South, but as transients, not as permanent

residents.

In. 1924, what has since developed into the Southeastern Station

was the Appalachian Station. To all practical purposes, the

Applachian's program and territory were limited to the mountain

hardwoods types. Tine Southern Station was responsible for research

in the southern pine types. Its territory included the South

Carolina and Gecrgia Coastal Plains and Georgia Piedmont; all cf

Flor'da,  Alabama,,Mississippi, and Louisiana; Telras  as far west as- a*

the pine types went; and Arkansas south of the Arkansas River. In

other words, Director Forbes and his permanent staff had between

1.4 and 2.0 States per man to cover, depending on how one scored

'-an+ions of States..L-I-C" Until 1926 or later, however, the Southerr-

was effectively if in3ormall.y  enjoined from conducting federally

financed research in the bottom-land hardwoods t;.pes within its

territory.

The Staticn's  Pro,Tan

B;- October 1924 the Southern Station hzd majcr studies or

groups of studies under ;;ay in five  general fields of research,. and

minor st-ddies  i.3 a sixth.

- 2 -



IXI the field Of mensuration the staff had, prior to my arrivd,

taken temporary sample plots in even-aged, second-growth stands

throughout the South, and had nearly completed reduction of the

data into Vnormal~  volume, stand, and yield tables for unmanaged

second-growth loblolly,  longleaf,  shortleaf, and slash pines. (I

have always understood that Forbes assigned this undertaking its

high priority; certainly he concurred in it. Donald Bruce of the

Washington Office furnished technical guidance.) The last few plots

were taken and the computations were completed in 1924-1925.

The tables were published in 1929 as Miscellaneous Publication

50 of the U. S. Department of Asiculture.  They have been widely

and severely criticized but even more widely used; in fact, they

are still used, although so long out of print that copies are vir-

tutiy  museum pieces. They unquestionably contributed greatly tc

an understanding of the growth potentials of the four principal

southern pines and to the first steps  in practical. forest manage-

ment in the pine types. They have also inspired ",any later and mere

refined studies  of growth and yield, but no equally comprehensive

Dro;ect in the mensuration of any sout‘nern species has been attem-,-,ed

since.

In late 1924 studies of harvest and reproduction cuttings in

longleaf pine were under way on two experimental zeas--the  "200-

Acre Tract" (actually only 156 acres) at Bogalusa,  Louisiana, and

the !!Tate Lease" of nearly 2 sectionsat MeNeiL, Xississi~~i. C'n

-3-



the former, which has since be=,=? Part Of the L.S.U. School Forest J

the main point of iqterest  was i=Stt her to leave 4 longleaf seed

trees per acre ("minimum requiZ=eJt")  Or 20 per acrec'desirable

practice"). At McNeill,  the irzeracting  influences of cattle-

grazing and fire upon the natur < reproduction of longleaf pine, and

of fire upon range capacity, were  the main points at issue. The

tec:hnical.  administration of thes=  studies, with that of some others,

had devolved upon Hadley a year cr two be,fore  I joined the staff,

and they remained under his charge until his resignation from the

Service in 1925.

OLi-9-o by himself at Starke, Florida, Lenthall Wyman,  a modest,

capable, humorous mzn, was conducting sensible empirical research

in the production of gum naval stores. He had completed 2 years cf

esperlmental chipping on several hundred slash and longleaf pines

by the fall. of 1924,  and one year's work on several hrrr_dred  more.

Some of the pliin?ir!g  of the work, thou&h  I don't know how much,  he2

been done jointly by, or in consultation with, Austin Cary of the

washi?gton Office and Dr. Eloise Gerry Of the Forest Products

LabOratOr jr, but the solid research accomplishment was Wyman's.

Well before the end of the FY isitive  Era, Wyman's results had

practically eliminated the NO. 2 hack and the inch-wide, inch-dee;

streak throughout the piaval  Stores Helt. They were replaced by t1:e

l/2-inch by l/2-irich streak made wifh  a No. 0 hack, at a substantial

sav-22;  L'' labor  ad in tree mor:d.iZ~, and with a considerable



increase in the number of years a face or a tree could be worked.

It took a big, powerful man to make the wide, deep streak with the

No. 2 hack, and in the turpentine woods the chippers received the

best pay. We used to speculate as to whether, by bringing about

the adoption of the smaller hack that anyone could use, Wyman might

not have reversed an evolutionary trend toward giantism among tur-

pentine chippers.

Studies of thinnings  in even-aged, second-growth loblolly and

shortlee" pine stands were concentrated at Urania, Louisiana, under

W. R. ("Billy") Hine,  who had taken over some old plots established

by Dana, Tillotson,  and other men from Washington in 1912 and 1914,

and had added some of his own. He also  maintained there the famous

Roberts Fire Plots in young longleaf pine.

Research on forest fire had loomed large since the Station's

establishment in l($Zl. With t‘ne  completion of the stand and yield

tabies, fire had become, officiall;', the most imnortant  project.

Everybody worked at it.

There had originally been four Roberts Plots. The two that iad

Seen retained (each of l/4 acre,, one burned annually and the other

completely protected) and the McNeil1 Area (with each of these same

two treatments applied to a 160-acre rectangle) might charitably be

classified as experiments, though  not very imaginative ones.

Most of the rest of the "research" on fire consisted of com-

pilL?lg horrifying lists of fire-1killed  seedlings, browned foliage on



saplings, fire scars on living trees, and overgrown fire scars in

freshly cut stumps. TO lay Out a permanent sample plot in a fresh

burn was counted a good deed, One of our Washington overhead laid

out such a plot at Urania in 1925. When L. I. Barrett and I went

to re-measure it 3 growing seasons later, we discovered that: (a)

In tying the plot into the nearest permanent corner, our Washington

superior had confused the north and south ends of the compass needle

(which made the -plot hard to find); and (b) he had neglected to

establish an unb.mned check plot! (There were no replications,

either, but nobody replicated in 1925,  anyway.) H. H. Chapman did

the Station an inestimable service when, during the Era of Expansion,

he cornFelled us to abandon our evangelical attit.ude toward fire in

favor of greater objectivity.

So mulch for the Station's five major lines of work during its

fourth year. Its minor project was artificial reforestation, or

"Forestation" (file designation "F") in the Service jargon of those

dEj5 . Findings ;Jere as yet little in demand. The work was under

_HaZey's  jurisdiction, as a sideline to the natural-reproduction,

fire, and zazing study at McNeil1 and the methods-of-cutting study

at Bogalusa. Unlike the much more extensive main lines of work, it

was, for scne  reason never explained, broken down into subprojects--

nursery, planting, and seed. (Perhaps the ease with which these

could be designated Fn, F>, and Fs had tem@ed higher authority

be:.ond its strenE;th. ) Time spent on one or another of these sub-

projects had to be acco,mted to the nearest hour, and e-qenditures
ir: -



to the nearest penny, and reported at the end of each fiscal year.

Why such minutely refined accounting was required of the least  of

the Station's projects and not of the larger ones remains a mystery

to this day, but the nuisance persisted until World War II.

By one of the greatest strokes of good fortune in my life, 1

was assigned to the Forestation Project. Another Temporary Field

Assistant and I reported in New Orleans on the same day. He came in

on the L & N Railroad, and I on the Southern. (I remember thinking

in my innocence, that I was crossing the Mississippi when I crossed

Lake Pontchartrain.) His train arrived in time for him to catch

transportation to Urania, and he was sent there to work with Hine.

My later arrival resulted in my being sent up by the late afternccn

train to Bogalusa to assist Hadley. Quite naturally and properl;r,

Hadley used me mostly on the minor forestation studies, where an;.'

mistakes I might make would do the least harm to the Station's

program. . The shaping of my whole professional career was as simple

a s that.

Forbes, Hine, and Shivery were in the fieid on October 16,  1924.

It was the Station's first and, at that time, still its only clerk,

Miss Very Spuhler (nosr Mrs. Ralph Lind)  who welcomed me to the oI'r"ice

with a straightforward cordialit~r  that I still remember gratefull::,

introduced me to Station procedure, issued me an official-diary rote-

book (and, as I recall, a book of railroad scri?),  eqA.ained the reasc

for m;- ixzediate assignment, and dispatched me to Bogalusa.

- I -



The Physical Plant

Station headquarters from l%?l  until 1926 consisted of Room 323,

Custom House. Although numbered, it was not properly a room, but

the walled-off end of a corridor. It was fairly long, but narrcw,

with a single window at one end, in the immensely thick east wall of

the building. (Prom that window, the following December, I observed

the sun rising across the Mississippi from the Custom House. This

astonished me, as I had learned by then that I was on the Atlantic

Ocean side of the River. That noon I checked out the Station's com-

pass --as I recollect, we didn't get o'ur  second compass until192.5--

and found, after a short :qalk and one quick sighting,  that where the.

Mississippi pn,sses  the foot of Canal Street, it flows practicall;.

&de north.) T%e windo;< sill was less than a foot above floor level,

arid very broad. Room 326, to which we moved in 1926, had two  ;;indows

wit3 sinllaz  sills,  on which we rsn a number of the Station's sand-

flat germination tests.

Rocm j23 contained Director Forbes' desk, Vera's type-niter

desk, and about three  other desks, plus desk chairs, a few chairs for

visitors, and a bit of standard filing equipment. The filing eqA.p-

ment included 3ne glass-fronted bookcase section. In this section

were four or five books (Eazley  and Hawes' Man~~al  of Forestr-1  fcr the

New Eh--lazd States : Tourney's See-:?.? and Plantinr,  and ";;ro  or three

others) and perhaps txo dozen bull:- _-1s  and pamphlets. This was the

Station's entire library after 5-2:  3 ,-ears. Staff members



furnished their own references as, until October 1924,  they had

furnished their own automobiles. The week the Station acquired me

as a field assistant it aho  acquired its first two autos, Modal T

Ford touring cars, complete with ill-fitting removable curtains.

For at least the next 2 years, these were known, respectively, as

the Urania Ford and the Bogalusa Ford (figure 1).

The natural-reproduction, fire, thinning, and naval stores lay-

outs at Bogalusa, McNeXLl,  Urania, and Starke have already been

mentioned. The corresponding facilities for Forestation research

(into which I was plunged my first week at Bogalusa and which remained

m;j absorbing and almost full-time occupation for the next 27 years)

consisted, in the fall of 192b,  of ten 4- by 12-foot seedbeds a.zd an

acre of plantations at McNeiLl,  another ten 4- by 12-foot seedbeds

(figure 2) and 4 acres of plantations at Bogalusa, and six or seven

incom$.etely labeled sacks and jars of 1923 pine seed.

Each nursery bed contained 24 drills of seedlings. Each unit

cf  six  &y-i? 1A-L-S, and in some instances each individual drill, was

cover52 by a separate "working >lan," often returned to the Station

for t;io  or three rewritings befcre final approval by the Washizgzon

Office. Bar>er vznexed the entire file of these absurd "plans!' when

he became the Station's first Forest Management Division Chief  sl_rl

1935,  and used them with deadl.; effect in his battle to introC,z2

the type  of study plan we wri-,e  today.

0 -- /
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FL;;ure  2 .--The Station's first e-xperixz&.l  nursery in
cooperation with the Great Southern Lumber
Company at Bogalcsa--a example  of Primitive
%a research photographed jiL?e 1.6, 1924, with
the Station's one and orJy post-card auto-
graphic Kodak.
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Among all the treatments in all the Forestation and other

experiments laid out at the Station up to and including the fsll  of

1924, not a single one was replicated. The first replication was

made accidentally in 1925, when an extra j-foot segment of one of

the Bogalusa seedbeds was sown as a second untreated check against

a series of chemical-weeding experiments. This proved to be a most

embarrassing replication. Compared with the first check, all the

chemical-weeding treatments had favorable effects on the pine seed-

lings  . Compared with the second check, all the treatments were

adverse. As the two untreated checks lay about 50 feet apart,

all the unreplicated chemical treatments sandwiched in between

with

t&m,

the simplest explanation seems to have been that the checks were at

the opposite ends of a soil-fertility gradient.

MY OW EiAF&Y  XORK

My first task at Bo,-alusa (fi,rUre 3) had nothing to do with

trees. It was to clean

The tj?ewriter was

as we say nowadays. It

time during World Yar I

understood to have been

the typewriter.

an unased Underwood obtained "from surpl;;c,"

had been i.2  possession of the Army from s&me-

until late 1923 or thereabouts, and was

stored on the ground under a tarp. Be that

as it may, the last decaying fragments of its wooden box had fallen

off when it arrived at Bogalusa about a year before I did. Its t:-,idc

coat of grease had saved it from rust, but had retained generous

amounts of gritty dust blown in from the gravel street below our sezsnd-

floor off ize in the cld Washington E&L& and Trust Company Building.
- 12 -
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R. I). Forbes.
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Casual visitors had poked most of the keys, and none of the type

bars the keys had raised had dropped down again.

Hadley said, "Clean it!" I dared not take it apart, but s-dabbed

and trickled kerosene through it for most of 2 days, and made it ;lork.

Indeed, it served the Bogalusa Office well until it was transferred

to another work center during the CCC period.

This unromantic introduction to forest research was alleviated a

little by checking of some computations with Hadley, and by a bit of

work on an experimental cone kiln in his back yard on Memphis Street.

The kiln (fiellre  4) knocked together of cheap lunber,  was slightl;

larger than an up-0,nded desk, and was uncontrollably heated by a

flat, 2-blurrier  oil stove, which smoked prodigiously.

My personal diary for Tuesday, October 21, 1924,  reads:

. . . A day of quiet adventure. Did my first real field
wcrk, classifying and tallying lobiolly seedlings in
the "spacing experiment." Saw my first buzzard and my
first lizard, and drove my first Ford.

I might have added "or any other car," as I had never had a

chance to drive before this time. I might also have added "and gc;

w first redbug bites." It had not yet become standard Station

procedure to warn northern-born and trained personnel of the exist-

ence of chiggers, aid I had innocently sat on the ground to eat my

lunch. I did not discover the resulting welts, however, until afLUer

I had written my diary and undressed for bed.
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The "spacing experiment' I started re-measuring that day was

the loblolly plantation, containing an acre apiece at 5- by 5-,

6- by 6 (figure 5), 6- by 8-, and 8- by a-foot  spacing, that the

Station had established in 1922-23 in Section 17 of the Great

Southern Lumber Company's "1,200-Acre Tract" southtiest of Bogdlusa.

(The tract was actually only 805 acres in area, but in those days

the Company, with an eye to publicity, rounded off all constructive

undertakings to the next higher 100 or 1,003 acres, and fires to

the next lower 100 or 1,OCC.)  Thanks to our early re-measurements

and to the Com~any's  constant cherishing through t;;o  reorganizations

and changes in ownershup, the spacing experiment is still a useful

asset of the Institute of Genetics.

MY 'hlly, ' made when the trees were 2 years in @.n.tation and

3 from seed, was the first in any of our ex=;erimental  plantations a:

Bogalusa. Hadley had me measure the heights in inches, because we

had a Biltmore stick with an inch scale on it. Neither he nor I

realized how soon the growth of southern Fines would outmode  the inch

as a unit of measurement. In blind adherence to the principle of

consistency, we continued to measure these and all later Bogalusa

plantation heights in inches till slash, loblolly,  and shortleaf

trees were 5 years and longleaf trees were 9 years ti Dlantation and

maximum heights approached or exceeded 20 feet. In re-Jerking the

old data, as we continue to do with cunched cards in some of our

genetics studies, we have to remember to divide the first few fields

by 12 to reduce mean heights to feet.

- 16 -



FFgze  s.--Car xe~ of the 6- by d-foot loblolly spach,- plantation
in Sectior? 17. Above, on I&arch  26, 1923,  a few weeks
after ?ylaxtiz;, a..nd  just titer  a visit by the Select
Senate Committee on Forestry. Below,wit:? trees 10 years in glamation  and 11 frca seed; hznd-on Ja.xmrj; 9, 1933,
kerchief aT breast height. The sa3e  volmteer longleafsee,41  4..-2rlg appears iri  left fcregrounii  of eacll picture

-.



BegirJling  with the loblolly spacing "tally" on October 21, my

work rapidly became more varied, more interesting, and more nearly

what I had eqected forest research to be like. In fact, I was

entranced with it. In the brief period of 2 weeks I measured and

described planted trees, transcribed 'data"  (I forget just what and

my diary doesn't specify), extracted and weighed seed (1924 was,

locally, a good seed year, and longleaf, loblolly,  and shortleaf

cones were mature), and went to New Orleans to meet Director Forbes

and to xork on curves and maps. I made out my first expense account,

too--actual expenses, not per diem, and with a subvoucher to suppcrt

each item in excess of a dollar--and swore to it before a duly con-

stituted official. We could swear to accounts before notaries, at

fifty cents ?er oath, .or swear frie before small-town postmasters,

but,as I recall, some venerable Civil Servant in the Custom House

;iitnessed  my first account, without charge.

Employment Status

All this time, however, I was in great perturbation of spirit

regarding both my professional career and my livelihood. I had been

on the Junior Forester Register, but in late summer had refused a
(I

job managing the F;est Point Military Academy woodlot. Eve,1 though

the job had paid only two-thirds the minimum salary for which the

Register qualified me, my re?asal comted as one of the three allc-.,-ed

me. My acceptance of my current Field Assistant job exhausted a

second choice, even though the aF?ointment was temporary. Would I

get a thir? offer? Would,  it be fcr a permanent job, and in research,

lo- A0 -



or might I, in 2 Or 3 months, be without work? Chris--&s. Wakeley--

was working in Ithaca, but we didn't know whether or not she was

pregnant. (At least 2 didn't know, because, while I had been sent

to Bogalusa, all my mail had been sent to Urania.) And our bank

account was very low.

On October 31, 1924, I received notice that I was still on the

Junior Forester Register.

On Novenber 4 I received a tentative offer of permanent appoint-

ment as Junior Forester on timber sales on tine Whitman National Forest

in Oregon, which I accepted by wire on November 5 (with regrets to

Forbes) and which was confirmed on November 6. (Chris wired me

enough money for a one-way ticket west.) On the sixth, also, I re-

ceived mail and learned that she wasn't pregnant. And on November 7

Forbes phoned me long-distance from New Orleans--itself a noteworthy

event in vie-.J  of the Station's budget--that I had been given a per-

mazzent  appointment as Junior Forester at the Southern'Statlon,

ef2'xtive November 10. With characteristic consideration for his

stair", he had got me transferre d frcm the Whitman to the Southern

Station in time to save me the cost of the round trip to Oregon. He

told me later that he had chosen me in preference to a rival bachelor

candidate because he considered married men steadier. I have been

at the Southern Station ever since.

Chris joined me in New Orleans the mcrning of Sunday, November 32

with the last of our meager funds, and we returned that night  to my

rota in Mrs. McRae's  boarding house at 310 Mississippi Avenue. It
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probably -r7as  the coldest house in Bogalusa, but we didn't  care, We

were together again, and I had my job in research. I signed the

oath of office before the Bogalusa postmaster November 25, and re-

signed it before him (I forget from what necessity) on December 13,

1924, at the age of 22.

Both my recollections of and my notes on the four years followin

my permanent appointment are so vivid, and cover such varied subjects

that they threaten to overshado-d  all the years from 1928 on. It is

with events as it is with trees. During the CCC period I directed

the Dlanting of three quarters of a million trees on the J. K. Jchnsc

Tract, near Alexandria, and today I can identify only one of these

trees without a map. At Bogalusa, where I planted a mere 18,003 or

19,003  with my own hands (figure 6), I can walk straight to and

identify a hundred distinctive individuals at will, despite the

greater lapse of time since planting. Yet the Johnson Tract planta-

tlcns, like the later years of wcrk, were in general far more produc-

tive . A sense of proportion therefore limits me to just enough

episodes to show how primitive the Primitive Era really was.

EXAMPLES OF FRINITIVE RESEARCH

-Ex~erimenta.l  Plantations  at Bo&%l.usa

The Coburn's  Creek and Upper Coburn's  Creek Experimental Tlan-

tations, 3.8  and 4.1 miles west-northwest of Bogalusa, cn the high-

-;ay to Franklin-ton,  are a good example of our research at this stage

0: the Station's development.



we 6.--"Plasthg  with my own hands" at Coburr?'s  Creek A* .posed picture, taken in 1928,  with a delayed timer,
to 5lustrate  U. S. Dept.  Agr.  Leaflet 32, 1929.  We
used Z-man  crews until Pete Ceremello, on the Kisaxhie
Natlor,al Forest, sho;;ed  us in 1934-35  that l-man CTS-.JS
were acre  efficient. Temporary Field Assistant G2
Hills holding the tree.
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Hadley and I laid out 12 acres at Coburn's  Creek (figures 7

and 8) just after my permanent appointment, and we started planting

on December 13, 1924. We had foresight enough to put the slash pine

next to the creek and the longleaf on the slope, with the loblolly

in between. The effects of the severe drought of 1924, however,

combined with our abysmal ignorance of subordinate vegetation (even

of pitcher plants) led

the slash 6- by 6-foot

and everything else on

vitiated about a third

us to put part of the loblolly and nearly all

spacing on a poorly drained "crawfish" site,

well drained soil. This oversight alone

of our plant-ing experiments.

Tne six l-acre plots in the slash and longleaf pine spacing

experiments were all right, except that spacings were not replicated

and that we spaced the slash 5 by 5, 6 by 6, and 8 by 8 feet and the

longled’ 6 by 6, 8 by 8, and 10 by 10. We should have reversed these

assignments of spacings to species. Enough was known of the growth

habits of the t-go,  even in 1924, to suggest that slash would stagnate

at the closer spacings, whereas longleaf would differentiate its

crowns well.

Tne other comparisons we made ?in  the Coburn!s+Creek Plantations

;?ere, Yith one exCeptiOIS, footling in the extreme. We CornDared "fall".

(December) with Irspri.ng;lr (February) planting; ?aattockll  with "dibble"

planting; and "pruned" (6-inch)  with "unprunedlt (18- to 30-inch)  roots.

The "dibble" was the old Great Southern planting bar (figure 6),

originally suggested to Red Pa-term by Austin Cary, and great-grand-

father of the modern Council Tool Company's planting bar.
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pre 7. --Coburn's  Creek Experi.me?tal  Plantations 2-t Bogalusa,
on December 30, 1926. Trees 2 years in the field,
bet not j-et  showing above the grass. T::e  three long-
leaf "seed trees " in background, left .---5er  logging
ia 1918,  were in the acre of lond_eaf s;,xed 10 by 10
feet. They never prodxed any seed, ac:_C  xere  cct in
1956 after the pknted  trees had overtc-,ped  them.
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These tests of season, tool, and root pruning were laid out

Tith slash, loblolly,  and longleaf, in half-acre plots at 6- by 8-

foot spacing--that is, with 12 rows,of (plus or minus) 33  trees

each, per half-acre. Ln each half-acre, the treatments to be con-

trasted.were planted in alternate rows. Essentially, half of all

tine  trees planted, other than those in the spacing plantations, were

"untreated checks, ' as they were root-pruned seedlings of acceptable

size, bar-planted during the normal winter planting season. There

vere  no factorial combinations of treatments. And, so far as method

of planting was concerned, __all the trees in the spat-kg plantations

-iere untreated checks. Small wonder that we never got any large or

consistent dii-'"Gerecces  amcng these treatments, in survival or early

growth, either here or at &per Coburn's  Creek (figure g), where Tom

Zarron,  Roy Chapman, and I established 'seasonal repeats It the fol-

lswing year. Seasonal regeats,  that is, of all except  the cornparis-r,

-CT unpruned with pruned roots of lor;.,-7 -f pine. We gave that up. It

cost too much to drive the planting bar 20 or more inches into the

s cu 1;' 'f ciay  s-2‘csoi.i  Cld poke the UEp, u- .~~*~ad  roots into the slit with a

forked stick.

The one comparsion that paid off was of seedling grades (figures

10 and 11). In 1924 we had an acre and a half unassigned to treat-

zer,ts at Coburn's  Creek. HadJ.ey said, "T!-Ank  of something." I

remembered a sDruce  seecing-grad?  exercise under Professor Samuel 1;..-

Ssrtig at Cornell, and set UT some grades,  purely by sye, in the
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F” -:re g*
lb-- --From my e,xgression, I took seric-xly t:?e  3stab;isnment

cl the experimental glaztti~ area zt UF?er  Cobuxx's
Creek, Bogallxa,  in 1925-26.  Back;r~~?~d  shows ‘nc:;  open
t3e cutever  longleaf land vas - -La.-A PI __ -__ -de k-2 ;an to ~lznt  .
Cespite repeated TSI a.zd some cre.zz:ribe:  5urniz:,  it's
sr et t ; br-shy now.



Figure 10. --Ai;ove,  frm left to right, Grade 1, Grade 2, and
Grade 3 slash ptie seed2 is-s in the Staticn's
f-i-s%c -- s ixd;- of seedling grades  . Below, from left
to right (-,+-ith  hat axd hazcikerchief  3 feet above
grc;L?d)  Grsdes 3, 2, and 1 after 4 years ix
piaxTation at Cobufi's  Creek.

7-
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Figze Il.--Above,  from: left to riri?t,  Grade 1c.3 -, Grade 2, znd
Grade 3 ~o‘ziolly  pixe  seediings  k Station's first
study of seedli.n,-  Grades. Belou,.  fron ieft to
ri&t  (wit3 hat and handkerci~ief  3 feet a> eve
,rro.ad  , Grades 3, 2, and 1 after 4 years  ir, slata->
tic2 at Cc5x.zn  's Creel;.



available slash and loblolly stock. (I was not yet up to formu-

lating grades for longleaf seedlings, which still looked like grass

to me.) In both survival and growth, the grades planted at Coburn's

Creek in 1924-25,  and "repeated" at Upper Coburn's  in 1925-26

(figure 12) differed consistently and to an economically important

extent, for 'coth species in both years.

This seedling grading experiment was my first technical con-

tribution at the Southern Station. Very directly it laid the

foundation of the system of "morphological grades" that I first pub-

lished i?,  U. S. Dept. Agr. Tech. Bul. 492 in 1935.  These morpho-

logical grades sometimes fail to coincide with "physiological"

grades (later dubbe "physiological qualities"), which I first

attempted to define at the 1948 meeting of the Society of American

Foresters in Boston and which actua.Ll-J  determine capacit-y to survive.

Because of such failures  to coincide, various agencies have c<lled

millions of plantable seedlings and have planted millions that should

have  been chilled. Yet the morphological grades are the only kind it

‘T,as  yet proved feasible to apply in the nursery bed, in the or-zking

shed, cr at the ~lanti?g site, and they are still used, much as I

set them up in 1924,  almost eveqwhere  that southern pines are

&3.nted.

We re-e:emined the planted trees at Coburn's  a-i Upper  Coburn's

Creek each yet for the first 5  years in the field--52  longleaf

seedlings, because cf t:qeir  sl 0-g j~it'r- id..-. height grc-..7:-:,  ;'or  the first B.



.,:
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'Ge recorded heights (in inches, as mentioned earlier), vigor (rather

subjectively, and, as it turned out, to no useful purpose), and all

injuries we could identify. Mapwise notes on lettersize sheets

enabled us to identify each individual tree, as, indeed, we can

stLl1  do. Shivery, who had come to the Station from 2 years' soils

survey work in the old Bureau of Soils, made us an excellent soils

map of the Coburn's Creek Area, with the help of which Roy Chapman

azd I accepta‘cly  mapped the soils in the nearby Upper Coburn's  Creek

Flantations. The mapwise notes served a good purpose in connection

wit;7 soil types, too, as we were able 20 mark the soil type  boundaries

bet;reen  individual trees in the field notes.

The upshot ijas  this. Raving set out to learn all about seasons

+ @anting,  tools, root-pruning, spacing, and (as an afterthought)"_

seedling  grades, we learned something useful about grades, little

aezo2t  spacing that could not have been deduced from general principles,

p.-~ *-Ertuall;i nothing about seasons, tools, or root-pruning. Thanks

t::  Shivery's scils  map, however, we'did get some insight into species-

sc2s relationship. And thanks to meti~~fious  annual re-examinations,

-Jit,il records ke?t separate by individual trees, -$e learned a tremen-

dous amount aboA ice-damage (figure 13), rabbit-damage, Nantucket ti.;

~-~ (figure i3), brown-spa+-4"  "41 ir needle disease of longleaf pine, and that

>lacJe  of planted loblclly and slash gines,  southern fusiform rust.

r'zrtunateiy  also ;je recorded the sources of the seed frcm ‘dhich  the

>ianted trees -+;ere grol;r?. In the Dresent  Era of ReselYnh in DepthU^ \ril



Figure 13 .--Wkdthrow  in 5-
year-old slash pine  spaced 5
by 5 feet, at Coburn's  Creek,
following recer,t  glaze storm.
Photographed March 29, 1930.
A majorFty of the trees
straightened ug, at the ccst
of some compression-wood forma-
tion, and at age 15  the stad
yielded considerably more pulp-
wood per acre than the 6 by 6
a.nd 8 by 8. &LO-J,  rather
typical Nantucket tio moth
damage on planted loblolly pize.



this fact, coupled with the complete fiI..e  of notes on the kdividud

trees, gives the Coburn's  and Upper Coburn's  Creek Plantations unique

value for forest genetics research.

Work Trad5ng

During the Primitive Era, and even through part of the Era of

Eqansion and Recognition, there were about as many lines of work

under way as there were permanent members of the staff. We had a

fe-,+y temporary field assistants, but only a few. Much of the work

required pairs of men, or small cre;is. Until the lush &days of the

New Deal, therefore, work trading was a feature of the Station's

program.

Such work trading varied my assignment to artificial reforesta-

tion by takLng me to McNeil1 in January 1925 to count longleaf seed-

12.11,-s  on l/li;O-acre  'quadratsfl --actually 66- by 6.6-foot  plots. IK

t>e sprb-  c' that vez-  it engaged6 4 " me at Bogalusa, Louislana,  Lace-:I.

azd Meridlar, , Mississippi, in eastern Texas, at S;-lacauga, Alabama,

and clear tc Nev Bern, I\jcrth  Carolina, on the so-calLed "Extensive

Survey . " From May through J1.Ly 1925, and for a briefer Deriod in

1926, it tcck me to Starke, Florida, to work with $!yman  on naval

szores. To Rusk and Paydelle,  Te.xas,  in April 1926, during a heal?

discharge of shortleaf plane pollen, to lay out fire plots with Demmon.

To CampXnchot,  Flcrida (figure 14), cn the old Choctawhatchee

Xalior 2 Forest (now Ei;lin  Field) to help initiate ;he sandhill

studies thas  were abandoned in 1931  and revived (a few da;s after
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.

Qure 14 .--Directm  R. D. Forbes describing conteqlated  new work
on the deco  samIs  of the Choczowhatchee National Forest
to naual-stores operators ar,d others in the yard of the
Camp Pinchot  Razzger  Station, on Garnier's E&you.
November 4, 1926.
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we had thrown away the old files!) with the establishment of our

present Marlanna Project. In mid-August 1926,  I drove the C~I-  for

W. W. Ashe when he made.the reconnaissance that led to the purchase

of the Kisatchie National Forest; in 3 days, on what is now the well

stocked Red Dirt Area, we found, and photographed as a curiosity, a

single  small patch of longleaf pine seedlings. I represented the

Station at the Forest Products Laboratory Program Conference at

,3%aiison in 19.29. Aad from the fall of 1926 until Dr. Thomas E.

Snyder's arrivzl. 0s July 1, 1934, I handled all the Station's en-

tomological s~ecinens  and correspondence. In fact, practically the

orj_y thing I did not work on was hardwoods.

The 200-Acre Tract

Even before my permanent appointment in November 1924,  my seed,

nurser~rAJ, and 2lanta.Z on measurements began to be interlarded with

ccnputations  for the longleaf methods-of-cutting st,Jdy  on the 200-

Acre Tract at Bogalcsa.

The.tract, now included in the L.S.U. r'orest  School forest, lies

bet;;een Bogue Lace and Thompson Creek, about 10 miles west-northwest

of Bogal~-?sa,  cn the highway to Franklinton.  (In the late Twenties,

the natural range of slash pine e-xtended ncrthwest to Bogue Lute but

not to Thompson Creek. By now, however, though I have not had occasio:

to check, natural re>rc.iuction  of slash, r'rom native parents, may have

occurred at or b e;-Gxd  Thompson Creek.) Calling the area th? "23aV"-

Acre Tract was an e-xamcle  of the Great Southern Luuber Com;any's

che.zrfd  ro-;~d~~g;-c~f  to the ne>;t i;lgher  h-a&r&;  the actual area, If
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I remember correctly, was 156 acres. In a characteristically coop.

erative spirit, the Company had leased the tract to the Station fol

a dollar a year, and had undertaken to log it in any manner desirec

for research. The Station had laid out a "minimum requirements" ar

a "desirable practice" block north of the highway, and a similar ps

of blocks south of it, with many l/loo-acre "quadrats"  (6.6-  by 66-

foot rectangles) on which longleaf seedlings were to be counted. ]

forget how fencing of the area yas financed, but almcst certaXn:;r j

was not from federally appropriated funds.

My I;art in the establish-D,+uG.-Ib of the study ilas  to plot on the

area base map the block corners, "quadrats," and all the longleaf

seed trees left on and near the four methods-of-cutting blocks.

Hadley,  Shivery, John Byrne, and perhaps one cr two others had ;iorB

for weeks tyLmL, in these corners and trees with transit and ta;e

meas-drexents  . Bearings had been disregarded; ;ies were by 2 angles

and incl.dded side, 2 sides and included angle, or 3 si5es  of a

trian,-le , to permit calculation of latitudes and deoart;rres. T-ie

Third CC these three methods, althoug;;h  it involved the most dirz"ficL

calculations, had been used fr=ol-& bL- J* I had to send to Ithaca fcr

trigoncmetric iables  for the work, as the Station had none.

This stud)-  on the 200-Acre Tract tells vclumes  a-Gout  the state

r-2 nk.- Lore:t research in the mid-Twenties, both in th Service jr,  gen-

eral a.125  at the Southern Station in particular.
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It i/as  not out of order to use transit and tape to traverse thC

boundar;/ of the tract and to lay out one or two base lines frcm whit

to locate interior points. For all the interior block corners,

"quadrats" and individual longleaf seed trees, compass bearings and

taped dis"aces  would have been amply &curate, and far cheaper in

terms of both field time and office time. Using the transit fcr the

was nothing but the symptom of a yearning to be "scientifically

accurate ."

On what  kind of an experiment was this scientific ?recisicr

lavished?

In tke first place, it was hardly an experiment. It was the COT.

s idered 0; 3 ion of the staff that both the "minimum requirement" (4

longleaf seed trees per acre) and the "desirable practice' (20 seed

trees per acre) wouJ.d insure adeS';ate reproduction. In spirit, the

u.ndertah>,s  xas reall;r  to "demonstrate" that 20 trees would restcck

the ground more ab>znida.ntly  and wo.Ad also constitute a residual stand

capable or’  financ2.q a second cut, and hence would be better business

i? the lcng run.

Secczd,  the "c?per'  and ('lower11 pairs of bloc,ks  were not inzendec

to be, and were not in fact, replications  in the statistical sense,

to provide an error term. They were designedly put in on soils zzd

-*--q stands as diff erent  as c :sL'Ae from each other ( a fine e-xaqle  of

confou.ndZ,cg),  to "demonstrat  ' (sgzb!)  that the arbitrarily s?ezir'iec'
1 _1netnocs  Of Z'Lttti*'--&  -<01&d  ;;orj.: .--.-ore.__ II.ibA



Third, although infinite care was used in locating “qua&--t”

corners with transit and steel tape, no such care was used in

selecting the longleaf pines to be left as seed trees (figures lj and

16). The Great Southern Lumber Company set a date for logging the

area in connection with their regular operation on surrounding land.

Unaware as yet of the ponderousness of federal operations, they kept

the date. A voluminous correspondence about the study was still 5

progress bet;reen Nei; Orleans and Weshington when, in desperation,

IJadley  went out and marked the trees to be left. As he said in his

establishment report: ?I!he marking had to be done hurriedly to keep

ahead of the sa\;s."

But the hasty marking was not the worst. The chief flaw in tl?e

study was that, instead of betig laid out on typical longleaf sttes

on Upper Coastal Pla$n  slopes or ridges, it was laid out on diverse

but generally fertCe soils in the forks of a creek,  where only

centuries  of frequent burning had kept longleaf ascendent over lo-o-

lolly, shcrtleaf, and hardwoods. Ecologically, it was the last place

where a longleaf reproduction stud;-  should have been put.

The outcome? Despite good longleaf seed crops in 1924, 192:,

1928,  and 1932,  only 26 longleaf seedlings, as I recall, ever became

established on the acre or so of observation 'quadrats.' UnCer tke

ccnplete  protection from fire that the Station specified and th3

Company achieved, these longleaf seedlings were a.3 suppress,5;  .:,

killed 5;' lobiolly and shortleaf t:hat leedied in fron trees al -2 ;>e
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creek-s, or by hardwood brush. Meanwhile, from the same 1924, 1927,

1928, and 1932 seed crops, Fe 0. ("Red") Rateman,  Head Ranger of the

Great Southern Lumber Company, without resorting to tape, transit,

or "quadrats" successfully reproduced longJ.eaf on 45,000 acres of

the Company's land. Alas for the Station's ultra-scientific research!

Red Batemsn

This is as good a point as any to-pay a long overdue tribute to.
F. 0. ("Red'? Batem~.  His nickname, by the way, derived from his

ruddy countenance, not fron his hair, which was brown.

Unlike his yc~~nlger brother, i3ryant  Eateman, of the L.S.U.  Fcrest

Schcol faclll_:jr,  who took his doctorate at Ann Arbor, Red was not

prcfess  ionally trained. Mjr impression is that he must have graddated

from high school about 1913  and gone to work in the woods, for the

Great ScuL-+- Lur2Ser  Conp21y,  ri,rkt  afterwards. Wnatever the chrcnol-"i-r_ -1

ogy of earlier  events, he had sufficiently made his msrk by 1919-22,

when the C;r=x.q 's serious forestry program began? to be aF>ointet

Head Ranger. And he proved to be one of the greatest silvicultxrls;s

the South blc lknolm._<I" Thousands of acres of Cross  Zellerbach's  secc:.i-

growth longlssf at 3x_alusa,  all the Comcany's  pine plantations,  and,

in a very real secce,  most of the zinc  plantations in the South, s-xnd

as a monumen; to .Lc gel:<-5. For many years aL?.  the rest of us merely

copied cr i;r2ze ‘u;  :,%a: he developed and showed us.

Frcm tlze  star: of the Company's artificial refcrestation at

Bogalusa in l?19-2:.  he was the prime  mover in developirlg  &e.nting
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principles and techniques. By 1922-23,  two growing seasons before

I arrived at the Station, he had worked out the essentials of the

general practice still employed today--slit planting of bare-rooted

1-O stock grown without shade in the nursery. The 6- by 8-foot

spacing he chose as most suitable and eccnomical for southern pines

was the almost universal standard throughout the South for many

years, and few drastic departures from it seem justifiable even nod.

Red's first big silvicultural coup was in l92O-Z?.l.  He sensed

the import of the unprecedentedly heavy 1920 seedfall on 10,000

acres being logged or about to be logged in.  what later became knc-ZI

as the "South Pasture" at Bogalusa, and personally persuaded Colczel

suLLivan, tken  General Manager of the Great Southern Lumber Company,

to let him fence the entire area against hogs. No finer stand cf

pole-size longleaf than that iasIde  Red's fence 15ne  exists toda;-.

Outside, be?ore t;n,e  seedlings were out of the grass--see figure 39

of the U. S. Dept. Agr.,  Agricltitize  Monograph 18--120&s had reduced

the orZginal catch  of thousands zer acre to two or three  seedlings

per acre.

By 1,023, Red had nurser: and Flanttig techniques for loblcll:.

and slash gines  pretty well under control. That spring,  V. H.

Sonderegger, s;ho  had succeeded FcrYaes  as State Forester of Louisisna

ix 1921,  gave the Great Southe?.l Lumber Cornpan:;  half 'X ;Gund of long-

leaf 3ine ;eed--geographic SO~ZSO  not rcted. JList 01;; of curlcs  cty,

J. K. JGtison ? -kc filled the position cf Cc-npany :zr:ster,  had Red

so;;  the seed 2-i xhe Company nurser;r. Both he and 3ed wanted tG .gatc

the seecllizgs del-elop.



At lifting time, in the winter cf 1923-24, J. K. told Red to

dig up the 500 Or so longleaf seedlings and throw them away.

Red stood in no awe of authority. He said, 'Why?"

For answer, J. K. tossed him some sort of popular, mimeographed

rews release from the Washington Office of the Forest Service, an

"Uncle Ray's CornerN type of thing, which said that it was impossible

to plant longleaf

and plant WithGUt

would be fatal.

pine because the tap roots were too long to lift

isjury,  and the slightest injury to the tap root

Tnis bl-zb (-which I never saw c;self and the authorship of whiz:;.

I",~as unable to trace) didn't impress Red much. He grunted, stalked

Gut, &.lg  Up the iOI'l&Sf StGCk, pruned the roots to 6 inches with his

jack-knife, ard planted the seedlings at the junction of the South

Pas t-a-e Loop and the road to Yilt Miley's  house. They survived abcu;

POF zrcer,, started height growth the third year after  planting

(fi,@res  17 and I_&), and have since been. thirned repeatedly for pul;-

:xGd and poles. On the strength of this insubordinate venture of

Y?ateman's, tne  Conprz.cy  planted some 7,000 acres of longleaf 5 years

later, and the Civilian Ccnservation Corps planted more longleaf

than anything else on the Southern National Forests during the Depres-

sion vears  ."

On Saturday, February 25, 1928,  I remarked idly to Red, about

eight o'cloc:~ in the morning, that it was a pity that the persistent

wi*qs Gf  longleaf seed prevented our drill-so-wing it in thz nurser::,
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Fibwe  17 .--Red Bateman's 1923-24 lcngleaf pine plantation--
his first, and (so far as we klz;re been able to
learn)  the firs-L strictly comzerciai  plantaticr.
of this sDecies. Taken December 30, 1926, wit:2
the trees-3 years in the field and 4 from seeC.
The hu;ll,ul yardssick is Spurgeor, Yingo.





the way the Company sowed slash with the "Brig Young" seeder intro-
.

duced from Ann Arbor by H. C. Mitchell. By noon Red had perfected

the drill seeder shown in figure 19, and had gone over from brcad-
.

cast to drill-sowing of longleaf seed. With this seeder, two men

easily sowed two hundred T-foot  drills an hour, an economically

feasible rate with labor at $1.50 per lo-hour day. Tripping the

hinged trough of the seeder with the high handles did away with the

stooping and kneeling which had made all previous longleaf seeders
I

impracticable. Aluninum measuring cups, cut down from jello  molds

in the light of a few seed counts and a shrewdly estimated germtia-

tion percent, gave entir@lTW&d adequate control of sowing rate and

seedbed density. This effective solution of a practical problem in

a matter cf hers -was  characteristic of Red Rateman. So was his

acceptance of my zintentional  challenge concerning the manageability

of his faxrite species,  longleaf pine.

Even more nc-S.5-orthy  than Red's development of slanting tech-

niques was his ccnsistently successful natural reproduction of

longleaf from old-growth stanck.

At the time cl which I am writing, the Forest Service and Z. H.

Cixapman,  if they agreed on nothing else, agreed, and in print, that

longleaf se&.li.n,-s could not survive in the shade of mature trees.

Red, who got his information in the woods instead of fron prin?,

lkex better. He knew that seedlings dLd survive, fi;r  a few years at

least, mder  the o?en cano-,y  characteristic of old-growth stands



,., *.a.-
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FLgure  19. --Red &teman’s  kkged  see;,:-; trough  for drill-SOviZg

lon,clea.f  pine seed. The x.2 handles ePC:ated the
stoc?lhg arld knedil,r thn-, :xd xade  d.1 previous

&-ill seeiiers  for this s;ecies  icpractieable.



(figure 2G)--provided winter fires did not wipe them out in the

cotyledon stage.

The Great Southern Lumber Company had a Department of Naval

Stores, which chipped all old-growth timber for 2 years before i;

was cut. In common with all naval stores operators at the time,

this Department's practice was to rake a 2-foot clear circle arc-ad

each tree ix the late winter or early spring, and then burn over the

entire area, to protect the turpentine faces and 'expensive cups from

fires later on. Longleaf seed germinates in November or December.

TYese  wtiter turpentine burns the--efore  caught t‘ne  seedlings at

their one ccmpletely vulnerable stage and effectively prevented

natural re?roductlon.

Red gut these facts across to Colonel Sullivan.  Sullivan ;cid

the man a; the head of the Naval Stores Department to go ahead and

rake as usual, but to quit burntig.  The man--I forget his name--
_(aemurrec. "AU right," said Sullivan, "your Department is bare::-

. .breakmg even, anyway . We'll just abolish it and sto?  naval stores

o-i;eraticns  altogether. The seedlings are more important."

The man szopped burning, catua,lly (see figure 20). As a resul

Red caught  enough advance reprcduction from the good longleaf seed

crops of 1924, 1927,  1928, and 1932, and it s-nvived well enox;?  tl?

the overhead stands were logged, to, restock 45,000 acres at the ra-:.

of 850 3~ more thrift;- young lcngleaf p?nes  per acre. The prc ~5: 2

was identical with that paraded as a new discovery on $ages  1$--k  o:
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Figure  2 0 . - - Red Bat~~:‘s successful adaptation of the sheltervoci
method ;o longleaf pine was an even greater sil-.-Lc>At-.zzl
f e a t  tkx h is  development o f  the  ar t i f i c ia l  rege::  :ra:ix
J-c 7,,-hniq’:es tre s t i l l  u s e  tod3.y. He reprckced 45,.J30  zzres
o f  old-g:ro;ith  longleaf (above) to 850 or more lon;lezI’
trees ;er ac re  by bri~;tig through seedlings (belo-d)  I:CZI
the 19$, 1927,  1926:  S.X~ 1932 seed crops. Dote the 1-

year tr>entine faces --md the mb~xrned  rough.



the Station's 1963  Annual Report and in U.S. Forest Service Research

Paper SO-4, 1963. J. K. Johnson used to write us each year exactly

what areas Red was going to reproduce, and, so far as I could learn

from miles of travel over the Company's lands, Red never failed.-
It's a pity those letters of Johnson's were "disposed of' according

to regulations. They would be priceless historical documents today.

I know of no other silvicultural operation in the South more remark-

able than this "modified

Red died of a heart

think the brief obituary

shelterwood" operation of Red Bateman's.

attack in 1941,  at the age of 45. I don't

note that I wrote (Jour. Forestry 39: 950)

is listed among my publications.

TBE "EKIERSIVE  SURVEY"

In February 1.925, after an intra -Station fanfare of trumpets,

we launched another primitive enterprise,  the "Extensive Survey."

A -e-resentative of the Washington Xfice came down to inslze  itsi Y *

being started properly. We devoted to it all the rclling stock t:he

Station possessed--the Bogalusa and Urania Model-T Fords purchased

the fall befcre. iYe even had a s;e,,~'a1 extensive-s;Lrvey  lcoseleaf

notebook form .printec--on very gcc,d gqer too. I had looked forward

to the sur';Te;:,  expecting it to be a large-scale estimate of forest

conditions and forest resources pa,,-lerned after Averill,  Averill,  and

Stevens' Harvard Forest Bul. 6, of 1923,  A statistical forest surve>r

of seven to-.ns in central Nassach.:seetts, which had greatly impressed

rile  dying  my graduate year at Cornell, or after the Sw;dish NaticnalLA

Fcrest E*2rvey,  of which we were beginning to read glowing accounts.
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The Extensive Survey proved to be nothing like the Harvard or

Swedish surveys, and bore no slightest resemblance to the current

Southern Forest Surveys.

Instead of thoroughly sampling a county, an ownership, or any

other definable area, two carloads of us (later reduced to one)

drove to any place rumored to have definite history, or any place

with a scatterbg  of old trees left after logging, or any area

freshly logged or recently burned, and "ran strip" toward any distant

object on which -Lhe  compass could be sighted to guide us in a

straight line. In some inexplicable revulsion from the scientific

accuracy of transit and tape that had distinguished  the work on the

200-Acre Tract at BogaLusa,  we used surveyors' chains instead of

steel tapes; the click of chain-links against a scrub oak stem was

the theme song of 1925.

There was rivalry between the crews in the,  two cars as to which

could pile out, set compass, untangle chain, and get running first

after the Dire+bbor and the Washington Office man had agreed, as

they easily did, that "here" was a place to get some data. Off we

went at a good Date,  tallying all trees on a strip 1 or 2 chains

wide, and at every fifth chain counting seedlings on a l/loo-acre

. plot. On the backs of the field sheets we recorded "history" (got

by hearsay or deduced from suppression cores, fire scars, age of

hardwood sprouts, and rotted slash and stumps), groundcover, soil

(we had a soil auger along), age of seed trees, and a multitude of
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other things. When conditions were monotonously uniform we some-

times noted "same as preceding" on the backs of the sheets; as we

often rearranged the sheets in a different order before giving them

permanent consecutive numbers, this labor-saving notation caused

much confusion later on. We delighted especially in running strip

on severely burned areas with lots of white ashes, dead seedlings,

brown tree crowns, and pitchy fire scars, all of which we recorded

in minute detail as evidence that fire was bad.

In the Great Southern Lumber Company's South Pasture Longleaf

Pine Tract of 10,000 acres at Bogalusa, we tallied )lseed  trees" on

some 5 miles of strip, and counted longleaf seedlings (figure 2l)

on nearly 100 'quadrats" (more than 80,000 seedlings to the acre on

some of them) because this was an area with a very definite history.

To be sure, the history already in our files showed that the area

had seeded in from the original old-growth timber at or shortly

before logging in 1920 or 1921, and that the spindly residual trees

had produced no cones since the date of logging, but we tal.liedthe

residual trees and seedlings anyway. The exercise at least had the

virtue of making me personally familiar with this famous tract, on

which Siggers later did most of his definitive work on brown spot

needle disease, and of giving us our first quantitative record of

the seedling stand. As a means of learning how to achieve natural

reproduction of longleaf pine, however, the exercise was worthless.
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Figure2l. --George B. Shivery (left) and Harry Wiswell counting
longleaf seedlings from 1920 seed crop, on l/loo-acre
"quadrat" of "Extensive Surveyw in Great Southern
Lumber Company's South Pasture at Bogalusa, Louisiana.
The b-year-old seedlings here averaged 82,000  per acre.
February 3, l925.



We saw some interesting things on the Extensive Survey. I?ear

Adamstown, Mississippi, for example, on the south side of the

Bogalusa-Poplarville  highway, in one of the last remaining stands

of big, old-growth longleaf pine in the State, we saw what may have

been the very last turpenti.ne."boxes" being cut into the butts of

the trees. For a couple of weeks, too, near Sylacauga, Alabama, on

the Kaul Lumber Company holdings, we ceased running strip on random

bearings, and, by starting from monumented section corners, picked

up and followed as well as we could the lines run by Franklin W.

Reed in 1903 or thereabouts when he was preparing a management plan

(U.S. Dept. Agr. Forest Serv. Bul. 68. 1905) for that company.

From our tallies of stump holes and old stumps we reconstructed witi

rather surprising accuracy the stands Reed had estimated and the

intensity of cutting he had recommended and the Kaul Lumber Coupany

had carried out.

The longleaf seedlings Reed had envisioned had not, however,

come in, probably because the land was all open range and razor-back

hogs were abundant. Station personnel today see perhaps a tentt  as

many hogs as there were in 1925, and almost none of the old Ilpiney-

woods rooter" breed. The saying was that if you picked up a woods- '

hawg by the ears and his body balanced his head, he was ripe fcr.

slaughter, but all you got was a pound of lard and a gallon of

turpentine.
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The hard living, the poor food, the bad roads, the interesting

human episodes, and the fun, however, lived longer in memory thas

any technical findings of the Extensive Survey. There we-e  exciting4.

moments also.

We lived in rooming houses and small-town hotels, and ate many

m e a l s  i n  s m a l l - t o w n  c a f e s . We got so tired of fat bacon with rind

along one edge, greasy fried eggs, grits, ham, beans, and baking-

po-Jder  biscuits that some of us lost interest even in Food bacon

and eggs and grits for several years.

I still remember the bedbugs in the Pickering Lumber Cornpan;

cam? at lzhieh  we stayed one night near Haslam,  Texas.

On March 10, 1925,  Forbes, Shivery, Earry Wiswell,  and I crossed

the river at Mansfield,  Louisiana, with our Ford, on a 4-car  ferry-.

The ferry was merely a decked-over scow, coaxed along  by a small

motorboat. As we left the bank, t‘ne  boat's motor quit. We driftefi

around the first bend domstream, and around the second. Asmall

colcred boy was languidly pumping out the scow with a hand pump

about the size of those used to inflate footballs. Shivery (figure

21) sav  Forbes -watching She tiny stream of water from the pump, and

remsrked: "1 was on a ferry like this once, and it sank." "Sank!"

exclaimed For-Des, "Vhat  do you mea, sank?" "Ever:-thi.ng  sank,"

said Shivery, perfectly dead-pan. "The bow went down, and ;he t-n:

front cars rolled off and sank. Then the stern west down, z.nd  th+

two back cars rolled off and sank. Then the whole ferry sank."

Forjes  ' Pzce -;as  a st~ldjr  .
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Harry Wiswell (figure Zl) was a dapper, entertaining fello;i.

I forget where he had got his professional training, perhaps at the

University of Maine. His outlook was amusingly cynical. He could

upset his digestion by thinking about it, and did so toward the end

of every month, to insure getting al.1 the sick leave the regulations

then allowed Temporary Field Assistants. He used to say: "Someone's

got to marry the rich girl; it might just as well be me." And sure

enough, he married an heiress worth, I believe, seven m-illion. iken

I last sari him, about 2.937, he and she were living in New Jersey,

with a summer hcme  somewhere farther north and a w?inter  home in :J$ami.

fjot  that Harry wasn't a competent  field man. He was. He was

also an excellent saxaphone player and, the summer before the Excez-

s ive Survey, had played in a road-house band at night while helping

Wyman in his Starke, Florida, naval. stores studies by dey. In those

days we r:ce  on actual e-ense,  not per diem, and Harry entered sn

item in his monthly e-qense account for cleaning and pressing the

tuxedo he wore in the band. If he had called it a "suit," it wo3%ci

have got by, but h.e was as innocent and naive as he was c7ynical,

and specified the kind of suit. The Washington Office held up the

whole azco3at and wrote down with justifiable a%erity to both Fcrbes\-
and >!)xm to find out what kind of naval stores production

we were conducting that required the wearing of a tuxedo.

Demmcn, destined to succeed Forbes as Direc:zr  of the

Station, Zan as Director of the Lake States Staticn,  c-1:3  Llg as
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Director of the Southeastern Station, and to be President of the

Society of American Foresters , joined the Extensive Survey party at

'Nacogdoches on March 17, 1925,  the day after the "million-dollar

rain" that broke about a nine months' drought in east Texas. Joined

it literally in the woods; though we knew when his train or bzs was

due to arrive we went to work at the usual time, after making some

provision or other to have him conveyed to the work area. Serious

business, running strip on the Extensive Surve;r. A couple of hours

of tall;G.2g were wcrth more than the convenience and morale of a

newly recruited future Director.

Forbes, Demmon,  Shivery, Wiswell,  and I spent the night cf

March 18 in the ghost sawmill town of Etoile,  Texas. Mrs. Her-eycut,

whose husbad  ccmbined some scrt  of caretaking function with farming,

served us the best supper we had had in many days, and Honeyc7& found

sleeping a-uaxers for us . He contrived beds for f OVT o f u s frcm

residues of the stock in an abandoned store, but said the fifth man

would have to sleep at a fa,rm.hcuse  down the read.

S::lvery said he would sleep  at the farm if it was all right,

otherwise scmeone  else would have to, and went off in the Ford to

reconnoiter. He soon came back with an odd smile on his face, got

out his shavin; k;it,  shaved, and returned to the farm, all without

sayhi; a xord. Be said nothing The next mornix,  either. He re-

sipped from the Forest Service the following year to become Eztnsion

Forester cf Teraessee.  I still re,-ret  that I nel-er  sent him a zollec;,



telegram on some tenth anniversary of this Extensive Survey episode

to ask him a he shaved at Etoile, Texas, the night of March 18,

1925. I have let more important inquiries go by default, but no

other that would have been such fun.

I believe it was on April 3, 1925,  in the Neches  River bottoms,

on the way to Kirbyvfile, Texas, that I first noticed and recorded

a loblolly pine, a 5-foot  seedling, with b-needled as well as 3-

needled fascicles. In later years I realized that the 4-needled

habit in loblolly -waist-high  to head-high was a sign of optimum

conditions for groxth, as on the Marigold Mining Company's spoil-

bank plant~ing near Birmingham and in plantations under deadened

blackjack oak on loessal soil near Oxford, Mississippi. It was n=st

till 1951,  however, that I discovered that even 1-O loblolly nursery

s-kc:;  sometimes  rrcduced 4-needLed fascicles.

At Dibcll we mislaid our s.zveyor's  chain or left it behind

somehow. To avoid loss cf :rorking time, we borrowed a steel tape

from the Southern Pine Liimber Company. It was not till we got to

the woods that we noticed the tape was marked in varas instead cf

feet. Oh, veil, we thought, we'll run strip in varas and convert :o

English units later. We took quantities of records in varas, and

returned the ta>e  to the company with thanks. It was months later,

in New Orleans, that we discovered that  there were varas and varas,

a.n;rwhere  frcm 32 to 43 in:::zs  in length. i4e never did find out

which vara i;e ha6 used at Diboll, and we never dLl get those pr-dic  -

ular  data straightened out.
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Shivery was a taciturn Pennsylvania Dutchman. He tended to be

laconic in speech, as in his apocryphal story to Forbes about the

ferry that sank or silent, as when he shaved at Etoile. At Camden,

Texas, where we got rooms in a private house, for the night of

March 30, it took him only a sentence or two to persuade our land-

lady that he was a Pole by birth. His main contribution to cocver-

sation the rest of that day was to remark that the landscape reminded

him of Poland.

He could however, speak at length and with great effect when  the

cccas ion dexmded. It was near Lufkin,  as I recall, that four zen

and boys, in a car containing soEe women and children also, foxed

our Ford off the road by sin,@arly inept driving. We were headed

north, they s out;;3 , and they accelerated violently to beat us tc:  a

bottleneck caused by two cars, also headed south, and double-parked.

We had the right of way; the overcrowded oncoming car would nz; have

had to slow down a bit to let us pass the bottleneck first. Xever -

theless, it accelerated.

Si-.iveyy  was driving our Ford. He went into the ditch tc prevent

a head-on collisicn, and with consurnmzte skill avoided any serlo.us

damage, 'kept the car going, and, forty feet or so farther on, p.LLled

out onto the read again and stopped. The noise was terrific; the

ditch bank was f;ull of projecting tree roots, many 05 which c-2

right-hand fenders snapped off.
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AS Shivery pulled OUT  Ford to a stop the four men and bojr

from the car that had precipitated the accident came ruming  back

to us, obviously apprehensive, and shouting: "Go on!" "You're

all right." "Go on, you ain't hurt a mite." This, of course,  -<as

almost next to the interested audience of men in the two cars that

were double-parked.

Shivery leaned out of our car, beckoned with his thumb, and

said, "Ccme here ! "

The four came.

"Who in the God damned hell," Shivery asked in a deliberate

drawl,  her told you you co:uld  drive a car?" He went on in

that vein for at least 10 minutes, or perhaps 15, slowly, bitinsy,

i.ncisivel:i, to the vast entertainment of the double-parked audience,

while the -domen and children leaned out of the culprit car aghast,

and their menfolk drooped and gaped  and drooped some more in

silence. AZ the end, Shivery said: "Now get back in youz Gcd

damrted car and go away. "

"Yessir  ! " they murmured, t.zned around, and @odded  off.

Shivery starte2 his engine and drove on xithout further words.

Abe,; this time the seasonal demands of other projects caused

some shifts  in Extensive Surve> ?ersonne,1 and some interrqticns  in

the program. I myself spent a couple of weeks in Key Crleans  Cn

office routine and at Bogalusa and McI‘Teill on reproduction co*xts.

T"e Survelr c-et;,*& consisting of Demmon,  Shivery, Fli;  Reynoldss, and



myself, reassembled at Sylacauga, tiabama,  to re-run El-mklin Reed's

old lines on the Kaul Lumber Company holdings.

From Sylacauga we moved to Berga;,  Pender County, North Caro-

lina, by way of Asheville and the then Appalachian Station. My

personal diary mentions the superior roads in North Carolina--paved

roads, in contrast to the gravel and sand-clay or plain dirt roads

in the Lower South. (Regardless of roads, our official maximum

speed in the Model T was 32 miles per hour.) We completed Survey

field work at New Bern, North Carolina, on May 16, 1925,  and I went

by train frcm there to Starke, Florida, to help Wyman on the naval

stores studies and to redoin Chris, who had been staying with the

wys all spring.

Those 2 weeks or so in the sp,-kg of 1925 were the longest offl-

cial visit I ever paid to North Carolina, and were intensely inter-
.eszsn,E;.

In a SWZEP  near 'n'ilmington  I saw, for the first and only time,

the famous Venus' fly-trap. This had nothing to do with the Exten-

sive Survey, but I am'glad that we had enough general scientific

c-z$.csi.ty  to take time cff and watch the hinged leaves of this re-

markable i.zsec;ivoro~.S  plant spring shut on the insects we caught

azd dropped upon them.

We met the McCoy family, h father and two sons who spelled

their name %cCoyU  or'!%cKoy~ as fancy dictated at the moment. The;

were &read;,- carryixg on a trade ti loblolijr pine seed, which they



continued fcr many years afterwards. The shifts in spelling caused

us considerable trouble in issuing the list of seed dealers appended

to the 1931-1941 southern pine cone crop estimates.

The McKoys lived 'way out in the woods somewhere. Either they

or 8 neighboring family, 3 forget which, observed the old country

custom of covering their floors with a layer of fine white sand,

which was swept out and renewed each  morning. (My impression is

that the custom was linked with tobacco-chewing by the men, but this

m8y be doir,g  some very fine people an injustice.) The family in

question had a ne,-0 serva.nt adept in the fast-diszppearing art of

emb ell 'Ishin. the sarld with titricate and beautiful arabesques when

it was first laid do-a. I am glad to have seen these designs befcre

*the art died out entirely.

Somewhere near Burgaw one o-f the party recognized and pointed

out the first Sonderegger pin-e I ever saw, and I collected a specime-?

. .am scPmitted it to the WashZngtcr:  Office. It was on tl3is s;3eci7xn

318-L Sudxorth based the northern limit of the rather peculizr range

of this hybrid ("Nor-3 Carolina, Louisima,  and Te,xas')  as givec  in

his I.927 Ckeck LLst az.d repelted 2 Elbert Little!s  1945 Check LL2-L.

T he hybrid, of course, occurs more or less abundztly in all ntie

States, from Virginia to Texas, in which the pares% species, longleaf

and loblolly,  grow internin;;led. In the 1955 seed lot No. C-151,

collected in Nansemond County, Virginia, for the Southwide Pine Seed

Souzce Study, more than 60 percent of the seeds produced Sondrregger

seedlings.
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It was strawberry season during ,our stay in Pender  County.

There were few, if any, rural telephones. New York prices were

wired into Burgaw every hour or so. Boys  posted along all the roads

ran what amounted to relay races to carry the quotations to outly$g

farms, and individual growers stopped picking when prices dropped

below levels at which they felt they could profit. Berries too ri;e

to ship were consumed locally. At Our  boarding house we had strau-

berry shortcake three times a day for five or six successive days.

Tine fare at Mrs. Stokes' and Mrs. Black's boarding house was

superb. It did much to recompense us for the poor food we had had

durLng most of the S3urvey. It Was  abundant, too, ard most hospitably

served. As soon as one of us had the least room on his plate, Mrs.

Black and E-s. Stokes bore down on him, with serving dishes in bcth

hands, urgdg, %2ve some steak. Eave ham. Have potatoes." (Mean-

ing sweet pctatoes  . ) 93ave  white potatoes. Have greens. Khat -CL.

you have?" It was eavy to over-eat.

One &zy Mrs.

I did also; I was

perfectly nicely:

Iiorth. You Sever

Shivery, vho

tine grit given to

had claimed to be

Stckes  passed rice. Demmon refused it courteously.

sheacQ,r too full for comfort. Yxs. Stokes said,

"It 'S eas;.:  to tell you gentlemen are from the

est rice."

never ate rice, who deliberately equated grits -Lth

chickens to supply their crops, and xho in Texas

a Pole, broke his customary siien-n  to dra-Jl,-- *.bL

.?per; ec t1j- de3d-pm : "Yes, j-ou  cz tell they're Yclrikees all
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right. They never eat rice and they never eat grits.

Now me, I'm from the South. I eat all the rice and all

the grits I can get. 'Please pass me the light-bread."

Now, a fresh platter of hot biscuits had just been set on the

table. To ask for baker's bread when hot biscuits were available

was, in Mrs. Stokes' and Mrs. Black's establishment, unthinkable.

Mrs. Black gasped audibly. Mrs. Stokes shook her head in bewilder-

ment, set 2own her box1 of rice and the platter of ham or whatnot

that she was psssing, and retreated to the kitchen, still shaking

her head. Zip Reynolds snickered aloud, and Demmon  and I were

hard put to it not to do the same, but George Shivery never cracked

a smile. .

'de had one adventure, working out of Burgaw,  that was a good

deal more exciting than our near--&reck  Ln Texas.

Two things set the stage for it. One was the fact that we

were &rivir,g a Dez2,rtment  of Af;ric>crlture  car with the letters

YJ. S. 0. A." on the license plate. This w2s  during Prohibition,

and in country districts it -Gas  ,cenerally believed that the letters

stood for "U. S. Dry Agent." In fact, a few months before, a

Bureau of ktomolog, employee had been shot from ambush, and killed,

right near our e-qerimental tract at McNeill,  Mississippi, on no

other gromds than that he xas driving a car with such a plate.

The other was ;hat, about the time we arrived in Pender Court:,-,

a cigarette szlesmm had bees. fakely accused of seducing a farmer's



daughter and had been castrated by a gang led by the young fellow

;sho  had actually made the girl pregnant. The gang had been arrested

and were being brought to immediate trial in the next county, for

mayhem. A news item in a county newspaper had mentioned our arrival

and the purpose of the Extensive Survey, but had run the item right

in with the account of the mayhem, without even paragraphing, in

such a way the-, some people had thought we were part of the gang and

others had thought we had been involved in the seduction. People on

whose lands we xere  talking data had warned us that there had been

YhTE38XS against us, azd to be on our guard.

A couple of days later, when we were en route from Burgax to

snother to-m an-d retuned to our car after running a few chains of

strip, we found three men, armed ijith shotguns, rifles, and revolvers,

scattering the ccntenx of our suitcases along the highway ditch.

Gecrge Shi-Perjr WES a little ahead of Demmon,  Reynolds,  and me,

with  the bunched and tied surve:'or's  chain in his hand.

Ha strode 22 to t>e sbee  armed men, gr,,-'Wed  the chain more

fi,vAy,  es& sai%: 'Vlcat the hell do you think you're dotig?"

One of the men turned a shotgun on him and said: "Ye'11  learn

you God-damned dry agents to mind your own business 1"

Shivery blew up and star?  d to cuss in earnest. I ‘w'as  sure he'd

be shot down where he stood. Ly fact, I fully expected to be shot

toys  elf . George blistered the trio, their manners, mortis,  intellects:

education, looks, and ancestry, with a digression, as I recall, to

pa; his own respects to the Volstead Azt. Before he had f-hished the



rest of us had gathered our courage and moved up in support, but

he didn't need us. When he was through, the armed men apologized

nicely, cleaned up our belongings and repacked them as well as

they could, and got into their own car and drove off.

Tom Barron had a similar but milder experience, with no fire-

arms in evidence, when he was gathering loblolly cones alone, on a
logging operation in Livingston Parish, Louisiana, in the fall. of

1925, for our original geographic seed source study. Agab, every-

thing movable was thrown out of the car by some men who assumed

U. S. D. A. meant U. S. Dry Agent. Tom's appearance with a sack of

unopened pine cones, and a crln statement tnat he was a forester,

not a prohibition agent, won a prompt apology.

The Extensive Survey had been undertaken to get scientific

data and to train persornel. Its cost, in time and money was, for

that period in the Station's development, very high. What was the

follow-up cn the field work, and what did the whole enterprise net

us ?

I think it netted us very little.

We consumed much time during the summer of 1925  "ccunting"  the

increment cores we had collected (to date cuttings and fires and to

calculate the benefits of release) and "analyzing;" (the te,rm is

charitable) the quant'"-,tiative  and descriptive notes we had taken.

Demman compiled the res.C.-,s in several t2-pescript  reports, not very

interesting or convincing, and seldom heard of later. Nothing was



published on the Survey as a study. Some of zhe findings Were used

in p,reparkg Timber Frok'inr and lorzing and turnentinin~ xactices

in the Southern Pine Region, and perhaps biased the conclusions

prese,.,,n-ad in t?:at publication. Certainly the choice and descrip-

tions of areas to survey was biased in many instances (figae 22).

As for training personnel, Yiswell and Reynolds were temporar?

employees, and left &ring or right after the Survey. Hine resigned

in the fall of 1925 to become State Forester of Louisiana; Shivery

and Hadley resigned in 1926;  and even Forbes left in 1927 to organize

the'klleghecy Station. Of those "traked,"  0rd.y Demmon and I re-

mained, and from the fall of 1925 on I was essentially a specialist

in artificial re'orestation, a subject on which the Survey did not

even touch.

I dc not consider that classifying the Extensive Survey as a

primitive pastime seriously misrepresents the facts. It was fun

while it lasted, but it added little to t'ne  sum toal.  of human

k.no;rledge  beyond the fact that Sonderegger ?tie  occ'zs  in North

Carolina.

OTHm mms  OF  THE  mIMI.!rm ERA

I can perhaps sum up the rest of the Frimitive Era in less

space than I have devoted to the Extensive Survey.

After weighing the possibilities of putting me on a $2.00 per

diem instead of actual expense, Forbes decided in the summer of 1925

that the Stab,&ion  budget wo;lld  not stand my being in perpetual -;ravel
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FLcxe 22.--Pi.ctu-'e  taken February 192j,  on "Extensive Survey,"
ne2r Jeaa, Louisiana, and illustrating what w2s  then

' in thethe most commonly recognized "planting chance 'Lower South-- cutover longleaf land. But the caption
under uhich it xas mounted and filed--%re  longleaf
pine lz-id on upper coastal  plain soil. Devastated by
Buchaxn Lumber CO.~-- was more evangelical than objec-
tively suitable for use in a scientific publication.
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status, and transferred my official headquarters to Bogalusa. By

relieving Hadley of most of the work on forestation studies there

during the winter of 1925-26,  I was to free him for the fire,

grazing, and reproduction studies at McNeill, and for work in other

places. When Hadley resigned in 1926 to become Assistant State

Forester of Georgia, I was made Project Leader in Charge of Foresta-

tion (now Regeneration), an assignment from which, incidentally, I

was never formally relieved. L. J. Pessin,  the first Ph.D. ever

employed by the Station, took over the McNeill studies when Hadley

left.

It mxst have been in January 1926 that I requisitioned some

paper clips for the Bogalusa Office. Vera Spuhler sent me 12 in an

envelcpe, with a note urging me to use them carefully, as they were

all she co~uld  allot to the Bogalusa Xork Center. The uhole Statics

had cne  box cf gen clips to last the entire Fiscal Year.

*Enat the Fcrestation Project lacked in paper clips in Fiscal

Year 1926, it made up for in Field Assistants.
.

I. T. (?om:rt)  Barron,  whose later services with the South

Carolka Forestry Ccmmission and the Cam; Manufactclrtig  Company are

well known, was 'assised to assist me in the fall of 1925,  and helped

collect and elctract  the seed for the Station's original study of

geograohic sources of loblolly pine. Late in 1925, however, the

Great Southers Lumber Company's professional forester, H. C. Mitchell,

resTsed to become Mississipgi's first Extension Forester, and Tom

left tke 3t3;1 on to take Nitc3ell's glace  With the Great Southern.
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Roy A. Chapman (figure 23) arrived at Bogalusa on January 1,

1926, in the cruising jacket and work pants he had worn on McArdle's

Douglas-fir volume- and yield-table crew in the Pacific Northwest,

to take Tom's place with me. Roy still had his senior year in

forestry at Xinnesota to complete, but his strong statistical bent

was already apparent, and he seemed to me even in 1926 to have more

research ab;',&ity than most of our permanent staff. His later services

at this Station and in the Washington Office amply confirmed this

impression.

ALtho,zgh we added a second general clerk. (Mrs. Nolan) and a

computing clerk (V?ry  Regan, who later became Mrs. Ronald Craig) i3

;he New Orleas Office, and later added more to the clerical stsff,

tine  professional staff were still spread thinly over our immense

territory, and we still traded work.

Inltlat ion of Res~?arch  cn Florida Sand Hills

The present Southern Region of the Forest Service had not ye;

been set up. The staff of Region 7, in which the Florida and

k,kansas  Nationai r'orests lay, were greatly concerned over the la&

of longleaf pine reproduction on the deep sands of the Choctawhatchee

Eational Fcrest, and in 1926 arranged to finance a man to work there,

under Station direction. (As we learned by bitter experience, this

is not necessarily a sound arrangement.) He was to work on problems

of nat;rral reprodxtlcr and of art?icial  reforestation, including

introducticn of exotics. None of A*tine eucalypts  planted by Bristo;;.  .
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Fi;.ze 23. --Roy Chapmzl? as Temporary Field Assistant at
Bogalusa In the spring of 1925. The tree is
in the l.CZ-23  lcblolly spack; +i.r;ation,
md the Xltmore stick is the c)f: that s-xrted
LxXley's  and E;; measuring hei&-,a  in bches
tistead of fee-t.
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Adams under Eldredge's supervision 17 or 18 years before had sur-

vived,  only three maritime pines were left on the thousand or so

acres seeded and planted to this species by Eldredge in 1910 and

lgll,  and it was felt that some other exotic species should be tried.

The native sand pine seems not to have been considered, perhaps

because it could hardly be called a "timber" tree, and the present

pulpwood market for it was not yet dreamed of.

T O get the Choctawhatchee ProJect going well, there was, first

and last, a tremenc?ous  gathering at Camp Pinchot, on the Choctaw-

hatchee Forest--Assistant Chiefs 2. E. ("Kick") Carter (Timber

Management) and Earl Clapp (Research), Assistant Regional Forester

Robie Evans of Region 7, B. H. Paul and Dr. Eloise Gerry of the

Forest Products .Laboratory, Supervisor Hill and Ranger McKee of the

Forest, Len Wyman cf the Staticn staff at Starke, Florida (who.
brought Mrs. Wyman and little Ruth with him), Fcrjes  and myself from

the New Orleans Office (I had moved from Bogalusa to New Orleans by

this time), and the new man assigned to the Project, Edgar A. (UAIU)

Smith. Forbes had had Wyman bring over the Starire  Ford for the party

use, because Starke and Camp Pinchot were both in the same State, and

was embarrassed when Wyman pointed out that Starke was twice as far

away from Camp Pinchot as New Orleans was.

‘Al. Smith was a most interesting man. He had topped off his

prcfessional training at Mont Alto by taking one of Schenck's Eura-

pean tours. Alone of all forestr;: students I have ever known, he
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had systematically bought a book on the same subject but by a dif-

ferent author to maxh each text required in his professional
.

courses, and had acquired insight and perspective beyond his years

by thoughtful comparison of the two books in each pair. He had a

keen mind and an avid curiosity, and was a glutton for work. He

promised well for the new undertaking.

We lost Al on October 23, 1926,  before all the party convening

to start him on his job had arrived. The day was warm, and he had

gone s-wimm~-~' 'TV by himself in Garnier's Bayou after wcrk; I remember

his leotard-tjF,e  green bathing suit vividly. Little Ruth Wyman was

sailing a toy boat:  and an off-shore breeze carried it out, near

Al, to where the water was about 10 feet deep. Al swam over to

retrieve the sat, got his hand on it, caDsized it, and sank witho.2%

a solund  or an;- appreciable struggle. Wyman and1 realized he was in

trouble and went in after him, fully dressed. I got Al's body to

the s-a-face, bet, impeded as I was by heavy clothing and high boots,

lest it. AZ Assistant Ranger named Anchors had vaulted a nearby

fence, carry-bg a heavy plank on his shoulder (he was unable to

valult the same fence afterwards even without the @.ank!)  and got t‘r,e

plank out to me at considerable risk to himself, as he could not

s-Jim  . I maneuvered the plank to a position over Al, got him up a

second time, and, with the help of several in a boat, got him ashore.

Eill lost his job as Supervisor as an aftermath of the affair.

There had been a severe storm some weeks before, but h: had not go;



the Forest phone lines or roads repaired, though the fire season
. .was lmmment,  and Nick Carter and Robie Evans were there to see the

results. We couldn't phone for a doctor. Mrs. Wyman had to drive

us to Niceville to get one, and the road was so badly washed out

that she broke a car spring.

We applied artif icial respiraticn untilthe doctor arrived, an

hour or more later, but without much hope. There seemed to be no

water in Al's lungs. When the doctcr  finally came, he told us that

Al had been dead before he slipped under the surface. Under Florl&

law, the death was classified as "accidental, while in the wiiter,"

or in some such phrase; this made good the double-indemnity term cf

his insurance policy. The actual cause of death, however, was hear-,

failure,  ux.sad. ?:n oze so young.

Al's esxte never did receive the pay for his brief service 1~1th

the federal government because, in addition to neglecting the roati

and phone 15es, zSupervisor Hill had neglected to sign and forward the

cat'1 of of"'-=  tlq2- & had e4yec:l+b-S.L ^ -LG " u Ch. The Service was powerless tc

disburse the money, and had to content itself with reducing Eiill from

Supervisor to Road Foreman.

Al's tr2t;ic death and the sloppy administrative proced?ure it

revealed were depressing. The postponement of the Camp linchot

Rroject till Gemmer was assigned to it about a year later was de?res-

sing too. So also was 2 little wcr:; with 3. H. PaI11 of the Labora-

tory, just  after  .&l died..
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Paul was there  to collect specimens of longleaf pine from moist

and excessively dry sites, for a study of influences affecting wood

specific gravity. Paul bossed the job; Wyman and I pulled the saw.

As I recall, ,Paul accepted the first five trees we cut on the dry

site, as none of them had a very large percentage of summerwood.

On the moist site, however, he kept us cutting trees and cutting

trees until we had found five with high percentages of dense summer-

wood. (Everi as an undergraduate Roy Chapman would not have condoned

smpling in this manner.) I have been skeptical of B. H. Paul's

publications on specific gravity ever since.

Recruits and Visitors

As the ,Primitive Era progressed our staff changed considerabl;:,

and grr-2uaX.y gresu'. New prcfessional employees replaced those whc

left, and left  in tzn, some even to return again. L. I. Barret;

was here at ;his time. So vere L. J. (llD~~fl)  Pessin, W. G. WahlenSerg,

and Gus Len;;, eat-i. for the first of two appointments. Ih-ie Turn3ull

and Mrs. Black jo;,?,ed the clerical staff.

Nowada;.-:  we count Our -.-isitors  to Crossett, the Institute of

Genetics, and other Centers in hundreds and even in thousands ever;

year. Though fewer, there were visitors during the Primitive Era

aLso, interesting and on occasion famous. Numbers  of them  wanted to

see things throughout our territory, but Bogalusa was the greates;

attrac;ior,  ;zeater  even than, Her?:;:  Bardtner's opera: :n at Urania.

,-.’
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By the spring of 1925 the Great Southern Luuber Company had

established 12,700 acres of successful southern pine plantations

at Bogalusa (figures 1 and 24). NO other single agency south of

Biltnore,  North Carolina, had a hundred acres. The Bogalusa

plantations dre -w-  visitors not only from all over the United States,

but from all over the world. My recollection is that, first and

last, I have perscnally shown the sights at Bogalusa to more than

24 State Foresters, and to foresters and other professional people

from at least 2C and projably 30 foreign countries.

The Associaticn of State Foresters met at Bogalusa December

2, 1924, as guests of the Great Southern Lumber Company for 3 days.

(The Company charged their hotel eqenses to that year's planting

costs.) The great Tor Jonson  visited Bogalusa in September 1925

(figure 25); des?i t e the 1angJage barrier, he and the Company's

Read Ranger, F. 0. ("Red") Bateman,discussed  the silviculture of

the future in terms that staggered the imagination of the Station

staff but that t3e decades showed to have been prophetic. Other

Swedish visitors ;,-icluded  Ehrenborg, who had worked on the first

S-dedish Forest Survey ("Cur boys rahn mahdl;-  through the woods,

sthcreaming 'Tventy  mehters! Thirty mehters! Forty mehters!' at

the tops of theLr voices'), Eric 6stli.n  (who held a brief temporary

job or our own staff ) , a paper chemist named Nilsson (who had a

l-year Scandinavian-Ame,,-<can  Industrial Fellowship with the Great

si;.d+;aPqviii-  A 1, and, in 1927,  Hendrik Hesselmxn,  who visited Bogalusa
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Flgcre 24.--Copy cf a posed picture --the original taken by one
Mornhinve;--of Great Southern Lumber Company 2-mar,
CT ~'3WS planting loblolly pine in "1,200-Acre  Tract"
inside South Pasture at Bogalusa in winter of 1922-
23  l The plant&g bars are the priginal long-handled
"dibbles," without steps, designed by Red Batem at
Aus ti.I?i  Gary's rugges  t ion. With the addition of the
ste:, by A. D. Read, then with Long Bell at LzRidder,
about I-928, the replacement of the "D" handle xith
a "T" handle at the suggestion of one of my CCC en-
rollees named Bertillon in 1835, and my shortening
of the handle to 42  inches ti 1936,  they gave rise to
the modern Council. plznttig bar. Council invented
and ;:ntented the goose necx -<here  the handle jo-ins the
blade.

.



pi--me 25. --Tke p.r;y z>at  met Tor Jcnson at Bogalusa on September
18, 1925. kcm left to ri&t, kneeling: R. D. Forbes,
Director of the Soutlhzrn Station; Roy Hope, newly
a;potited State Forester of Mississippi; and W. R.
( Bflly")  H-j-r,e, formerly of the Southern Station and
here State Forester of Louisiana. Standing: J. K.
Johxon of the Great Southern Lumber Coqx%zy (fcr whom
the Johnson; Tract at Alexandria is named); Louisiana
SC,ZLt. e Rar,,-er Norman 'Zore; Dr. Tor Jonson,  then 3e
leaSag prcfessiondl.  forester in Sweden; Harry Lee Baker
of the Washtigton C;'fice  (::ho became first State Forester
of Xcrida in 1928); Mr. Johansson, (Dr. Jcxon's Inter-
pre;es)  ; Eezd Roger F. 0. ("Redl')  Batemaz cf the Great
Socdern Lumber Ccmp.xy;  and E. L. Demmon, who succeeded
Forbes as Director of the Station. Back,-ro--ld:  old-
gr0 k--h loz~eaf pine, southwest, as I rectil,  of the
Bo,al~sa-~~~~!r'inton  hi@r;ay.



with Dr. Carl Hartley and Dr. Reginald Colley of the Bureau of

Plant Industry.

Hesselman's English was poor--he had, in fact, an interpreter

with him--but he s-poke both German and Esperanto fluently, as did

Colley. Hartley spoke German fluently, but not Esperanto.

Hesselman, I think, never realized Colley's trick of shifting the

conversation to Esperanto to tease Hartley, or the suavity with

which Hartley shifted it back to German again.

Another interesting visitor, in 1925,  was a Mr. Bens, who had

ixvenied,  and was trying out on the Com;any's old-growth longleaf

pine, the prototpe of the modern power saw (figure 26).

Lest CpTortunitles

We missed some tricks during the Primitive Era, the most

notable of which, perhags, had to do with the dormancy of pine seed,

particularly lobloily. N. D. Canterbur;:? who was Assistant State

Fcrester in Charge of Msnagement under State Forester Hine  of

Lo+Q.siana, appealed to us for help on this problem and got nowhere.

In the fall of 1527,  therefore, he sent seed of the four principal

species  to Dr. Lela V. Barton at Boyce Thompson Institute for Plant

Research. In a few months she developed the process of moist, cold

stratification essentially as it is sti.X  used today, and published

the results in Journal of Forestry 26: 77”;~785, 1928. She used the

surplus  seed from that shipment and from a similar shirent that

Canterbury sent her the following year for a comprehensive storage
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Figure 26 .--Mr. Bens'  power saw, on display and in action,
August 22, 1925. I have forgetter,  whether it
weighed 40 pounds, or 60; anyway, it took
MT. Bens plus two co;npazijr  laborers to operate
it. Note the coxervatively  chipped turpentine
face (No. 0 hack) md wooSen cup-peg on the old-
growth  longleaf pine on.r;i:ich  the saw is beixg
tried.
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study. The results cf this storage study, which she published in

1935, first demonstrated the feasibility of storing southern pine

seed below 3.2' F.

Following the leads of Louisiana and Texas, a number of other

States established State forest nurseries from 1926 on. 'Practical&-

all grew at least two species of southern pine, and seOeral  grew

three or four. I believe that, if I had had the forethought to

propose it, the State foresters would have agreed to give away a

complimentary sample of 100 seedlings of a different species with

each order of 5,000 trees or more. If this had been done and each

gift sample had been marked with a tag requesting the recipient to

put the gift trees in a staked row in the middle of his plantation,

we Would,  by 1930, have laid the foundation for a Southwide study

cf choice of species for site. I reproach my-self for having over-

looked this golden opportunity. Choice of species for site is, in

nuiercms  localities tkzmghout the South, an important problem

still awaiting adequate attack.

FFtOGRESS AED GIiOiiIRG PAIRS

Despite the paucity of our resources and the shortcomings of

our research tec,hniques, we laid some sound foundations during the

?rlmitive Erz,.

The vol*zne, stand, and yield tables in Miscellaneous Publicaticn

50 were a substantial achievement in themselves. Although long since

largely outmocl:d, they accomplished their purpose.
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Wyman's work on gum naval stores production revolutionized the

naval stores industry, in some ways as drastically as the introduc-

tion of the cup and gutter had done a quarter of a century before.

It laid the foundations, furthermore, for the subsequent development

of bark chipping with acid treatment, and for present day research

on the genetical control of oleoresin production.

Coordination of the Station's artificial reforestation studies

with the Great Southern Lumber Company's planting program, through

our transfer of our war- from NcHeill to Bogalusa,  certainly e-xpe-

dited research in this field. Had the move not been made Technical

XiL.le",in  492 almost cer",aixly would not have been published in time

to serve as a planting handbcok for the Civilian Conservation Corps

in the Southern Pine Region.

In view of the use that was made of Bulletin 492 during the CCC

period, and of its sea_uel, Agriculture Monograph 18, during the post-

>iorld-*dar-II planting boom, perhaps my own fortuitous routing to

Bogalusa in 1924 and 3;~ formal assignment as Regeneration Projset

Leader in 1926 ma:: alsc  be counted as constructive.

My immenselytdetai-Ied records of individual trees in the experi-

mental plantations at 3ogalusa are proving to be a tress,ze-trove  of

information. The existence of those records was one of the considera-

tions that resulted ix establishing the Institute of Forest Genetic-

at Gulfport. Not least important was the fact that Iunder  the stimuL,:s

:I'  an October I-$?5  visit from Lloyd Austin, the first Directcr  of th2
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then Eddy Tree Breeding Station at Placerville, I began to desimate

potential plus trees in the plantations as early as 1928.

The establishment of our original loblolly seed-source study

at Bogalusa (figures 27 and 28) under the personal urging of Chief

Forester Greeley, proved to be epoch-making.

Our initial employment of Roy Chapmsn as a Teuporary Field

Assistant in 1926,  and his subsequent permanent appointment in 1929

resulted in the salvation of the Station's statistical reputation.

Undoubtedly, if Roy had not been here, other persons or events would

LlltimZZte17 have coerced us i.rto ways of statistical rectitude.

Roy's timely arrival made the Southern Station a leader in this field.

In contradistinction to the sophisticated, large scale, and

scmetimes rather mechanical approach that has resulted from the

statistical techniques inculcated by Roy Chapmsn and others, some of

us laid great stress in the early days on search, cbservation,  and

description. %e turned over litter, dissected cones and twigs,

noted what we saw, and sent specimens to specialists for identifice-

tion. Today we are too busy measuring our quotas of randomized,

replicated plcts  to do these things. I yield to nc -man  in my ad-

vocacy of statistical sensitivity and rigor, but I still recognize

the research potentialities of the man--a W. W. Ashe,  a Paul Siggers,

an L. M. Ware--with a trained mind, a lively curiosity, and a plain

notebock . Mjr early descriptive notes on trees planted at Bogaiusa

were invs.Luable  source  material for Bulletin 492 and Agricultize
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Figure 27. --Northwest half of oslginal loblolly seed-source
study area at Bogalcsa, immediately after +axting
in 1926-27. The light streak in the left back-
gro'm,d  is the Bo@lusa-FrankJ.irAon  highway. The
hurzx yardstlck Is Spurgeon Xingo,  the brilllazt
high-school student who worked for us afternoons
and SarLrda;.s .



A . --Left to right, rows of
local Louisiana stock,
and stocks of Texas,
Georgia, and southwestern
Arkansas or igin.

B .--Commercial. pulpwood cut 7
from 18 acre apiece of the *
four stocks. The bolts
are 5 feet 3 inches long
and the piles are apprcxi-
mately 6 feet high.

Figxe 26, A  & B.--Tie  origkxd loblolly seed - source  plm$ation
mmeciia-=,.-ly b e f o r e  thixtig i n  1948-@,
si?ow9n; the trees 22 j-ears in the field and
23 fro3 seed.



Monograph 18, and are yielding a new round of dividends as we play

genetics research. A case in point is the mass of longleaf and

oak roots Gene Gemmer and I excavated and photographed at Camp

. Pinchot in 1927 (figure 29). It was not until 1958 that a better

photograph was taken, to illustrate Occasional Paper 161. For why?

Because in the intervening 32. years , nobody had had the time or

perseverance to make a similar excavation!

I feel that even my 1926 trip with Ashe to scout out the future

Kisatchie Rational Forest was foundation-laying of a sort. The

Kisatchie had been the field laboratory of the Alexandria Research

Center. The L!.exandria  Research Center has made substantial con-

tributions--in pcisoning undesirable hardwoods and in direct seeding,

to mention only two.

By the end of the Primitive Era there were portents of t-do

phenomena that were to loom larger in later years.

"Scorin,c" Research

One Gas a tendency to express the current progress and total

accomplishment of individual Stations and of the Branch of Research

ln qLcLl~-U>--"i;ati>-e term. We began to receive lists of the numbers of

permanent sample plots established by the various Stations. As I

remember, there were heated arguments as to how large a plot had to

be to qualify; must it be at least a fifth of an acre, or did a l,'l?3-

acre "quadrat" count as a permanent sample plot? Regardless of ho-;

a decision on this point affected We apparent relative standing of



I?I,cure 29. --Mass of oak roots that Gene GeGmer and I found
competin& for moist-Jre needed by small loc$.eafi

! seedling 21 deep sands of the Choctawhatchee
Meticnal Fcrest.



rival Stations, the fi,@res  really neant very little, as the treat-

ments applied to the plots were seldom if ever replicated, and some

were applied without controls or checks, or. indeed without any

definable purpose.

I question, thou&h, whether today's vaunted lists of articles

published each year, or the Washington Office's score sheet of

titles published per thousand dollars of appropriations, mean any

more than the old lists of permanent plots established. Under

today's system, a title is a title; my 3-sentence contribution to

Southern Forestry Notes 79, cf May 1952,  counted no more, no less,

than my 233-page Agriculture Monograph representing a quarter-centur;

of intensive research. Furthermore, articles authored jointly by

men in two different Stations are becoming commonplace, and uy

such article is listed by both Stations.

l)CGmmand-Performance'  Publications

0'2 other forewarning, had we but realized it, was of what may

be called the "command-performance" publication.

Such a publication may be a s-k&e unit of regional or nationc

s co>e) or may be a regional or local item in a Service-wide series.

Characterist~cS..~y, it is conceived not by the authors but by scme-

one having line authority over them. I say "authors" a&-,-ls  ed;-;

there are usually at least two, and often many, and their namts  may

appear ia the published work only in a footnote credit-line, if at

all. AsaXle  the pujlicstion is demanded before the rese-.rck on
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-which  it is allegedly based has been completed, and in extreme cases

before the research has been started; the published conclusions

tend, therefore, to be premature. My jaundiced personal impression

is that the deadline for completion of the manuscript usually co-

incides with seasonally exacting field work of particularly high

priority, such as cone collection, experlmental prescribed burning,

or the planting of irreplaceable nursery stock.

Over the years the South,,-~77 Station has had a hand in many such

publications. Examples are the "Flood Study" (Relation of forestry

to the control of floods in the MississinDi Vtiey. 70th Gong.  2nd

Sess. House Dot. 573. 7ti pp., illus.  19293,  the Copeland Report,

the Woody Plant Seed Manual, the Ti;mber  Resources Review ('T. R. R."),

and several. Yearbook of Agriculture articles. On the local level,

oz modern Annual Reports have every undesirable characteristic of

cevdqd-De-Fa* ormance  pubI.: cations except one. They are imposed by

'-"e  authority, and divert a great number of authors from originalA-I

research for a total of many precious weeks each year. Only Lex

Grosenbaugh's recent limitation of their contents mainly to summaries

of research &read;7 published elseTdh=e has reduced to tolerable

levels their content of premature conclusions.

The first command-performance publication of which we were

acutely conscious was the "Flood Study" which cast a pall  over the

summers of 1927 and 1925. The Sxaticn's very first encounter with

- 1,,,,e genus, however, -<as  ;iith the series originally spoken of as the
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"Minimum Requirements and Desirable Practice" bullettis--more

familiarly as the "l4Qmi.e  Reck" bulletins. In print, the series

appeared as "Timber Growing and Logging Practice" bulletins. One

must assume that the vording  was changed to avoid the implication

of government regulation of cutting on private land, which was thes

a highly controversial subject and which the word reauiremexts

would automatictily  have called to mind.

The idea of the Minnie Reck series must have antedated the

establishment of the Southern Station. Certairlly  it strongly

colored the Station's origi.za.l  investigative programs; witness the

installation-  of the %nimum  requirementslr and "desirable practice"

block-s  in the 21;3-Acre Tract at Bogalusa. The ma.23 emphasis of the

Extensive Surveys of 1,025 a.nd 1926 was upon gathering material for

the Station's coptribution to the series, and I do not think that I$

distorts the truth to say that the bzlletir,'s  conclusions--t‘ne  effl-

cacy  of sca+inv"ed"bb.. cu sees trees and the evils of any burning whatsoever--

bd already been fcrzZzted and that survey areas were deliberately

selected to support t3em.

Tne earliest exTlic3.t statement concerning the Southern Staticz's

contribution to the series seems to be Forbes' written proposal of

August 15, 1925,  thaz it be a 32-page  bulletin with 16 illustratiocs.

My impression is tha.: he intended to submit the manEscript within

the nexrt 12 mo~,ths.



Forbes' Timber growin;;  and logging and turnentining Dractices

in the Southern Pine Re,-ion  actually appeared as U. S. Dept. A,q.

Tech. Bul. 204 in 1930, 3 years after he had left the Southern for

the Allegheny Station. Its length, 115 pages! Despite the care

lavished upon it by t'ne  staff and especially by Forbes himself, it

seemed to me when it appeared, and still seems to me, one of the

weaker contributions to the series. As with the characters and

events in paper-back mystery stories, any resemblance of the prac-

tices recommended in Tech. Bul. 204 to those that are the backbone

of southern pine forestry- today is "purely coincidental." The

bulletin stands as a monument, and a largely forgotten mcnument at

that, both to the command-performance publication and to the Primi-

tive &a at the Southern Station.

T,ZE SOUTH PASTURE: FIRE OF 1928

The morning of ~3rch 2l, 1928, at Bogalusa,  xas clear, with a

s-,rong,  gust-~  ncrtk xi..xd. I was in the midst of the third-year re-

edx2imli-iat10n  of the e,xpe,,.YT'lmental plantaticns at Coburn's  Creek, and

had as 8 o'clock appoktmest  with J. K. Johnson, head of the Great

S ol:thern  Lumber Company's Forestry Department, and his staff, to

disclAss  the -;ork on the ground.

Red Bateman, the Company's Head Ranger, and his younger brother

Bryant, arrived before J. K., while the young slash pTines  I was

ceasuxin; were st22.  sparlklir,g  with dew. Bryant was a recent graduate

Of ;he L.S.U. School of Forestry and was junicr  to Paul Garrison under

J. K. He had been my field assistant for a short time while still a
s t* 7 d.qt-- Y and as a matter of course relieved me of the tally board

asd took notes for me -chZ.e  we r,aited for J. K. We we:;  do-m one 33-

x; n ro-,; and back up the next in the familiar roctine. Red ambled

a.1x-i~  beside 2c, r2h;ln~  ;s:;es .
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At the uphill end of the second row Red looked off across the

plantation and said: "YOU know, young slash pine always puts me in

mind Of a little boy going along with his face washed, all proud."

Mjr own first-born, a son, was two and a half at the time, and.
I knew exactly what Red meant. Furthermore, no dendrology text or

technical bulletin has ever rendered so precisely the essence of a

pure stand of young slash pine before it has been hit by fusiform

rust. Red's description is sheer poetry. I included it in the text

of Tec'hnical BLLleti.n 492 and again in the text of Agriculture

Monograph 18, btlt  higher authority deleted it from the former as

teo undignifie d for Departmental publication, and from the latter

to siZ+e space.

We were j*ust starting to remeasure the third row of trees when

J. K. Johnscn drove up, and we stopped routine work for a general

A" 0-a of the e.xptri mental plantations and some Company plantations

nearby.

During our tour of the Company plantations,  a great smoke boiled

up to the north-iest  of us, obviously from Company land. By then the

i-ind  was very strong . J. K. and the Batemans  left in hot haste for

the fire, and I resumed remeasurements at Coburn's  Creek.

The fire was in the South Pasture Longleaf Pine Tract, ten

thousand acres densely stocked with seedlings from tLe burr-,er 1520

seed crop on old-growth timber (fi,@re  30). Red Bateman,  r5c;iirL.n;

.1the silvicultuzz..l  posslo2~'ties of the phen0mens.L.  seedling :stc;l, had
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persuaded Colonel Sullivan, the #Company Manager, to fence the area

against hogs, and had cut it up into quarter sections with a series

of 100-foot-wide, annually burned firebreaks. In the spring of

1928 all but a tiny percentage of the longleaf seedlings were still

hidden in the 7 years' accumulation of unburned grass, and were

terrifically SXected with brown spot.

Four rurai residents ?u'ho  presumably liked big fires better than

big corporations chcse  dry, windy &arch 21, just as the seedlings

were p;ltting out new needles, to cut the phone line between the

lookout tower and to;;r, drive in on the South Pasture Loop, walk

some distance in to a north-south firebreak, and set fires on both
;;

sides of it and just south of an east-west break. Yhey left these

txo fires to rz wild over a quarter of a square mile apiece, re-

turned to their car, and drove half  a mile ncrth to repea-z  the

process.

They faced, however, to reckon with the Company-State detec-

tion s:;stem.

Tne Coventry was c;?en, and the lookout saw the first two fires

zlmost inst2xtly, before their separate smokes merged. 'Khen he

tried to phone company headquarters and found the line de&, he sus-

petted what was up; a few minutes later, when he sa-,;  the i.ust  raised

by the incenc%aries  ' car as they drove north on the L;o,-,,  he ivas  sure

of it. Meanwh-.ll e he had called, on a second?  uncut line,  to a ioggti:g

camp north of the fire, and the camp had relayed the call tc town.
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T”om eaup and-- town more than 50 men started at once  for the fire,

ad Red Bateman, , who drove like Jehu, was alread:: on the way from

even closer by. The result was that the culprits were caught in

the act, moments after setting their second pair of fires.

Despite the promptness of detection and the speed and vigor

of: attack, the fire covered 800 acres. It vas very hot and very

fast. This was 17 years or more before Art Shepard pioneered the

'Ranger's Pal" fire plow, and only bold, skillful backfiring from

;he burned breaks stopped the head and the fore-ward

stopped the main flanks. Cnly the rear was whioned--

Eaps  " --hoe handles with 30-inch lengths of machine

in the ends.

flanks. Breaks

out with "fbe

belting riveted

&.We at the Southern Station regretted that an ideal cooperator

Like the Great Southern Lumber Company should suffer such a fire.

Xevertheless, we rejoiced in the opportunity it gave us.

Fire and Brown SDO~

At the time of the fire we were -in controversy with H. H.

Chapman concerning the interreiationships of brown spot and fire.

2 his Yale Forest School Bulletin 16, published in 1926,  he had

stated categorically that fire would control brown spot. We had

Learned enough about brown spot by 2928 to feel sure that it would

rather promptly invade even very extensive burns. Here, in the

midst of 10,000 acres densely stocked with heavily infected longleaf

seedlings, was more than a square mile essentially freed of inoculum

by a single fire, and a fire, moreover, larger and a good deal
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hotter than Chapman advocated. By Xarch 31, the tenth day after

the fire, I had finished laying out a row of 100-seedling Dermanent

plots from the margin of the burn to its center, with a check plot

outside the burn. We would find out who was right, we or Chapman.

Laying out those plots was a fascinating job. I had excellent

help, a Temporary Field Assistant named Gil Hills, and a brilliant

local high-school student named Spurgeon Wingo,  the son of a Baptist

minister. They were extraordinarily inquisitive individuals.

Hills, for example, had dropped lad:J beetles from a fourth-floor

windo-d  in Boston and rushed downstairs to see if they were hurt b>

the fall, and at Bogalusa had squeezed his luncheon orange into a

srna?,l  Fond to see how pollywogs reacted to a change in PH. Spurgeon

Wing0 was full. cr' similar tric-ks. All three of us found much on the

bl.r+-n  to excite curicslty.A -A

There were quantities of dead, headless beetles among the ashes,

and we came across several large, dead snakes whose bellies had been

blo:Vn  open by the steam generated inside them as the fire s-<e;?t  ever

them. The inner bark of scrub oaks 3 and 4 inches in diameter had

been killed and was r'z-menting. The T-year-old longleaf seedlings--

tie-;- J averaged 20 to 50 thousand to the acre--had been reduced to

blackened nub; pai :gxre 31),  but only the minute fraction of them that

had started height growth had been killed. Ten da;-s  after the fire

the needles of the innumerable srrzller  seedlings had resumed gro;;ch,

and showed new green tissue belo;l  charred stubs left  by the fire.

-.



ii,p.re 31. --BroiJn  spot plots of 100 or more T-year-old longleaf seed-
lings each, photographed 10 dz;~s af:er  the South Pasture
fire of March 21, 1928. Above, w2lze the fire consumed
a T-year rough. Below, where it 1'a through the new
grass on an interior firebreak burned the previous fall.
Well over 90 percer,t of the blxker,ed seedltigs  3 the
upper picture not c?Jy survived, bs,;  started hei.;%
gc;;th  3 years before comparable seetiings  ogtsicte  t;le
burn. BOY  ti loi;er picture is Spurgeon Wir,o,  who
assisteci Roy Cha2ma.z and me irl mar,? studies.



We at the Station were right about the promptness with which

brown spot would reinvade big burned areas. My personal diary for

June 25, 1928,  records unmistakable infection on the new foliage

all over the 800-acre burn in South Pasture. By the following

September the longleaf seedlings within the burn seemed as heaviL;r

infected as they had ever been. But--and this taught us a whole-

some lesson --the seedlings within the burn started height growth 12

years before the seedlings outside the burn. B;r the time this fact

was evident, we had become mature enough in outlook so that our

satisfaction with the information gained outwei,-_ied  ou annoyance
0

thaL, Chapman had also been right ti his contention regarding fke.

Today the &N-acre burn is one of the most beautZU longleaf ,pLze

stgds in the South. Between 1945 or thereabocts and 1960 it was

thinned tvo or three  times for pulpwood, and in 1964 aaotker

thi.nxi.ng  y:elded a lucrative cut of poles. I

There is a certain irony associated with this superior grc;;-,n

of the lor,;;leaf  ;?ithin  the burn. My personal diary of April 6,

3 -c-Y 8 ---7r  , reccrcis L--at two or" the mer,  who set the fire on March 2.l bad

a.LreaciJT  been tried and had been fined fifty dollars apiece, a& that

t‘ne  other two had been fined $XJO  apiece and given 90 days in ,jsil.

My recollection is that it was on this occasion that one or more of

the men Lad pleaded i@orance as a defense, only to be reminded

sharpl, b;: the Judge  of previous  sentences for woods-burning imposed

b;y the sam cocs~. I learned afterwar&  that, lackixg cash to ;a~,
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the two men fined $200 each had had to work out tineir  fines on tBe

Parish roads at 1Gf an hour. This took them into the following

winter, whereby they lost the year's crops and the mortgages on

their farms were foreclosed. They moved to Mississippi and, wit>

their going, incendiarism on the Company holdings around Bogalusa

practically ceased until 1934 or 1935,  when jealous young bloods

began setting fires on Saturday nights to break up the dances in_  the

local CCC camp.

Ironical or r?ot,  the sentences were just enough. Even thoa$
;e

this particular fire  did more good than harm, the decision to buzz

should rest with the owner anry- manager, not with his spiteful

neighbcrs-

T'ne study of the rate of brown-spot i?vasion  was only the *se-

gimling 0,f the benefits  we reaped from the Marc3 21 fire.

Brow?2  SDot az.d Fxxgicides

I wrote a zescrmdum of establishment describing the strizg of

plots I had run ixto the center of the burn and the isolated IL"--
. ?

btu-ned check $.c:-i outslae  . As a ratter of professional courtesy- and

commcr, bterest we sent a copy of the memorancitlm  to Dr. Carl Earzley,

Forest Pathologist in the old Bureau of Plant Lidustry in Wash5.zgtcn.

Carl. was one of our most cordial and stimulattig cooperators, azd

that brl1.l iant youq  products pathologist, Ralph Lindgren,. had

already sorted  work at the Station, on sap stain control, UK&:  his

direction..
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Carl replied by -<ire on April 16, saying he hoged to get a

tree-disease pathologist assigned to the Station early in the

fiscal year beginning July 1, and urging us to put in additional

plots on the unburned area and to control brown spot on them with

fungicides, to further elucidate the separate and combined effects

of brown spot and fire on longleaf seedlings in the grass stage.

He sent us a supply cf ready-mixed Bordeaux powder (for which the

then more effective home-mixed uas later substituted), and wrote

sC!:;;eral  times suggesting details, including the spraying of some

plots with lime-sti?;I: instead of Bordeaux lest the copper in the

Bordeaux complicate results by stimulating growth.

On April 24, 1928,  I laid out tvo series of square-milacre

plots in a very der,se  longleaf seedling stand near the burn, to be

spra:red with Ejordeazs, and on April 25 a series to be sprayed with

lime-sulfur. Cf the ts;o  Bordeaux series, one was to be spra;Jed a;

2--,jeak intervals tkoag;hout the gr0wi.q season. In the other, one

plot was to be sva;:ed at once, it and a second ~1ot 2 weeks later,

these two and a th,lrC aT; the end of 4 weeks, and so on, to deter-tie

infection dates. Unsprayed chec-r  milacres were sandwiched in bet;;een

t;?e  sprayed milacres of both series. The Great Southern Lumber Ccm-

pany undertook to do t::e  spraying, and Bqant  Ba--3man did it con.s:F-

en-lious:y  and well, ih;h a burlap screen draped around each plot to

keep the fungicide from drifting to the unsprayed checks. HalAle;.

was unable to get the promise6 pathologist till late in the caler%r
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year, and much of the credit for the success of the experiment that

first season is rightf.Jl-ly  Bry Bateman's.

The experiment succeeded beyond our wildest hopes. Within 3 cr

4 years it gave us a wealth of data on the effects of brown spot oz

surviva.l and growth. Even in the first few weeks it gave us valuzX.e

information on the life history of the broom-spot pathogen and on t>e

effectiveness of fungicides.

It had immediate azd far-reaching practical. results as well.

The Great Southern's 1926 nursery was mostly in longleaf seedlings--rC
soue  7 rniX.Fc~ of them--the quality of which could be greatly red?;ced

by brown-spot infection. There was plenty of inoculum aill  around -,>e

nursery. By the time  this nursery stock had begun to develop secczd-

ary foliage, tke l,C23 foliage on our unsprayed checks in South

Pasture was heaviL;- ixfected, but the new needles cn the seedlizgs  in

the plots spra;zea- ':LveeUy were practically without a lesion. T---Q-._

Great Scuthern foresters were quick to make use of the findings.

They sprayed the Icngleaf nursery stock at intervals throughout tl;.e

suumer, ad took 1; to the field ti exceaent condition the folio-<tig

winter. Z3X.gicidz.l  control of brown spot on longleaf seedlings :3ss

been standard prectic e in southern pine nwseries ever since.

Before I accested Cari1 Hartley's offer of fungicides and a

sprayer and ZnstaXed the plots, I got permissicz from Director Demmon

to star?; the stud:-,  b>~t I did not discuss details  wit: him. Ar?Z.,

iaspired by some Zelvin,-s  i.3 statistical texts, I re$icsted t,-eztments.
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ti the line-sulfur series I instaLled 2 treatments (sprayed and

check) x 4 replications. In the biweekly Bordeaux series I in-

stalled 2 treatments (sprayed and check) x 10 repliactions or 20

observations in all, on square milacre plots (figures 32 and 33).

T'ne  extravagance of the latter layout incurred some criticism frcm

Demmon and more from the Washington Office later on. To the best

of my knoirledge, however, these sprayed and unsprayed plots in the

South Past'ze LongAeaf Pine Trac t were the first replications ever

installed by the Southern Station for the express purpose of prc-:i,
viding an estimate cf error.

One other consequence of the big 1928 fire deserves introductory

mention here. Hartley finally recruited and assigned to us the

promised fcrest pathologist. The pathologist was Paul V. Siggers,

one of the hardest and most productive workers the Station ever Sad,

me of its best titers ad critics of Lriting,  and one of tne most

lovable characters its staff has ever known.

TEE ERA OF EXPAXSION AIKD RBCOGNTI~~T

I aI!.,;a;;s  think of the Era of E.xpansion  and Iiecoaition as >aving

be- with the So-&h  Pasture fire of 1928.0 True, the expansion grew

0,~~~  of ler;,.slation  and appropriations in no wise connected wit'n t‘ne

L&&e.pi?. The recognition was won by studies unrelated to the fire.

Reve-theless+ , the studies and projects stemming from the fire,  and

as..ny  otl:ers  that were started at the same time or shortly after-;ar5.,

outrmke6 213 object  md in execution almost al1 of the studies of the
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, 3c9zzrec
--Tqe  ori&nal brown spot spray plots (black stties  n",333 32. A

1, 2, . ..) and unsprayed checks (white stakes) Iayea CZT- 4 cated
in Socth Pasture at Carl Hartley's suggestion end reg..-
012 my ixitlztive. Above, on Apil 24, 1928,  before spraying
began. Belo;;,  on l4~rch  25, 1932,  after

4 3-ea3 con;rol  of
3 SeeKLirlgs rdt Of

brown spot had brou,&t tine Bordeaux-s?rayea
the grass .



Figure 33. --In fcreground,  the unsprayed check to brown,spor,
$.ot  No. 1 of the previous figure, with no seeti-
lings  surviving. In background, spaye  plot So. 1,
with several trees surriving:  and one ncre  than 60.
feet high, despite density at age 'j' (when spraying
began) cl' 383,000 seedlings per acre. Photo in
Februz:: IF&&.



Primitive Era. As a group, they constituted a turning-point in the

Station's history.

Improved Approach and Execution

Perhaps one of my own studies, started in the First Era but com-

pleted in the Second, will illustrate what I mean.

By 1927 I had become interested enough in damage to loblolly

and shortleaf pine by the Nantucket tip moth, Bhyacionia frustrana

Comstock, to want to do something about it.@  The logical point of

attack seemed to be to learn the life history of the insect, which
4.
appeared to be related in some way to the multinodal habit of the

pine hosts. I admit that I was spurred on to the study by the opinion

of a visiting Swedish entomologist, Dr. Ivar Trggordh,  that the life

cycle must be 2 years. His opinion struck me as absurd. Tip moths

puPated in LO-months-old loblolly seedlings in the Great Southern

Lumber Company's City Ball nursery at Bogalusa,  and I couldn't visu-

alike the larvae from a previous year's brood making their way by

thousands across a broad gravel street to burrow into seedlings of

the current year. Eves without Dr. TrLgorti’s  odd assumption, how-

ever, the damage done to our experimental plantations b,y the tip

moth was challenge enough (figure 34).

I had been taking notes for at least a year or two on larval and

pupal stages and on flights of adults when, in the fall of 1927,  I

began bagging infested loblolly tops with voile and noting dates of

adult emergence and of new infestations inside the bags (figure 35,
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y&e  34 .--It took only a few minustes' walk through a young
loblolly pine plantation at Bogalusa,  in April  1932,
to find this example of damage by Nantucket tip moth,
Rhyacionia frustrana Comstock.
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E'igure 35.--Left,  one of the primitive
cages which I'used in my study of the life cycle of

the Nantucket tip moth at Bogalusa in 1927-1929. Right, the improved type

used in 1930, with which I satisfied myself that the cycle was
completed in 8

to 10 weeks and that in general there were four generations
of the moth a year

-..LL,.-- Tn,ric-inr,~e



left). As nearl;f as I can tell from my official diary, I put the

first bags in glace October 11, ly27.

DLlring the long.period  of spring plantation re-examination at

Eogalusa in 1928,  and as other Bogalusa trips offered opportunity

during the late spring and early summer of that year, I kept close

track of moths in these cages and among uncaged trees nearby, and .

considerably sharpened my impressions of the life cycle.

Then the unexpected happened. The Washington Cffice wrote,

.early  .'z July, urging us to contribute a paper on some forest

msect--any  insect--to the Fourth titernational Congress of Ento-

mology to be held at Cornell in mid-August. All we had to offer--

we had no entomologist on the staff--was my tip moth notes, which I

w r o t e  u p  mdJ on July 24, submitted to Washington.

To my utter surrtrise , Washingtcn not only accepted the paper,

whici  of coTar=eI " > was based on observations o,n.ly,  not experiments,

but authorized my attending the Con g;ress to present it. This was

quite all right with me, as it meant a free trip back to my univer-

sity, a fe;: days with my father- and mother-in-law in Ithaca, and,,

at the cost cf a little-annual leave en route, a visit to relatives

Ln Rochester. Station finaces, to be sure,.were so straitened that

I had to travel at summer tourist rates and go to Niagara Falls on

the way home to get ny to.zist ticket validated, but that was all

right, too. I paid my own -.;ay  across the International Bridge while

there, to see the falls  for 30 minutes from the Canadian side; to

date, this has been my only visit to a foreign countr;-.
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After I had registered for the Congress, I discovered that the

Washington Office had taken no steps to get my paper on the program,

which was by invitation only. Bjr pulling wires witin Professor

Herrick,  under whom I had taken entomology and who was on some

Congress committee, I got permission to 'propose" the paper to the

Section on Forest Entomology. I read the paper by viva vote  permis-

sion of the entomologists in that Section, who generously postponed

luncheon for 10 minutes to hear it. It came immediately after a

mas-'cxly summary of his doctoral dissertation on white pine weevil,

also a shoot-bcring izsect,  by cne Barnes, and seemed terribly

trivial a.xd shoddy by comparison. I felt greatly subdued.

I felt worse when I got back to New.Orleans and both Director

Demmon and I received letters of reprimand from the Wasl:ington  Office

for haviq  submitted the paper iz the first place. It seems that

Dr. F. C. Craighead had taken offense at a mere forester's having

presumed to publish concernixg ~.YTJ  insect, and had taken steps to

prevent mjr reTeating the outrage. Nevertheless, the deed was done.

Mjr paper was -printed in the Proceedings OL* t'ne  Fourt'n  Congress

(VolLne  II , yages  86j-858,  1929).

It as-xnishes me today that I wrote that paper as soundly as I

did, on such slender evidence. mediately following the Congress,

I felt that in) tentative conclusions were open to serious q2estioz.

In t‘ne  new spirit of the Second Er8, I set out to confirm or corre:;

'ii2  exi .
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On February 15, 1929,  I trimmed all infested material off tke

tops of 10 shoulder-high loblollies, and on each tree I installed

an improved voile cage, plumped out by light wire hoops and sup?crted

by a tripod of gum poles. During the first flight of adult moths,

early in March 1929,  and during each flight thereafter, I inserted

fron 5 to 20 live moths in each of two or more infestation-free cages,

leaving ot‘ner  cages without moths as .checks. A week or so after I had

inserted tke moths and they had had time to lay eggs, I recovered the

mot% or their remains from the cages, and then watched both treated

and check cages for development and emergence of a new brood. :-f-ry

official diary for May 15, Sgz, reads:

I2spected tipmoth cages; strong presumptive evidence,
thou-h not6 - quite absolute proof, that there has been
a complete life cycle since I inserted moths in cages
1-4 earl;' in March. Second flight of year is at its
height.

What ke?t ~;roof  from being absolute was the accidental infestation

of one or two iLltreated  check cages. I suspected either ovigostficn

02 foliage in contact with the cages, or migration of larvae u; the

tree stem, as the source of tke trouble. Accordingly, in 1932,. I

improved my technique still further. I made new cages (figure 35,

right),  of voilwe above and unbleached muslin below, installed them

with Tree !b.nglefoot  on the stem above and below the point of attach-

ment, removed all twigs and foliage from contact with the cage -zLls,

a2d made successive artificial infestations as in 1929.

I believe it was during the f-irst  artificial infesting of these

cages ix 1930  that Milt NEley,  one of the Great Southern's notably



able foremen, came by on his way home from work and found me 3

difficulties. The twigs of the trees near the cages were fC of

freshly opened pupa cases, but I could find no adult moths.

"Why, Mr. Wakeley," Milt said, "with the wind blowing as hard

as it is, the moths won't be in the trees. They'll be down 5 the

grass. Here! Gimme your little bottle."

He dropped down on his knees and in almost no time he had all

the fresh adult moths I needed. After I had inserted them in the

cages I said::/r "Milt, how'd you happen to know what a full-grc-,;r, tip

120th looks like? Most people I've talked to never have seen ;hem."

"Well, sir, for a fact, they look so like t‘nat gray stuff  around

the bottoms of "1tile pine needles that most folks never notice them.

But me, I got tired of something eatin'  on our trees and me cc:

knowk  ' what it was. So I took home some twigs with them little

:,ciggers  h 'em," (the pupae are in fact motile) "and put 'em Ln a

Jar of water and tied my s;TLfe's  dish-towel over 'em, and made her wipe

dishes -xKn her apron until the moths come out."

It's a mistake to under-rate either the observation or z‘re  intel-

ligence of gocd ;;orkers like Xilt  Miley. It took him to tell me the

moths hid in the grass on windy days.

M;v official diary for 1930 contains this entry:

Monday, July 14, 1930 . . . inspected the tip moth cages,
w‘nich  yielded convincing evidence at last of the start
(6-8 week) life cycLe  of the moth.

I took down  the last of the cages October 16, 193'3, and ;.:b-

lished the stud> in Occasional Paper 45, in Asrfl 15335.  We ha5 to
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reissue the paper in 1941 to meet demand. The following excerpt

from it gives the essence of the story as the Second Era tightening

up of experimental procedure showed it.

The most clear-cut evidence of all was obtained from
the second generation in the 1930 cages. Adults were
obtained July 14, 1930,  as the offspring of adults
inserted May 14, 1.930, in two separate cages. One of
these cages had been free from all signs of tip moths
and tip moth activity since January 12, 1930,  and the
other since July 4, 1929.  While the moths in these
t-do  cages were passing through their complete life
cycle, seven check cages, of which two had contained
~0th~  of the first generation, remained absolutely free
from moths of the second generation an& from signs of
their activity.

On the basis of the evidence obtained in this study,
it may be concluded that the Nantucket tip moth has
four successive generations  per year on young pines of
susce?ti&e  species in southeastern Louisiana.

There followed some comments on the bearing of these findings

on planting policy, including the introdluction  of exotics having

fewer than four flushes of gro~.%h  a year. The devastating effects

of tip moth on the Monterey pine planted in Florida by the St. Joe

Paper Company 2.2 the early Fifties pretty well confirmed the sound-

ness of this comment regarding exotics.

GROW3  OF THE STATION STAFF

High aspirations, a yeasty intellectual ferment, improve", ger-

s>ective,  and a ;-z:--,ter  grasp of experimental Drocedure  marked the

Second Era. I;3 that high aspirations had been lacking before.

Forbes vas idealistic and enthusiastic to a fault, and my own ycuth-

ful a n d  iznocent dreams were numerous and grandiose enough SC 10 men.

Too m~;y of o'a early ambitions,  however, were vague and unretiistic,
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as the first typescript annual investigative programs in the Sta-

tion  's "posterity file" plainly show. Dzring the second era we

began to sense the difference between discrete studies and the

galaxies of studies we now call "projects," and to shift our atten-

tion from saving the whole world to mak?ng our research sound.

Those of us already at the Station were learning much, both

from our wealth of eqeri mental material and from our past mistakes.

Xew young recruits came from a greater number of schools, and varied

3me in points of view. We recruited a leavening of older, e=eri-

enced workers too. We read more. There was constant, untrammelled

discussion--much more cf it than the IJew Orleans Office, at least,

er-,joys  to&y--among ourselves and with the growing numbers of pro-

fessional visitors from this ccuntry and abroad.

These deveiocments ;Jere timely. The era opened with good pros-

>ects  , soon rezll zed, cr' the passage cf t'ne  McNary-MeSweeney  Act.

Vader this Act i,Be Station gre;< a-,d grew right through the first

.-ears cf the depressicn that started in 1929.

In caieksr year l-927 the Station staff, professional. acd non-

professiondl, permanent and nonpermanent, in New Orleans and in the

field, totailed 23. Lx 1928,  the year of the South Pasture fire,

it totailed 28. In 1932,  the last year before the Nile-flood of

New Deal  emergent;-  and relief fun&s  simultaneously k7atized and

enriched the Station, the staff totalled 64.
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Table 1, which summarizes, by categories, the numbers of

employees in 1928 and 1932,  shows roughly the human resources -Kth

which the Station passed into and out of the second era. OIiLy

roughly, however. Counting heads, even by the categories of this

table, does not assess their contents. Some of our 1927 or 1922

to 1932 recruits became justly famous later on, and a number of

others contributed mightily to the Station's achievement

too little credit for their contributions. Our clerical
.

I;articular  hzve had less recognition than they deserve.

Junior Foresters

and got all

emplc,-ens  in

An entry in my personal diary, at Bogalusa,  on July 1, 1927,

chronicles the vanguard of the second era juniors as follows:

"Verne Rarger, Junior Forester, just appointed, here on his way to

Starke.  cuiet;  nice cha?."  My personal diary for Saturday (we

used to xcrk Sat*urdays),  June 18, 1932,  reads: "Talked seed traat-

men-b and Static adminlstraticn ;Z.th Les Ear-per." I have added the

underscore in transcription, as the su:jject is predictive. Earl;

i-y Abbe  T:-'-S jQ-aL -- .h Les became the Southern Station's first Division

Chief of Forest ?'knagement,  snd now, of course, is Deputy Chiel'  of

the Forest Sex-ice, in charge of all the Service's research.

Junior Fcresters recruited during the second era prcper included

C. A. ("Al") Bickford, lately Biometrician for the Northeastern

Station and since the summer of I-963 on the He% Ycrk State College

of Forestr;: staff; the late Roy A. Chapman, who had been my
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Tab le  l.--Composition of the Southern Station staff, 1928 and 1922

Number ex-
Agency Class of employee ployed ir--

1928 z.932

U.S. Forest Professional, Director 1
Service

II Principal.

(1 F-d.1 grade

1, Associate 2

,, Assistant 2

!l JuxLor 4

1, Agent 1

,t Temporary Field Assistant 10

Nonprofession&, field 1

I! clerical 6

Bureau  o f Professional, permanent 1
P1vl-L
Industr;

It Temporary Field Assistant
Total s

1

1

3

4

6

1 6

1

12

1

14

3

27-
04
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Temporary Field Assistant at Bogalusa in 1926;

Cruikshank, who headed the Southeastern Forest

years; and

became our

we got him

of Georgia

Frank Heyward,  the ex-architectural student who nearly

J. W. ("Jimmy")

Survey for many

first specialist in forest soils but left (the day after

his Kjeldah apparatus!) to become, briefly, State Forester

and then public relations specialist for Gaylord Container .

Corporation at Bogalusa.

They included T. A. ("Ted") Liefeld, for a time Officer-in-

Charge at Lake City toward the end of that Research Center's inclu-
kc

sicn  in the Southern Station's territory. Ted resigned after a

losing battle with H. L. Mitchell during (though only remotely ccn-

netted with) iJo--rid iJar  II, to become one of the South's earlier

ccnsultin~ foresters.

Ralph 14.  ("Linti;-")  Liridgren was detailed to the Station &gust  1,

1928,  by the old 3ureau of Plant Industry, in a grade eqivalent  to

Junior Forester, right  after completing his Master's  in plant pathol-

0s;: under Stakman at Minnesota. Re re::i@ed as Chief cf the then

Division, of Yood Preservation at the Forest IProducts  Laboratory on

June 30, 1962. AK acco-c..zt  of his intervexhg  career would fill many

pages. His work on control of sap stain -<on  the Station its first

unqualified credit  and acceptance, both here and abroad, and, Lindy

is one of those siho cenerste  episodes that grow into lively anec-

dotes, and, ultiaatel~-"1 legends .
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Also recruited as Junior Foresters before the end of 1932 were

H. G. ("Mac") Meginnis (until the recent reorganization, Division

Chief of Watershed Research at the Southeastern Station, and the

only Forest Service employee I have ever known to be reallocated

directly from Junior Forester P-l to Silviculturist P-4; see figure

36); C. F. ("Ivy") Olse=1, my planting assistant during the CCC

period, who received the Carnegie Medal for his gallant but unsuc-

cessfulqttempt  to save A. L. MaeKinney from drowning in 1938; J. G.

("Ted"} Osborne, who succeeded Francis X. Schumacher as Biometrician

-A the WashlnEfcn Office; R. R. ("Russ") Reynolds, who made the

Crossett Researc:: Center famous, invented "farm forties" (though

some res earth purists  hold this against him!), and won the Depart-

merit ‘s Supericr Service Award; F. I. ("Pete") Righter, who has

performed miracles of pine hybridizaticn at Placerville,  California

(but who has, alas, published all too little about them); Paul 0.

Rudolf, for years a pillar of strength at the Lake States Station

md one cf t>e most sciloiarly  of American Research foresters; A. R.

("Art") SgLilers, 2ow -4ssociaxe  Deputy Chief of the Service, in

State and Private Forestry, and P. R. ("Phil") Wneeler, who came to

us from a forest reconnaissance job in Brazil, was the Coast Guard's

Captain of the Por t of New Orleans during World War II, and retired

in 1962 as Divi sion Chief of Forest Ekonomics Researc? at the

Southern Station.
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Tnese Junior Foresters of the second era were an able lot, but

the Temporary Field Assistants of the same period rivalled them in

talents, training, and later accomplishments.

Temnorary Field Assistants

Frank W. Bennett now has his own firm of consultants, F. W.

Se,nnett ad Associates, working out of Baton Rouge. W. C. ("Bill")
cc, j

Bramble is head of the Department of Forestry and Conservation at

Pa-due,  and very active in the Society of American Foresters. A.

Dale Chapman, Lindgren's first assistant in the sap stain research, ..;,
--- 'I*

has his own company,  the Chapman Chemical Company, purveying Lignassz : .'- i.

and other toxic substances; for a while Lindy was also a member cf

this firm. T. S. (,lTed")  Coile for a long time taught forest soils

at Duke University, and is now a forest soils consultant. C. H.

(%u:ilt)  Coulter (figre 37) ‘3as for m.sy years been State &rester

of Florida, and is almost unique among State

gromd  of plansin;; edxperience.

Lincoln (“LLnc”) Elliscn,  a man  of rare

Foresters in his back-

research ability and

even rarer perscnal q;ralities, was, at the time of his tragic death

in an avalanche while skiing, in 1956,  Chief of the Division ofI

Range Research at 'the Intermountain Station.

T. C. ("Tcmmy")  Ev-ns  later obtatied permanent appointment with

the Southern Forest Surve;- zt the Southern Station. T:xI, for maxy

;-ears, he was 3iometricl2.9  a't the Southeastern, left the Southea..  3ern

to s-dcceed Ted Os*c zrne as Biometrician in the Xash5ngton Office,  ~5

left WashLngtcn in t-x-: to texh  at VI, b'--i.nia  Polytechnic l&tlSst~.
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Fipre  37. --Hux Coulter  first visited Bogalusa,  to get acquainted
with seed, nursery,  and planttig techniques, when the
lG::g;ieaf  seedings  at COburn's  Creek Were just be-
E;ixcing to co3e ou; of the grass. June 17, 1930.



Ralph W. Hayes  was a Temporary Field Assistant in the summers

of 192; through 1930, at an age considerably past that of most

field assistants, and after some years in the Indian Service. He

and I published Louisiana State University, University Bulletin,

Vol. 21, New Series, No. 3, Part 2, S:;rvival and early growth of

planted southern pine ix southeastern Louisiana, in May 1929. The
c-2

bulletin was full  of misprints and required the attachment of a

letter-size, single-spaced errata sheet, and cost me a sharp repri-

mand from the Washington Office, where it was not known that Ralph

had corrected the galley proof at Baton Rouge while arranging-his

older daughter's funeral. The bulletin is nevertheless invaluable

for its map of the Great Southern Lumber Company's earlier planta-

tions and for its list of tl;e gee graphic sources of'seed of all but

one Of that.-

years after

Fores tr-.r  atY

George

comyly ’ s plantations from 1920 through 1928. For many

this p2bliation, Ralph was Head of the School of

L.S.U.

H. Bepting,  long-time Chief of the Division of Forest

Disease Research a; the Southeastern Station and now the Depart-

ment's specialist in forest disease problems, was a Bureau of Plant

Industry Temporary Field Assistant at the Southern in 1932.  C. S.

("Clirt")  Herrick,  now in charge of employee development and trainin;

for Region 8, in Atlanta, was a Forest Service Assistant at the

Southe--A-* that same year. So, in 1931 and 1932,  was bl. A. ("Morrie")

Ikbermiin,  J who was rn;,~ n>a-ser; research assistant on permanent appointment
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during the CCC period, and whose ambition and drive finally led

him, through the Washington Office, to the FAO, first in Rome, Italy,

and then in Mexico.

Frank Kaufert, a Bureau of Plant Industry Field Assistant in

1931 and a ForesbL Service Field Assistant in 1932,  is now Director

of the School of Forestry at the University of Minnesota. Franklin

G?-Liming,  long in charge of the Norb&hern  Ozarks Research Center of

the Central States Station, and now in Washington handling inter-

national exchanges cf tree seed for research purposes, was also a

Bureau of Plant Industry Assistant in 1.931.  T. E. N&i (generally

"Gialdy,"  but still "Tenyo ' to a few old friends) is now Hoffman

Distinguished ?ofessor of Forest Iknagement and head of the Depart-

ment of Silviculture, School of Forestry, at North Carolina State

College. H. E. ('Herbll)  Ochsner is Assistant Regional Forester in

Charge of Timber Management in Region 9.

Somewhat cider  and more experienced ;han any of our Field

Assistants except Ralph Hayes was Eric ktlin, a Swedish forester

and scmething cf a specialist in mensuration, who was on temporary

appointment with us in 1927 during a period of study in this country.

As I recall, he was here on a Scandinavian-American fellowship.

John ("Put') Putnam was Lentz'  field assistant on the bottom-

land hardwood reconnaissance in 1928 and I believe on th2 ffrst

Southern Fores-, Survey in 1931. He came to us with *unique '-; val-.:-_.. __

able e.xperience acq.uired in logging a hardwood tract or tracts
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owned by his family, ret,-ived permanent appointment as a Junior

Torester in 1931,  later did for the Stoneville Research Center what

Russ Reynolds did for the Crossett Center, and has long been the

hardwood authority for both the Station and Region 8.

Theodore ("Ted") Scheffer, a quiet man, Temporary Field Assist-

ant for the 33ureau  of Plant Industry in 1930 and 1931 and one of its

AzinCs at the Station in 1932,  has since had a long and productive

career at the Forest Products Laboratory.

A. F. (,,Art')  Verrall,  Paul Siggers'  Bureau of Plant Industry

Xeld Assistant -'in  bra-m-spot research at Bogal..usa  in 1932  (a master

of many tec'hniques, preducer of free-hzl?d  sections that rivalled

microtome sections, and t‘ne  only man I ever knew who both owned and

played a gold flute!) returned to do years of excellent research at

Gulfport on the interrelations of house construction, paint problems,

snd decay, and to head up vast Army and Navy studies on ammunition-

box decay and on dete,,Pioration of wood structures in the tropics.

Until June 1964,  Chief of the Divisicn of Forest Disezse Research

at Station headquarters in nie:;  Orleans, he is now Principal Pathol-

ogist, specializing agab in products pathologyj.



An admirable lot, these Junior Foresters and Temporary Field

Assistants of the second era. During the past 30 years I have for-

gotten the schools at which most of them got their undergraduate

training,u though originally I had this information about them all.

No matter. They came from many different schools. There was a

preponderance of University of Michigan foresters among them;

D&mnon,  who was Director at the time, felt (and justifiably, as

events showed) that he could depend on his fellow alumni from Ann

Arbor. But California, Cornell, Georgia, Iowa State, Louisiana

State University, Michigan State, Minnesota, Syracuse, Yale, and

several others were represented also, and the variety of doctrines,

enthusiasms, interests, specialties, and technia_ues  these recent

graduates brought in created an ideal intellectual climate within

0-x rapidly exp33ding organization.

T?lrough the -Gork assigned to them and from sheer force of

numbers these Junicr  Fcresters and Temporary Field Assistants carried

the main load of the Station's research routine--plot measurements

IJ’ Ix passf2;,  a t  l e a s t t;;o  of the Junior' Foresters and at
least nine of the Temporary Field Assistants I have named earned
the Ph.D.  degree after serving at the Station during the second
era. I have neither the information nor the time to figure out why
four and a half times as many Field Assistants as Junior Foresters
went on to acquire the doctorate, but it's an interesting speculaticn.
;lhich  came first, the hen or the egg? And to what extent was earl>
rmrlage involved?
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and remeasurenents, quadrat counts, gum weighing, germination tests,

experimental treatments, note-taking, compilation of data, and office

computations. Yet, permanent and temporary employees alike, they

also initiated research --some of it of great value--to an extent that

is strictly against reedations  for men of comparable employment

grades today, and that probably would have been frowned upon by the

Civi:+Service Commission, and perhaps by our own Washington Office,

even then. We didn't care. If a man could find out something ?er--

tinent to an unCertaking we encouraged him to do SO, regardless of

his age or grade. E a Temporary Field Assistant kne;? a better

teciuQa_ue than the Director did, he told the Director.

ltFor Romans in Rome's quarrel
Spared neither goods nor gold
Nor son nor wife ncr limb ncr life
In the brave days of old.
Then none was for a party.
Then dll were for the State.
Then the rich man helped the poor
And the poor man loTred  the great.
Then lands.were fairly Fortioned.
Then scoils  were fairly sold.
The Remans were like brothers
I n t>e brave days of old!"

Conditicns have by no means deteriorated to the stage Xacaule;

descrf>es  in the next lint of iloratius-- "Now, Roman is to Roman more

hatef>A than a foe" --but it's a long tine since a Temporary Field

Assistant has said to the Director: "Mitch," (or "PnLl"  or "Walt")

'a hell of a lot better way to do that is thus and SO.~  Tcday's

Field Assistant submits .:is suggestlcn "through chanzels!"

,
: 3,-
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Old Hands

Although many of the Junior Foresters and Field Assistants I

have mentioned did gocd work and showed great promise before 1933,

most of them made their principal contributions later. From 1928

through 1933 it was the leavening of more experienced workers who

mainly developed and guided the Station's program.

Not counting Forbes, the first Director, who had left in July

to orwize  the Allegheny Station at Philadelphia, there were six

of us relatively old ha-ads at the Southern Station in the fall of

1927--Barrett, Demmon, Xarpes,  Wahlenberg, Wyman, and myself. (I

say "oic"; I was 25!) There had been a seventh, L. J. ("DOCK)

?essin,  but A.-.FIQ had resieed June 14, 1927,  to work on cotton-wilt

root-rot at the Te,xas  Agriculturai Experiment Station. Wahlenberg

Sad come in on April 1, from his pri o r assignment on nursery and

planting research at the Savenac Nursery in Montana, where he had

alreaL;; established his reputation as an imaginative and thcrough

*corker,  and had picked up Pessb's work at McNeil1 before Pessin

left. Asd E2qer (f&re 3S), who had arrived even later than

;%1ahlenberg,  on Jul;r 1> 1927,  was not a very old "old hand" in either

age cr ex-perience.

Earret: -as transferred to the new Central States Stz.;ion on

December 15, 1928.  Pessin, disillusioned regardin. researzr: on

root-ret in Texas, returned to the Southern Station June 1, 19%.

Wahlenberg resiFed Yarch 5, 1929,  to take a position at the then
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Eddy Tree Breeding Station at Placerville,  California, but ret.u.rr,ed

to the Southern Station in 1930,  disillusioned by the Tree Breed2ng
.

Station's Director, Lloyd Austin.

Then, in addition to re-recruiting Pessin and Wahlenberg (and

though losing Barrett to the Central States Station), we acquired a

round dozen of relatively experienced men.

W. E. ("Walt") Bond, who had been Assistant State Forester cf

Texas, came to us as Forest Economist in 1930.

He*nry ("Ha&")  Eu.l.1,  specialist in pine thinnings, a substantial

joint contributor with Putnam to early dendrological and silvical

research in hardwoods, and a nearly flawless technical writer, caze
to us as Assistant Silviculturis'b after professional training at Yale

and some work with, as I remember, the Connecticut Agri$Ltural

Eqeriment Station. His long illness and ultimate death fron er=,;hy-

seua  :.-as  0-e 01e the great tragedies of the.Station and the whole

forestry profess isr,  .

R. B. ('lRon")  Craig joined the s.taff  as Assistant Forest Ezczo-

mist in 1,032; his main assignment, until his eventual transfer 'tc  the

Washington Office, was on forest ta,xation studies.

E. W. ("Gene") Gemmer, who had worked under Station direct9cs

but on Region 7’s payroll for 4 years, joined the Station's regu2r

staff as Assistant Silviculturist in 1930.

M. M. ("Nark")  Lehrbas joined the staff as Assisant Forest

Economist in 1931-, and plunged almost at once into zhe field direcl;ion
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of the burgeoning Southern Forest Survey (figure 39).  He WBS later

the Director of the Golde,nrod  Rubber Project at Waynesboro,  Georgia,

during World War II, and I served under him there, Snedecor in bend,

as Statistician of the Project by delegated authority of the Secre-

tary of Agriculture. After the War, Msrk became the first Division

Chief of the Forest Utilization Service--now Forest Utilization

Research, a subdivision of "R.E.E.P."--in the New Orleans Office.

G. H. ("Gusti)  Lentz, who had served as Special Investigator in

charge of the 1927-1928 bottom-land hz_rdwood reccnnaissence while on

lea-re of absence from the College of Forestry at Syracuse,  acce-,;ed

permanent aqointment  at the Station as Silviculturist early  in 1930.

I remember that on his return to New Orleans I was still complaining

about the decrepit Model-I' Ford (70,000 miles on Its intermittently

functioning s?eedcmeter;  8 miles to the galloc;  maximum speed below

20 miles 2n hxr) in which I had msde a 1,200-mile nurser; surve;-  in

December 1929; we had then got a turn-in allowance of $12.50 on the

Ford, and the dealer  from whom we got the new car in exchange he? to

tox the old one away from my house with a wrecker. Gus ) who ha.5 sn

aggressive, dominztlng dis?ositlon, didn't propose to have a mere

Assistant Silviculturist like myself out-gripe him, and said: "I bet

it wssn't as beat u? as the Ford Put and I used in the hardwoods back

in lg28!"

"Doggone it, Gus," I told him truthfully and unanswel-ably,  "it

was tine same Ford!"- -
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Figs"  39 . - -l&,r$ Lebrbas  trying out the Lpyr:;;StrOm
dendrometer iz East Carroll - ,

Louis  LaRa, dur in& tf-,e  early &a~*s  Of the
Southern Farest $3axey.  July LO,

19s:.



Tu'.  T. ("Nick") 14irov  served a brief term as Assistant Silvi-

culturist on the pervmanent  staff, at Starke, on naval stores research,

but I didn't meet him then. I first met him during a return engage-

ment at Lake City, in 1942,  when he was working on the War Emergency

"acid stimulation" project; one of the delights of my assignment to

Lake City that year was Nick's wonderful doodles --voluptuous mermaids

hatching out of dragons' eggs, and the like. Nick is, I believe, the

only Southern Statics alumnus besides Les Harper to hold the Depart-

ment's Distinguished Service Award, granted in Nick's case for compre-

hensive analysis and classification of pine oleoresins.

Paul V. Siggers was assigned to the Staticn by the Bureau of

Plant Industry as Associate Pathologist December 1, 1928, to pick up

and expand the work on brown-spot needle disease of longleaf  pine that

I had started immedia: ely following the South Pasture fire at Boga-

lusa. Pa-2  had no szatistical background whatsoever, but made up for

this lack to an astcnishing extent by virtue of sound pathological

training, m-Bagging eff art, rigorous and original thought, and crzss-

c'qenkin-& c 6 of results by repeated and independent approaches to the

problem at hand. His researches on brown spot and on fusiform rust

were monuments, not mere milestones, in the Station's development.

He was one of the most precise technical writers I have ever

known, 2x5 a superbly constructive critic of the writings of others.

A lovabl? man, a?d notable for econony of speech. Tie first day ;7e

called at the office,, just befor- he reported for duty, Dee Pessin
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was the only member of the professional staff in town. Doe talked

to Paul  at length about pathology, ecology, physiology, and, on the

way to lunch, about literature, art, and world politics, and elicited

rapt attention and polite smiles and nods, but no comments, Finally,

as they neared the cafeteria, Dot sensed that Paul  was at last about

to speak.

Paul did. He said: "This the place?"

A. E. ("ijack")  Wackerman, afterwards for many years fiofesscr  of

Forest Econo&cs at Duke, came to the Station from the Crossett CGm-

pariy in 1932,  as Forester. Both before leaving Crossett and after

coming to 1Jew Orleans he played an important part in arranging the

very effec+'"&ve cooperative agreement between the Crcssett Cornpan;: and

the Staticn, where-by we obtained the Crossett Eqerimen+&  Forest,

established the original Crossett e-qeriment in all-aged management,

and launched RLSS  Reynolds on his career.

R. K. ("Bob") Winters, new Director of Foreign Forestry Services

in tne >iashLngtcn  Cffice,  came to us as Assistant SilvicuLt~ist  Ln,. __

1930 * Although nest of his later work with the Station was in ccn-

nection with the Southern Forest Survey, and particularly with

sam@ing procedures, much of his time at first -:as  devoted to hard-

wood dendrG,logy  and silvics. TJext after Averell,  he probably

contributed most to the Station's photographic work during the secGnd

era, and he aus;rated  -,$ +,,h excellent photos the official file espy  of

Putnam and Bull's The trees of :::e bottomlands of the KississixL  River

De'l',a  Re '1"  -7_ iLz.i  .



Dr. E. A. Ziegler, ex-Director of the Pennsylvania Forest Acad-

emy at Mont Alto, came to us in 1929 (when that unique instituticn

ended its independent existence) to head up our newly undertaken

research in forest taxation, cost of timber-growing, and the like.

He resiped September 30, 1931,  to direct the Pennsylvania Fores-,

Research Institute for 6 years, and from there went, in 1937,  to 5013

the staff of the recently organized School of Forestry at the Unrver-

sit;- of Florida. I question whether our present economics staff

youid rate Dr. Ziegler as a traded professional economist,and I

Ci?ll’t truthfully say that he exerted a great formative influence :I!

the Staticn's program, though he may have contributed more than i saw

from my place in another Division. Certainly his studies, such as

that he made with Art Spillers, of the ?oofer"  industry in Alccrn

COIAtltjr,  I4LSS9SSi~~i, were exploratory only, and, though glowingl;-

press-agented in the Station's Annual Reports, have left little trace.

But his maturity, his previous career of teaching and of civic

activities in a small, stable community, and his combination of

integrity and charm made him personally influential, especially szeng

the youl-iger members of the staff. It was good to have him here t

that paAtiAr+++Lar  stage in the Station's development.

Lastly, to take over the budding Southern Forest Survey in :?32,

md later the IThcle  Division of Forest Eccnomics Research, ccme kzz

y. ( "&F " ) a&e&-e, certainly t'ne  most colorful. employee -he S-Azion

ever had, and among the most colorful the American profession can

boast.
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He was a South Carolinian by birth, a graduate of Dr. Schenk's

exotic Biltmore School of Forestry, and, in 1909 had become Super-

visor of the Ocala and Choctawhatchee National Forests--the latter

now Eglin Air Force Base. He had worked in California, and then in

the Washington Office. It was in Washington that 'he had discouraged

Raphael Zon's frequent scrounging of a "pipeful" of tobacco in the

huge calabash pipe that Zon kept for the purpose and that held ex*Jgh

to fill three times over the briar pipe in which Zon actually smoked

what he borrowed. The story is told that Eldredge dosed the last of

the tobacco in his own can with finely cut-up rubber bands just be-

fore Zon came in and filled his calabash from it. Later Eldredge,

himself unseen, heard Zon remark, ix the men's room: "This young

fellow Eldritch ve have brought in from the Vest is a very smart

young man, but he snokes

ever met!"

the vorst tobacco of any forester I have

Cap's fund of humor was inexhaustible. If it was scmetimes  a

shade robust (as when, in the summer of 1934, in his capacity as

Actin,- Director, it amused him to send me to Washington for 2 wee&

en a $3 per diem ;;h ile he tolured the small towns in the Station

territory on $5!), it'was  always good-natured and usually scintil-

lating.

It was said of Cap that he so loved to trade horses that he

would trade them even if he neither had nor wanted a horse. This

estimate of him ma;' have grown out of an episode during his service

with the famous Forestry Regiment in France during World War I.
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The story goes that some "remounts" were obtained to replace

the worn -out draft  horses with which the Regiment was logging under

the jealous eyes of the French foresters, and were to be shared

equally between Gag's  company and another. Cap and the captain of

the rival company had their horse-flesh-canny teamsters tether the

remounts in order from best to worst, and tossed a coin to see who

would get the odd-numbered horses. Cap lost; his were to be the

slightly inferior even-numbered beasts.

At that moment, out of sight around the

to smack a Jaw, and someone yelled "Fight!"

the non-corns, and al.J.  the men exe@  Cap and

stable, a fist was heard

The other captain, aI2

his teamsters ran to

separate the combatants and conduct them to the guardhouse. After

order had been restored and the other captain had rejoined Cap, Ce?'s

men led a-gay the even-numbered horses --and somehow got much the better

half of the remounts!

I first met Cap at Fargo, Gecrgia,  in the summer of 1926, k-hen

he was just beginning to organize the vast holdings of what was then

the Superlsr Pine Prcdxts Company. From Fargo, in 1931,  he suF;Lied

the Station with the farno.us  lot of slash pine seed carried in the

records as "Old Baithful"; a portion of it that had been kept in cold

storage germinated 84 percent in 1962. Cap used to boast that this

seed was e,tiracted in the only mahogany-lined seed exractory  ever

operated in the South. It was mahogany-lined, too, azd had staked-

glass widows high up under the roof. It was an ancient Pjl_l~ car
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that had been made over into a rolling bunkhouse by the Superior

Pine Products c o m p a n y  l Cap had replaced the bunks with Tire-bottcmed

racks, filled the racks with slash pine cones, opened the stained-

glass ventilators, and left the c.zr  on a railroad siding in the sun

till. the cones opened. Then he hauled the car over a fejJ miles of

rough logging railroad to jar the seeds out of the cones, and swept

the seeds down  the aisle, into the lavatory, and into burlap sacks

hooked under the hole in the floor where the toaet  had been. L--,-en-

ious man, Cap.

Cap csme to the Station as Principal Forest Economist Narch 15,

1932,  to head the Southern Forest Survey. At first, I understood,

his pay exceeded that of the Director, and if it did I have no doubt

(knowing Cap) that he used the fact to "pull rank' and get what he

wanted -dhen he wanted it. 3ut his wisdom and experience were in-

valuable assets to the Station for many long years. Also, there -;as

never a dtil  noment in his presence, for as a raconteur he was un-

rivalled.

The "leaven36  cr" older:  esperienced workers It that I have men-

tioned inpr oved the Station's performance in immediately obvious

xays--by refining familiar techniques and introducing new ones, for

example, and by defining more sharply the problems to be solved and

designing more rigorous experiments to solve them. Looking back,

though, it seems to me that these seasoned workers--and an imporxnt

?art Of tlheir seasoning had been derived from e-xperience  in publ2hing
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research--made their greatest contributions not in the te&-miques

they introduced, but in attitude.

Wahlenberg, for instance, though one of the most charitable of

men, was no softie where investigative integrity was concerned. The

fire, grazing, and longleaf reproduction study at McNeill ultimately

became his responsibility, and after a year or t-do  at it he said:

"If we had worked one-tenth as hard to verify what turned out the way

we thought it would as we have to explain away the results we d%dn't

eqect; this would have been a much more honest piece of research."

Tnat the results of the McNeill study ever got Lnto print was due

entirely to Wally's re-evaluation of the data that had been *taken

before he inherited the McNeilJ. assignment, his own bolstering u?

of the study with supplementary sampling and additional plots, and

his statesmanlike negotiations with Greene, our original cocperator

in the Bureau of Animal Industry. Greene had developed an acute

antagonism to the Station and all its works but nevertheless finally

co-authored U. S. Degt.  Agr. Tech. Bul. 683, Effects of fire and

cattle grazing  on lonnleaf nine Lands as studied at McNeLll,  Xiss.

(1939)  witn Wally and H. R. Reed.

Gn November 12, 1930,  during an inspection trip from the Wash-

ington Office, Ed Munns made a comment on our lobloll:: spacL?g

Flantation at Bogalusa that was as caustic as Wah?enber;'s Cn the

McNe LL1 study, and even more instructive.
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At 8 years in the field the plantation spaced 6 by 6 feet and

especially that spaced 8 by 8 feet already showed better diameter

growth than the 5  by 5, but the 5 by 5 was conspicuously less bIdshy,

had recovered much better from tip-moth injury, and showed the

beginnings of self-pruning. We were proud of these results, but Ed

-brushed  them contemptuously aside. He made us admit that we had

tried the 5 by 5  and the 8 by 8, as well as the 6 by 6 that Hawle;r

and IIawes  recommended for white piJle in New England, in hoses of

hitting ur;on just the right spacing for the cooperator on whose lands

we had planted.

"Tne 5 by 5 locks better than the others, sure," said Ed. "How

do you kno-w the company won't go to 4 by 4, and stagnate the stand

before it reaches merchantable pulpwood size? You've done nothing

to show the possible danger of that. YOU ought to  have made j7o.Z

close spacixg ic by 4 instead of 5 by 5. And you ought to have made

you wide cne 16 by 10 instead of a by 8; you'd have  gotten results

even quicker thz.x you act-ally have, and would have had a broader

basis for generalization."

"Always," he added, "e-&end  your experimental treatments be;.-end

the extremes  of present economic feasibility, in both directions.

That's the way to get the essential biologic facts, and to be in-

formed in time to cope with economic change." Tkis precept was <De

TzlakL1g of mny cf my own experiments later on, and, directly cr

Lydirectl;.-,  of =;\I Station studies in fields other than my oiiri.  It is

as somd ;ccky as it was in 1929.
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BALAWE  ARD DIVERSI3?ICATION

During the Primitive Era we had all been pretty much routine

pine silvieulturists, slightly tinctured with old-style, non-

statistical mensuration. During the Era of Expansion and Recogni-

tion we became, by recruitment and to some extent by self-help, a

much better balanced group, with specialized experience or formal

professional training in botany, ecology, economics, erosion, contrcl,

hardwood management, physiology, plant pathology, statistics, and

utilization. With a much stronger as well as a much larger staff,

the Station %-as  able to extend research into several new fields.

During his first brief period of service with the Station,

Pessin ("Doc"  or "L. J.") had been thrown into the breach left by

Hadley's  resi,-tion  and been given the McNeil2 grazfig,  burning,

and reproduction study to handle as his main assignment. The assign-

ment was "justifi ed" in the Annual Report (tlannual  tivestigative

program") by no better an ar$ment than that, as a botanist, he

should be especiall; qualified to deal with small plants. (His

height--he b-as 5 feet 1 inck, 0T "One inch taller th6.3 ??apoiecn,"  r3

quote one of his favorite statements--xould have been as valid a

justificaticn.) Dot kept the quadrat counts faithfully and

accurately up to d2x and contributed an ingenious improvement to

ti-ie record forms. He got on poorly, however, with our cooperator:

Greene, at the XcNeill Branch Xxperiment Station, but then, Greene

-A?S l;ard to <et or. --z~'?,  ary-;"ay.?'I .L vi
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On his return to the Station from Texas in July 1928,  Pessin

was assigned to the ecological studies for which he had been hired

in the first place.

None of us had the temerity to suggest the outlines of this

field to Pessin. We--and Washington --stood rather in awe of his

training; he was the first man we got who had the Ph.-D.  Dot was

modest about his degree, and made no claim to knowing much about

forestry, though he had begun his college career as a forestry

student at the University of Georgia. (His Ph. D. dissertation had

been on the ecology of the resurrection fern, that grows on tree

trunks and branches, ad when his first boy, Jaques,  grew old

enough to talk, Dot bcasted that the first words he learned were the

name of this fern, Po?.:-codium  polypodioides.) He told Ed Munns  he

knew nothing of forestry, and Ed told him not to worry; he'd "absor':,

it by osmosis."

Dot was an eager, earnest, alert, widely informed, and inde-

fatigable man. It is interesting to speculate as to what he might

have done had he had some statistical background and more experience

as a team worker (temperamentally, although amiable md cooperative

to a degree, he was a ?one wolf" in his approach to research), and

had been directed and had had his studies and publications fitted

into a coordinated pro,,-ram and planned and reviewed as -.;o.A.d be t::e

case tOdEl jr. As it was, numbers of the experiments, :cLzctions,

compllaticns,  arboreta, and other enterprises he undertook turned 0.~7
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poorly or came to naught, to his eventual discredit. The circum-

stances of the time, which seemed to glow so rosily in 1928, proved,

in the last analysis, to have been adverse to Dr. Pessin.

Dot has received altogether too little credit for improving

the Station's contacts with scientists at Tulane University and

.Newcomb College. Among these were Dr. William Penfound and Dr.

Miriam Bomhard, with whom'Doc joined to found the New Orleans Botani-

cal Society and to revitalize the moribund New Orleans Academy of

Sciences. The Station benefited greatly for several years from

participation in these two organizations; Miriam Bomhard later be-

came a Forest Service employee and did notable work under Day%on in

Washington, and my own Puerto Rican trip in 1938  owes any success it

may have had to the good offices of the then President of the Academy:

Dr. Ernest Carroll Faust.

Pessin gave a tremendous impetus to the Station library, both

through his outspoken wrath and horror at the paucity of our col-

lection, and though his own selection of botanical and physiologicaL

te,xts  , numbers of which still grace o'z shelves today. On the whole,

he shopped adroitly as well as conscientiously for bcoks. It seeme

to me, though, that he did have one curious weakness in this regard.

If he discovered a new title before anyone else, it was the best as-

well 2s the latest thing out, but if someone else discovered it firs;

and called it to his attention, it was rarely worth the paper it was

printed on!



Pessin's Comnetition-Density  Study

One of Doe's major studies was unique in every way. It -Gas

not, in our current jargon, "practice-oriented." In fact, it had

absolutely no conceivable practical usefulness of sny kind, as it

is questionable whether the conditions under llrhich  he conducted it

had ever occurred during the previous existence of the Upper Coastal

Plain or will ever occur again. Yet it drove home to the very hilt

Ed Munns'  precept of going beyond feasible economic limits, and it

gave those of us who followed it a deeper insight into the behavior

cf lon$ecf pine than any "practicalH  study we ever made. Izciden-

tally, it opened, in S932,  the Service research career of one of the

Forest Service's truly great scientists, the late Lincoln Ellison.

This study was Dot's "ccmpetition-density study.' He laid it

o;lt  jJJ the Great Southern Lumber Company's South Pasture at Zogalusa,

just south of the 1928 burn and immediately east of the fungicide

sp-ay plots I had established in 1928.

The study area had been open hog range till  Red 3steman fenced

it in 1921.  Tae old-grohth Limber had been turpentined for 2 years

before logging--that is, in 1918 and 1919.  There  had been a good

seed crop in 1918,  but the seedlings from this crop had been jriped

out, while still  in the cotyledon stage, when the needle and grass

rough under the 012 trees had been burned early in 1919  to protect

the t-spentine faces and cups. There was virtuall;~  no seed crop in

1919,  and xe have good evidence that fewer than 10 seedlings per

acre survive? from the 191.8 a3d earlier crops.
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The area was logged in the fall of 1920.  That was the year of

the all-time bumper crop of longleaf pine seed. Red Bate-a and

his woods cre-w, armed with wash tubs and garden rakes, co.lLected

3,000 pounds of longleaf seed from the ditches along the Bcgalusa-

Franklinton highway that fall, and Red told me that the Ccmpany had

'to put sandboxes on the logging locomotives in South Pasture because

the wheels crushed so much oily seed on the rails that the;- just

spun unless sanded.

Austin Cary had persuaded the Company to reburn about 1,500

acres in South Pasture in September 1920 to prepare the grozd for the'

seed from the heavy crop of zones.

The area Dot chose for his competition-density study -gas  within

the burn suggested by Gary, and in a patch logged and steam-skidded

at the peak of the 1920 seedfall.  Forty acres at t‘nfs location

averaged l;CO,OOO seedlings per acre in 1932,  at the start of their

t-delfth growing season. These were the survivors (after terr?fic

annuaL bra%%-spot epidemics had tsken  their toll) of unimaginably

greater naikers of seedlings that had become established during the

winter of 1920~21. None of the 12-year-old seedlings iv'as  more than

3 inches hi&, and the modal height was about l/2 inch.

In this amazing stand of natlural reproduction Dee:  PessLn  laid

out. two series of 209-seedling measurement plots. In size, these

plots were i9 multiples of 2 milacres, as required, and each plo-i

was surrounded by an isolaticn  strip 6.6 feet wide. Each series 05
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these measurement plots and their isolation strips Dot and Line

Ellison thinned down, during the summer of 1932,  to densities of

100,000 seedlings per acre; 50,000 per acre; 25,000; 15,000;

10,000; 5,000; and 1,000. At the highest density there were 100

seedlings in a 6.6-  by 6.6-foot square, and at the lowest the seed-

lings were 6.6 feet apart, at square spacing. Practically all the

seedlings left in the plots were of the modal size, l/2-inch high.

From one set of plots at the seven different densities, Dot

and Line removed all grass and weeds, and Dot kept them removed

for the next 5 years. In the other series, grass and weeds were

left in place. The seedlings in both series of plots were kept

relatively free from brown spot for 5 years by frequent spraying

with Bordeaux mixture.

At the end of the 5 years the 16-year-old seedlings Fn the

l,OOO-per-acre plot without grass were about 8 feet high. At the

opposite extreme of experimental treatment, the seedlings at 100,000

per acre with grass in place were only about o .8 foot high. Those

on plots of intermediate densities were of intermediate heights.

Instead of a straight-line relationship, however, there was a sharp

break Fn the curve at 10,000 trees per acre; at densities greater

than this, height growth had been meager. All seedlings on all plots,

of course, had originated from the same seed crop and had been within

a fraction of an inch of the same height when ll to 12 years old.

Doe closed the study at this point and published the 3-year results in

Ecological Monographs 8 (1): 115-149.  1938.
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When he closed the studj  he stopped spraying the plots. The

seedlings at the laxer densities and above 2 or 3 feet in height

were above brown-spot danger despite the inoculum all around them,

and continued to grow well, though at rates determined to a great

extent by the numbers of trees per acre. The seedlings at densities

of 10,000 or more were below the safe level in height, promptly

became infected, and mostly died. Today the l,OOO-per-acre plots are

beautiful pole stands, witii trees 60 or 70 feet high. A few seed-

lings on the lOO,OOO-per -acre plots have finally overcome competition

and infecticn and have grown several feet in height, and a very few

survive  but are, at age 44, still less than 2 feet high (figure 40).
.

Nobody could dispute this study's being "ecological." Further

than that, it is hard to classify. Epithets applied to it have

ranged frcn "pure," "basic," and 'fi;lIldamc-ntal,"  through 'academic"

a.xd "impractica2."  to "i?seless" and "asinine ." It bro;l;;ht the Station

recognition from readers of Ecolocical Monographs, but one dreads to

r:;ink  ‘rihat  a Ccngressional.  Investigative Sommittee might have made of

i-,. Few other studies i;e have been able So skew tkr; have charmed

forei@ visitors so much; it is still a revelation to pathologists

because of the height-susceptibility relationship manifested when

spraying ceased, and, for some reason that I have never fathomed, New

Zealanders in all walks of life have especially admired it. Persoc-

aily, althcugh I should fee,.1 obliged to veto its like to&y, I am

very glad that Dot made It duriq  the e?xberance of the second era.

I how  i2:- longleaf pine the better for it.
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Poisoning Scrub Oaks

One other "ecologicalfl  or "physiological" exploit of Pessin's

deserves special mention, though it carries over into the Third Era.

In 1929 I had conceived the notion of poisoning scrub oaks on

planting sites, and had treated five scrub oaks apiece, near the

Upper Coburn's Creek Plantations at Bogalusa,  on August 8, with

ethyl mercury acetate 2$, ethyl mercury chloride 25, zrmoniacal

arsenious oxide approximately lO$, trFungimorstl  2$,~nd undiluted

"Nekyan," applied in holes bored at the root collar r;iith a bit and

brace. I had selected the five chemicals  with virtually no knowl-

edge of chenistry and ;rith entirely too little literature search.

One chemical, I forget which, caused partial killing, but not enoug?

to release planted trees effectively, and the bit and brace involved

excessive labor. I had other,  more promising enterprises to occupy

ny the, and dropped the attempt to poison scrub oaks, but during z:,

first flush of enthusiasm I had discussed the idea with Dot.

He -gas  much better a_ualified  than I was to tackle this particu-

lar problea, and he szarted with a rapiur? but fairly comprehensive

literature search. & a result of the literature search he tried,

among other reagents, sodiu,m  arsenate, and it worked. He published

the results in Occasional Paper 102, 1942,  Recommendations fcr

killing scrub oaks and other undesirable trees, and it at once became

the best seller anczg the Station's publications. It gained the

Station much credi-,  (though of course at the cost of some jests abc,Jt
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killing trees instead of growing them), and did much to counteract

a certain reputation for impracticality that Dot had acquired. As

I recall, the paper was reissued not once, but several times.

Though Ammate, 2,4-D, and 2,4,5-T have long since replaced the dan-

gerous sodium arsenite except under very special conditions, we

still get a call now and then for Doe's original contribution, and

make Xerox copies of the latest version to answer these requests.

And Dot produced this best-seller on his own initiative, without

the guidance and support of Project Leader, Division Chief, and

Editor that he -qouJ.d  have had in later years. Or of Problem Selec-

tion and Problem Analysis, either.

The Bottom-land Hardwood Survey

Even before the South Pasture fire and Doe Pessin's  return to

commence ecological research in 1928, the Station had begun another

ne-d venture, the Bottom-land Rardtrood Survey.

Except for an inconsequential tupelo-gum volume, growth, and

yield study completed by Baciley shortly after my arrival in 1924, the

Station had done no work in hardwoods. Our official stand was that

Tie had insufficient funds to conduct adequate research on the far

more widely distributed and important southern pines, and that it

:could  be folly to dilute our research effort by extending it to hart-

woods. My understanding is that this strategy was dictated by Earl

Clapp,  then Assistant Chief in Charge of the Branch of Research. I

seem to recall, also, that it fAa.Uy  boomeranged, in tha,t Congress,
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*stead of appropriating additional funds for hardwoods as Clapp

had hoped, earmarked some of our meager pine funds for hardwood

research.

Demand for work on the valuable bottom-land hardwoods became

so insistent, however, that by1927 cooperative funds were nego-

tiated. Those promised by the State of Mississippi failed to mate-

rialize, but the Louisiana Department cf Forestry contributed some

$5,000 for a survey of Delta hardwood resources, conditions,  and

utilization in that State. G. H. Lentz and John Putnau began the sur-

vey in the sprir,g  of 1928 in one.of  our original 1924 Modei-T Ford

cars, U.S.D.A. license 653.

It would have been hard to recruit a better team for the job.

Gus Lentz (figure 41), who came to us .December  10, 1927,  from the

Kew York State College of Forestry at Syracuse, was an intenseljr

gracticti man, fairly burstin7 with energy and self confidence, and

created a favorable attitude toward the Station throughout the

southern hardwood industry. FM had spent some years lcggtig family

hardwood holdiilgs, was a har3ood enthusiast to his marrow, and even

in 1928 probably -knew the bottomland types better than any other

professional forester in the South.

Gus and Put's 1~28 reports on the Ha&wood  Survey, and Putnam

and Buil's  reverently -mitten,  The trees of the bot:e:&%ds  of the

Mississippi River Delta recicn (1932),  which was a furtkzr outcome

of the 3itial work, yere  far superior to and.far :cre  effective





than the reports on the old 1924-25 "Extensive Surveys" of southern

pines. The typescript reports on the Extensive Surveys were typical

products of the Primitive Era, and reached few people outside the

staff of the Station. The Station staff and ex-Director Forbes used

them primarily as a rather inadequate foundation for U. S. Dept. Agr.

Tech. Bul. 204, Timber EZYOW~~P and logging and turpentining practices

in the Southern Pine Reaion. The results of the Bardwood Survey, by

contrast, reached many influential people. The trees of the bottom-

lsnds  of the Mississippi River Delta region won the admiration of a

wide and varied audience. Certain master copies were beautifully

illustrated with photographs by Bob Winters, and the originally un-

numbered paper was ultimately reissued, in a larger run, as Occasional

Paper 27. In due time the Hardwood Survey of 1928 led to the estab-

lishment of the Station's bottom-land hardwood Research Center and

present Hardwcods Laboratory at Stoneville, Mississippi.

One anecdote concerning Gus and Put's 1928 hardwood survey seems

to me to deserve perpetuation.

Lr 1914 Wilbur R. JVattoon, then in the Branch of Research,

established two plots in a fine stand of medium-sized baldcypress

near Skidder Landing, Belle Isle, St. Martin Parish, Louisiana, to

learn whether cypress knees actually served a useful f*unction as

"Sreathing  organs" or 31 any other way. He numbered a.3 the cypresses

on both plots with brass tags, cut off all the knees on one plot, and

Tp-'L the other plot with-*-  ” knees intact to serve as a check.



Shortly thereafter Matty was metamorphosed into an extension

specialist and had to abandon his research. He was still curious

about the function of cypress knees, however, and, when he heard

about Gus and Put's survey, he sent them the data on the plots and

asked them to follow up on the experiment.

Gus and Put set out with a colorful character named Captain

Forgey of the Jeanergtte Lumber Company, and a laborer, to relocate

the plots, which Forgey had helped Mattoon establish. The water was

high irn the bottoms; for quite a bit of the way it was waist-deep on

Gus Lentz: which meant it was nearly arm-pit deep on Put.

Tne laborer, who evidently knew the ground

sure where the piots lay, said: llYou gennelmen

There's a high, dry ridge that'11 take us right1
itIE.  be easier  going."

well and was pretty

come over thisaway.

to the place, and

They followed the laborer's lead, and, sure enough, the going

was easier , as the water was only knee-deep on Gus. They continued

a long way, wading u-;,  to their knees, and finally Put, who had the

shortest legs in the Farty, said to the Laborer: %here's  that

dry ridge ycu were going to 'take us to?"

Vhy, Mister," said the laborer, "you're on it right now!"-

couldn't understand xhy Gus and Put roared with laughter.

They finally recognized Mattoon's plots, not from the tags

the trees but from Captain Forgey's sense of location, combined

his suspicion regarding certain bumps  on the tree trunks. They

high,

and

on

with

CUY
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into these bumps and found that each onz contained one of Mattcsn's

brass tags (figure 42),  completely overgrown in the 14 years since

the plots had been established. They remeasured the trees, and

found no appreciable difference in growth between the c-ypresses

with knees and those without. They brought one of the tags into

the New Orieans Office, together with the layer of wood that had

grown over it. The number cut into the tag was perfectly reprcduced

in raised, reversed figures on the chip of fine-grained wood.

The thickness of the layer of wood formed over those tags 5n a

mere 14 years should have made us question the general assurqAlcn

t>at the growth of cypress was invariably slow. But it didn't; that

was a lead, and an important one, that we missed. It remained for

Ted Silker 's TVA cypress plantations (Iowa State Cal. Jour. SC:. 22,

(4) : 4354&8, 1948) to demonstrate, some years later, that the

species frequently grex quite. ra@dly. Some years later still, Bill

Beacf'ait (Jour. Forestry 55 (8): 588, 1957) showed that baldc;Tress

characteristically forms great numbers of false rings; it is cjvious

no;;i that fcr decades such rings had resulted in gross over-estimates

of the ages of c:qxess  trees.

. REK!OGNDXtON

Wnat won the Station its widest recogniticn and acclaim during

the second era xas yet another new line of research--Ralph M.

Lindgren's study of control of sap stain in pine lumber.
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Figure 42 .--Captaix  Forgey (right, I presume; protocol would
dictate the laborer's using the ax) on the "high,
dry ridge," ai'ter  uncovering the overgrown tag
nailed to q-press tree by W. R. Mattoon 14 years
before. Tree  No. lo--from the knee in front of
Captain Forgey, evidently the untreated check
plot. Fnoto J-LL~ 30, 1928.



Control of Sap Stain

Lindy ijas  hand-picked by Carl Hartley for research in this

field, on the strength of personal ability and record and of the

subject of his Master's thesis under Stakman at Minnesota; it is

difficult or impossible today to single out and appoint a &ticLar

desired candidate in this manner. Lindy (figure 43)  arrived at the

Station in 1928, "attached" to the Bureau of Plant Industry;  in 1929

he was listed as an Assistant Pathologist. He had a responsibility

far above that of the assistant's (the old P-2) grade, which he

carried out, not by authority or by financial or administrative s-q-

port, but by sheer ability and personality. He was, for many years,

of course, one of the Service's notable research workers and research

administrators.

During 1928 Lindy treated matched billets of sap pine, and scze
.

of hardwood also Y with abost 250 different chemicals that the lit-

erature indicated or that he surmised might control "blue-stain."

These billets he arranged in little cribs or piles in the best

"blue-stain environment" he could fZnd, namely, underneath stacks  of

green lumber in the yards of a number of mills  at which

problem was partic;+arly acute.

As I remember, the summer of 1928 was particularly

Anyday, the cramped crawl-spaces beneath the piles were

the sap-slain

hot and damp.

ideal tic:-

batcrs. All the untreated check billets and most of the chemicall;

treated billets  were  badly stained. Some six of the chemicals,
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TiG; lae  43 .--Ralph M. ("Lindjr")  LAdpen  hard at work on the sap-
stain study, in the laboratory he and Paul Siggers
shared with Doe Pessti  and me on the sixth floor of
the then Stern Buildirig, corner of Perdido and 3arome.



'however, showed good promise of controlling the blue-stain fungi.

One of these six was ethyl mercury chloride.

In 1929 Lindy reported his preliminary results to the industr;/.

Apparently his first published article was in Southern Lumberman

136 (1'763):  60-62,  1929,  but almost surely typescript reports went

in advance to cooperating companies and perhaps to one or more trade

associations. A second published report appeared in Southern

Lumberman 139 (J-779): 62, 64, 1930, and in other outlets.

By prodigious feats of persuasion and oratory following his

first reports, Lindy got five companies in Florida, Alabama, Missis-

sippi, and Louisiana to try his six most promising chemicals on

carload lots of green lumber.

This  -das  a serious undertaking. If the chemicals failed to

work in this ptiot-$mt  test as they had in the ex@oratory  trials,

sar,  stain would greatly reduce the value of the treated lumber. T2e

untreated carload lots of fresh lumber required as checks would

almost surely be degraded by stain; this would invclve  a financial

less  that could be avoided by kiln-drying--and the country was in

the throes of a depression.  The chemical treatments, or so it was

thought then, required'installation of heated dipping troughs, wit..

special conveyers to bring in and immerse the boards; this entailed

a cash outlay. Acd, of course, the experiment meant extra work fer

yard foremen, who wouldn't like it and would have to be bullied ?L?;o

doing their part.
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Despite these obstacles, Lindy got the support he needed. For

2 or 3 weeks in the spring of 1930 he ran himself ragged, driving

from mill to mill to supervise the preparation of the six test

solutions and the running of the green lumber through the improvised

dipping vats. Finally, about the middle of May, as I recall, all

the treated stacks and untreated checks were in place at all the

cooperating mills, and Lindy could draw a long breath again.

Tiien there occurred one of those things that don't make good

movies but that try the souls of research workers as much as the

dangers end uncertainties of any cowbo; or explorer whose adventures

were ever filmed. We had a drought.

From the time the stacks of lumber were put up until the end of

June, humidities were unprecedentedly  low, and there was little if

any rain at any of the cooperating mills. Treated and untreated

lumber alike dried out extreme1 jr fast, and even the untreated checks

remained as bright and free from stain as though run through the

kiln immediatel; after leaving the saw. Lindy was in despair. Des-

pite his ability and drive, he was still young. He had compromised

his Bureau as well as himself by getting the mill men to invest so

much money in a large-scale test that was showing absolutely no

results. The weeks went by, and finally, on a holiday (he was a

bachelor, as he still Is, and had no holiday family obligations) he

went to the office and poured out his jioes  by mail to Carl Eartey

in Washington.
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About the eighth of July Lindy edged into my office with a

self-conscious snicker to show me Hartley's reply. It was a single

sentence, though rather a long one. I assume I remember the date

correctly, and I am confident that I quote the letter verbatim, even

after all these years. I should be able to; it has tided me over

many a difficult situation since, even the loss of 8 year+ ex;perhen-

td. planting at Alexandria to fire and hogs during World War II. I t

read:

llDear Lindy:

"The only regly I have to your lugubrious T-page  letter of

July 4 is the somewhat exotic one that Metcalf made to me when I

voiced a similar complaint about a damping-off study at the Monument

PArsery: '.U.lah be praised! Continue!'"

This letter bucked Lindy ug immensely.

A fe;i days later a rainy period set in. Tne untreated check

piles, like the check and the ineffectively treated test billets 5n

the preliminary trials, turned practically black -with ssi)  stain. The

lumber treated with some of the mGre promising chemicals stained
-. /

pretty badly also. But the number treated with ethyl mercury ChLGride

rema3ed ccnsistently bright at all the cooperating mills.

Lindy reported the results factually and undramatically in

several trade jownals  . Apparently, though, word-of-mouth repcrzs

outstripped and overshadowed publication.  Certainly ii?‘3’iry--kc:;h

lumber and chemical--was  keenly interested.



In 1931 Lindy demonstrated that ethyl mercury chloride could

be applied effectively at air temperature; this obviated the need

for the specially heated dipping vats. A few disquieting failures

of the dip were definitely traced to belated or improper application

Of the chemical, or to blue-stain infection in logs held too long

Or under adverse conditions before sawing. Ethyl mercury chloride

appeared on the market

still the standard dip

Annual Report for 1931

under the trade name of Lignasan, which is

for controlling blue-stain. The Station's

records the use of Lignasan at

mills, and by the follo;ring year it was being used at\
har&Jood mills in this country and was rapidly coming

abroad.

more than 100

200 pine and

into use

To this one research accomplishment, I feel, more than to any

other single activity or achievement, the Station owed its first

general and unqualified recognition and support. From the time that

chemical control of sap stain  became common practice, it was  a dis-

tinction simply to be cn the Station staff.

T‘r.e  So&her-? Forest Survey

Meanwhile another new venture of the Station, destined to con-

IOirm and extend the re?ub"ation  established by the sap-s+&in-control

project, was getting under  way. This was the Southern Torest  Survey,

?art  of the nationwide timber survey, by the Forest Service, that

had been authorized snd ?rescr:'bed by the McNary-McSweeney  Act.

CXficially end ostensibly it be&an January 1, 1.931. Actually the



foundation--recruitment of personnel and formulation of plans--was

laid in 1930. Doubtless the details of this foundation could be

reconstructed from documents still extant in New Orleans; Wheeler

or Lehrbas (both retired nm) could trace them more easily than I.

Certainly Lentz returned to the Station, on permanent appointment,

early in 1930, to guide the initial steps, and he, Lehrbas (Assistant

Forest Economist in late 1930 or early 1931),  Cruikshank (Junior

Forester, 1930))  Wheeler (Junior Forester in late 1930 or early 193:),

and Yinters (As sistant  Silviculturist, 1930),  and I think PutnamI

(Junior Forester, 1931) in the hardwood phases, played important

'roles in planning and in early field work. (Roy Chapman, both before

his detail to the Washington Office in 1931 and after his return iz

1934, contributed unofficially but nonetheless effectively to Survey

sampling techniques and analyses; even in 1931 he probably was the

ablest statistician at the Station.) In 1932,  Cal? Eldredge joined

the staff as Pinciql Forest Economist to direct the Survey; later,

when Survey and Financial Aspects of Timber Growing were merged into

the late Division of Forest Econonics Research, Ca? became Divisicn

Chief, a position he held till his retirement in 1944.

Though a man of vision, and at once sagacious and intensely

practical, Cap xas not a trained economist, and he was by no me .s

a statistician. I rememoer  lunching one day in Morrison's cafeteria

in.  the Masonic: Tem$e on St. Charles Street with him, Bob Winters,.

and ITnil I;%eeler  , titer  he had spent  a long, hard morning with Bc‘z
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and Phil on some of the more technical statistical problems of the

Survey.

Cap remarked that he was thinking of breaking his leg.

It would hurt, of course, but after all, he was a man and could

bear the pain, and it wouldn't last long. After the worst pain was

over, ladies would bring him calves-foot jelly; he didn't care

especially for calve-foot jelly, but he'd appreciate the attention.

About the end of the third day he'd cease to be a nine-days'

wonder, and people wotid leave him alone and he would have time for

serious study. Statistics , for example. (At this point, Bob and

Phil sudde,nly realized Cap was getting back at them for the morning's

technicalities.)

Yes, statCs?;ics . For e,xample,  he had always wanted to make a

statistical study of wife-beaters!

For a long time now he had had a theory--or, more correctly, a

hypothesis-- that if you took a group of men who.were scrupulously

honest in business affairs, and didn't drink or smoke or s-dear, and

were deacons in the church, you would find a significantly higher

percentage of them than  of the general population were wife-beaters.

titer all, he said, a man has to have some relaxation!

Of course, he added as a parting shot after the laughter had

died down, ycu'd have to exclude from the sample the men wb- had a

ri +t to beat their xives.&C



Facetious? Yes. But the Survey itself was a serious under-

taking, carried out ably and vigorously. I do not think that the

Southern Station's handling of its share of it was second to any in

the country. Don't make the mistake of de;?recating  the work in the

South on the count of "easy topography!" The flatwoods and the

Delta are mighty hot in summer. We used to have a photo of a

Mississippi bottomland crew, their heads just showing above, or

through, an almost impenetrable tangle of poison ivy. According to

Winters, the swamps near Grand Lake and Morgan City were traversed

literally on hands and knees. And one man on the crew surveying the

Norris Dam watershed-- some man I had never met--was injured in a

fall in a rocky gorge and later died of his injury. We could not

recom‘oense  his widow f~ulCialiy because nobody had recorded the4.

fall in his official diary.

I have not attempted to trace the first press-agentings of the

Survey in speeches and addresses, in tne trade journals, in Service .

has e-organs, snd in the Station's Annual Reports. Eldredge's The

Southern Forest Surve;:  was issued under date of June 1, 1934,  as

Occasional Paper 31, to be followed in August 1934 by Occasional

PaTer 34, The >ronorticn of diameter classes in the longleaf-slash

pine stands of southeast GeorEia and in October 1934 by Occasional

Paper 36, ClassLZicatlon of works'-in.5  tur-oentine  cups in south Georgia

b-. year of -dorktia a26 tltrDentke histor-T of worked trees. These

three Occasional Papers were later relisted as Forest Survey Releases
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1, 2, and 3, and were followed, still in 1934,  by Forest Survey

Release No. 4 (so labelled), Gum naval stores nroduction,  producing

acreage, and number of working cups  in Forest Survey Unit #l,

Georgia.

Release No. 1 (Occasional Paper 31) was little more than a

promissory note. 'It is estimated that more than half a million

tabulating machine cards will be required," and, in the caption of

a pretty picture, "The published reports...will show the volume of

virgin longleaf pine in the South." It did, however, record 19

3-man  crews at wcrk and 39,@0,000  acres surveyed betveen January 1,

1931,  and June 1, 1934.

Releases 2 and 3 (3ccasional  Papers 34 and 36) and Release No.

4 did report findings, but only the simplest and easiest to get out

of the cards. Ixformation  on diameter distributions, turpentine-cup

classifications, and g.m~  production and producing acreage was not

released because of urgent demand for it during the Depression, but

because it could be published prouptly and would make a showing of

Station and particularly of Survey publication. I mean nothing

derogatory by this statement. The figures were as valid as the

techniques then developed would permit, and it was sound strategy

to publish them.

Then, next to the last release of I-934, came No. 5, Advance

ixformation on the sur?h  of nul.?X<ood  --iim Survey Unit #l, Georgia.

This -&as  what industry and a host of others wanted. It was in great



demand, and widely quoted. Further releases were eagerly eeected.

The Survey's reputation was made, and that of the Station greatly

enhanced. An agency that could lick the blue-stain problem for the

lumbermen and then pin-point the raw material on which the pulp and

paper industry depended for its very existence must amount to some-

thing, after all.

By the end of 1942, the first year of World War II, the Southern

Survey had grid-ironed the States from South Carolina and part of

Tennessee south and west to the western boundaries of the southern

pines, and had issued 53 releases, which in turn had been reworked

into formal State repori,*s issued from the Government Printing Office.

It was a tremendous and worthwhile job. The territory was resurveyed

by the Southeastern and Southern Stations, beginning in 1946, and the

Third Survey is now well on its way to completion. Perhaps it's

rather routine no-d. C-zrent data on the forest resource, once origi-

nal and novel l‘Jxu.ries, have become virtual necessaries, like auto-

mobiles and flush toilets, that our present culture can't do without.

And tne thrill, to hear the Surve,-7 stsff  talk, has largely gone out

of the statistical techniques of sampling, out of mensurational

techniques (eve--n out of photogrammetry), and out of the practical

problems of getting to and getting back frcm the plots in the woods.

If the Surve:' still has a link with original research, I imagine it

may be in c.,,-~---e&ion with basic economic theory. But bringing the

Survey to this routine pass had much to do with the Station's coming

of age.



Erosion and Flood Control Research

Another nesr line of work started during this era was flood and

erosion control by means of forest cover. In a sense, this was an

outgrowth of the 1927 flood study. At the time of that study, and

for some time after we bee-an  our own erosion control experiments in

the South, we were unaware of Lowdermilk's work on the effect of

litter and humus in maintaining infiltration rate by keep-ing  soil

pores unsealed. Lowdermilk may not even have established his first

impact-absorption and porosity-maintenance eqeriments  when our

erosion-control program was undertaken.

The hero of our erosion-control program was H. G. Meginnis.

In October 1.929, not long afte,v Mac's appointment as Zunior

Forester and Don Sinclair 's appointment as Assistant Fores: Ecologist,

WC, Don, and I toured the Mississippi bluff country from Zatchez

s outn" to Voodville, looking for horrible examples of eroslcn  to con-

tro1. Although we discovered at WoodviUe a bathtub long enough to

accommodate even Don's long frame (so long, in fact, that -;e wondered

how it had been ferried around the bends of the Wississi>:L Riveri),

the trip was disappointing. The bluffs, despite their loessal  com-

position, just weren't eroding enough to get excited abou:.

That same year or early the next, Don, Mac, and I tK.5~  Gus

Lentz ( who worked briefly on erosion control between his S*svey

assignment and his transfer to the TVA in 1933) discovered Lafayette

and Y.arshsJ.1  Counties, in northern Mississippi, where lcess less deep
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than that in the bluffs was  underlain by alternate strata of per-

meable sand and impermeable clay. Here erosion was a problem

beyond any doubt. GuUies had eaten entire farms away, had severed

some country roads, and were threatening some main highways; the

sediment from the gullies was burying rich farmland in the yazoo

bottoms so deeply in sterile sand that they could never grow crops

again.

The boys illegally cut a window in the side of a panel truck

so they could see out both sides (this made the truck s. "passenger

car " in contravention of the limitation on the number of passenger

cars the Station might operate), and, by driving practically al.1  the

roads in the two counties, made a crop-meter survey of conditions.

This survey showed nearly 35 pe-er"ent of the two counties in active

gullies, from a foot or two to 80 or 100 feet deep. The percentage

seemed unbelievably high, and was generally attributed to biased

sampling arising from the fact that the roads driven over with the

crop meter were practically all on the ridges. Nevertheless, the

Southern Forest Survey, run independently of roads, later confirmed

the figure almost CSEXtljr, and subsequent aerial. photographs made it

even larger. So far as Lafayette and Marshall Counties were con-

cerned, we were forced to conclude that the land of the free and the

home of the brave was literally going down the drain.

Mac established headquarters at Holly Springs, Mississippi--this

was some years before the purchase of the Holly Springs Natlsnal
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Forest--made some sort of arrangements for experimental use of an

old, badly gullied field, and went to work. He worked largely

single-handed at first, with occasional visits of guidance, advice,

and assistance from Station overhead or fellow-workers (figure 44).

Ivy Olsen took his place in the latter part of 1933 to release him

for attendance at 6ome meeting; I am not sure that the Meginnises'

first baby was not born while Ivy was there in &c's place. Tenyo

Maki's first service at the Southern Station was as Mac's Temporary

Field Assistant. For the most part, however, Yac worked alone or

with temporary local labor.

His research, which was both basic and applied, was exemplary.

He devised small plots, surrounded by wide strips of galvanized iron

with the lower edges sunk into the ground, whereby he obtained

startling data on erosion and run-off on several soil  types on

several degrees of slc?e,  on bare surfaces, and under both grass and

tree cover. Misled by notions then current, he planted a lot of

black locust, which proved out of place in that setting, but he also

planted a lot of-pine, -+,Thich ultimately revolutionized erosion-

control practice in the South. In his work with locust, he developed

and published a technique for scariiJ'"'-Tktg  the seed with sulfuric acid

to promote germination; tinis has since proved widely useful in places

where black locust is -dorth  growing, ahd has also been used with se2

of other species. I visited &c's  studies at Holly '&rings  in the

spring of 1933, en route no,7th with nj- family on leave, by car, and



Fiyre  4&.--Juior  Fxester "Ivy" Olsen (left) and Temporary
Field Assistant Tenyo E;;al..d Maki in gully-control
planting at Holly Springs under Junior Forester
Meginnis'  direction. March 23, 1932. From their
cost?Jmes, it a?oears  to have been hot work.
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found his program, eqerimental. design, and experimental techniques

stimulating to a degree.

Mac's most striking experiment, at least to me, was the

"calibration" of two pairs of small plots in terms of run-off and

erosion in and after rainstorms of varying intensity. All four

plots were close together and basically similar in soil and slope,

but two were in a blackjack oak thicket and two were on the bare

soil of an old field.

Mac calibrated all four plots in enough storms to show conclu-

sively that the two bare plots were not only closely similar one to

the other in run-off and soil-loss, but were also subject to much

more run-off and to many-fold the soil loss of the t?ro  plots in the
v

oak thicket.

Then he reversed covers on the two pairs. He removed all the

litter and unincorporated organic matter from each of the plots in

the thicket, placed this material on the 'correspond%ng  bare Flats  in

the abandoned field,, and fastened it there with coarse chicken wire.

As additional leaves fell on the oak plots he transferred them to

the correspondizg old-field plots, keeping the surface of the soil 2

the oak plots bare.

The next few ratistorms  told the story. Run-off from the old-

field plots, now protected by litter, was greatly reduced, and

erosion practically teased. Rx-off and erosion from the now bare

plots mder the oaks approached very closely that originally observed
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on the old-field plots. Publication of the data created quite a

stir. They were widely quoted, and greatly influenced subsequent

land-use planning and policy decisions.

Al.2.  this time Mac was still.  only a Junior Forester, and a

down'-trodden one at that. To ;3rovide a laboratory in which to treat

seed, measure seedlings, and weigh the soil  samples from his experi-

mental plots, he Furchased,  with official approval and official

funds, a small abandoned chicken house; I believe it cost $5 delivered

at the gully in which he had made arrangements to work. The chicken

house turned out to be sxarming with chicken lice. These he eliminated

or at least materitily reduced with an insecticidal spray. He paid

some seventy-five cents for the spray and included the item in his

next expense account. Tne item was disallowed by the General

Accounting Office, and continued to be disallowed despite all efforts

on the part of the Station, on the grounds that getting rid of the

distracting lice was fcr the personal benefit of the employee, not

for the benefit of the Government. Contrast this with the per-

quisites enjoyed by asxonauts  today!

Shortly thereafter, though, justice was done. The Soil Erosion

Service--no-d the Soil Conservation Service--was formed. Universitie s.h

leaped for the bandwagon. Mac received numerous offers of jobs in

other bureaus and ;Ln  universities. He was almost the only erosion-

control specialis t the Service had, and th' only one with experience

and research accomplishments in the Lower South. The Service had to



hold him to compete, and, to hold him, it reaU.ocated  him, at one

jump, from Junior Forester P-l to full Silviculturist p-4. This

unprecedented promotion could not have befallen a nicer fellow, or

one less likely to presume upon it.

The second era saw the beginning of studies of the economics

of timber growing, and also of forest taxation studies, as distinct

from the Forest Survey's assessment of the forest resource. (At

first, while Dr. Ziegler %?as  at the Station, Survey and Economics

were separate Divisions; ultimately, they were merged under El-dredge.)

Of the earlier economics studies, such as that of "roofers"

(which proved to be the principal product) in Alcorn County, Missis-

sippi, I can say very little. The findings, although reported with

a sprightly air at the time, have been lost in obscurity. Their

release apparently had little effect. The same seems to be true of

any and all forest taxation studies, those made of late years by the

present Economics staff as ;cell as the original ones made by Ron

Craig. I have formed the perhaps hazy and inexact impression that

forest taxation in the South lies in the sphere of politics rather

than of forest economics, and that nothing the Station has been able

to find out about it can reasonably be expected to affect it.

Crossett

The big thing, other than the Southern Forest Survey, that gre-G

out of the economics studies i;as  the entity known successively as

the Crossett Experimental Forest, Crossett Research Center, Crossetz
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Forest Management Project, and, today, Crossett Timber &Lanagement

Project. Different names, same entity.

More or less coincident with his leaving the Crossett Company

to join the Station staff in 1932, Wackerman played a considerable

part in arranging the cooperation between the Company and the

Forest Service, i$$ding the donation of the Crossett Experimental

Forest to the Service--that is, to the Station--by the Company. I

never knew the details of his ccntribution,  and have forgotten most

of those concerning the cooperative agreement; the latter certainly

are still available, however, in the Station's stuffier archives.

Tbe original Crossett Experimental Forest established under the

cooperative agreement included, according to the 1935 Annual Report,

either 1,628 or 1,680  acres. Most of it was relatively well stocked

second-growth loblolly-(and some shortleaf')-hardwood type. As it

lay less than 12 miles, on a main higbway, from a combined paper

mill and pine-and hardwood sawmill, with a destructive-distillation

@ant attached, it was an ideal set-up for intensive management

through close utilization.

Under the cooperative agreement we were to return to the Com-

pany, within the next 23 years, the equivalent of the stand present

on the Forest when it was placed under management. This stand was

estimated in September 19.34 as 8 million feet (gross scale, titer-

national log rule) of sawtimber, 8,700  cords of pulpwood, and 6,600

cords  of chemica?  wood. Russ Reynolds, who initiated management
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and has maintained it ever since, seemed entirely happy with this

contract, and I never heard Demmon or anyone from Washington ex-

press concern over it. The rank and file of silviculturists on the

staff, however , particularly Gemmer and I, and I think Wahlenberg

also, were very apprehensive about it. We had visions of gross

overcutting, toward the end of the 20-year period,,to fulfill the

agreement. We needn't have worried. Under Russ' skillful treatment

the full tally of wood was delivered within the prescribed time,

leaving the Forest better stocked than when we first took it over.

Such is the productive capacity cf southern pine on good sites and

in good hands.

I for one was even more worried about the objectives of the

research on the Forest and about the eqerimental  treatments applied

than I was about the danger of overcutting. (I spoke out about this

once at an "oFen" meeting at Crossett, at which non-Service personnel:

including H. H. Chapman,  were present, in a way that led even the

mild and charitable Wahlenberg to reprimand me for indecorum.) The

Forest was organized in the heyday of "selective cutting," that

system of management tiociferously  distinguished from the "single-tree

selection system of silviculture" but otherwise amorphous except that

it involved a multiplicity of age (or was it size?) classes. The

Fcrest was deliberately and avowedly set up to "demonstrate" the

virtues of suct~ selective cuttiq. Voluminous records were kept on

initial and subsequent stocking, growth, yields, costs, returns, and
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u l t i m a t e values on the stump and at the roadside, but the only ex-

perimen-xl, treatments applied to the 40-acre compartments into which

most of the Forest (1,003 acres) was divided were cutting cycles of

different lengths--3, 6, and 9 years, as I recall. Although these

cycles %-ere replicated, there was no even-aged management check.

NOS that loblolly pine cannot be grown, and profitably, in many

age-class es on each 40 acres. It can be; Russ Reynolds has done it

for 30 :.-ears, as his meticulous records and the immense present

value cf the original Crossett Experimental. Forest attest. But this

unabashed move to "demonstrate" the worth of a current fad, and

particLarly the failure to match many-aged management .with the most

obvious check, namely, even-aged management, seemed to me a regres-

sion to the days when the McNeill experiment was laid out, with no

periodic burning treatment included, to "demonstrate" the evils of

any fire whatever in the longleaf pine type.

It seems to me noteworthy in this connection that the Crossett

Company,  originally committed to many-aged management, was finally

forced b; brush-invasion and reproduction troubles to go over to

even-aged management; that shortly after World War II the Station

felt impelled  to lease an additional 2,050 acres from the Crossett

Company and place it under even-aged management as a belated check

on the many-aged compartments of the original tract; that even-aged

maxagemest is practically universal on the vast pulpwood-industry

ownershi? In the southern pine types; and that, effective in 1951,
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the shcrtieaf pine on the Ouachita National. Forest was at long last

ordered converted to even-aged management. Perhaps the Ouachita

would have been converted sooner if at Crossett we had from the

start made a direct comparison between the two systems.

Despite what I consider its long run with only half its cylin-

ders firing--and the poorer half at that!--there is no denying the

immense impetus that the Crossett Experimental Forest, under Russ

Reynolds' direction, has given both to the Station and to technical

f oresty.- throughout the South. The data it has yielded on many-aged

managemxt  , even without the obvious check, sre uniquely valuable.

A multitude of collateral studies, both silvicultural and economic,

have been a gold-mine of information; witness the literally hundreds

of citations of articles by Reynolds and his Crossett colleagues in

‘vlaM.eaber gfs Lobloll~.~  Pine. The Crossett Project's contribution to

forest tree improvement are not to be lightly brushed aside, and will

grow in value as the trees in its hybrid- , progeny-, and provenance-

test pkntations  grow tall.

As a demonstration area the Crossett Eqerimental  Forest has had

no peer in t'ne  Station territory. Its visitors number thousands

every year, and have included foresters from every quarter of the

globe. "Farm Forty Day" each year draws crowds of professional for-

esters , woodland managers, and practical owners of small tracts, to

s e e tk e annual  cut from two areas of roughly 40 acres each, one

ori@-&Jy "pax" am? the other "good." Over the past quarter
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century Rzss has, with consummate skill, converted the poor forty

t0 G hig2l y productive stand as the good one, with a fair to sub-

stantial profit from each stand ea.o,h  year.

TruL:.-, the Crossett Ex!Qerimental  Forest ranks high  among the

elements cf both expansion and recognition that had their start in

the Seccnd Era.

Forest Pathologist Pa.-1 Siggers

I have mentioned the instrumentality of the 1928 fire at Boga-

lusa in getting Paul Siggers detailed to the Station. In his quiet

way, ,parrl Siggers started something fully as important as the

Crossett Experimental Forest, for he was, so far as I am aware, the

pioneer -2 carrying research on southern forest tree diseases be-

yond the s+Lage  of mycological taxonomy. Certainly his studies of

brown  sp2L during the Era of Expansion and Recognition, and of

fus if or= rust during the era that followed, had far-reaching effects

on fores-, practice and on long-range pla?s  for both forest research

and intens ive forest management. Since 1951  they have had a con-

siderable impact on forest genetics. The lines of work that he

initiated proliferated during Civilian Conservation Corps days into

Lamb's and Sleeth's  studies of fusiform rust and other diseases in

forest nurseries. Siggers did the initial work on littleleaf dis-

ease 2132, if I remember correctly, gave that disease its official

common name. His undertakings survived World War II. Directly or

indirect1 y they gave rise to Berth Henry's work on root rot at the
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Ashe  Nursery, to W. A. Campbell's and Bratislav Zak's work on

littleleaf, to Dick Toole's studies of bottom-land hardwood dis-

eases, and to Fred Jewell's breeding for rust resistance. A thread

of continuity runs through all of these, and Verrall,  till June 1964

our Forest Disease Division Chief, started his southern career under

Siggers at Bogalusa, on the earlier brown spot studies.

I deliberately used the adjective quiet in re-introducing Paul

Siggers (figure 45) into this narrative. Although a gregarious,

cordial, widely congenial man, he tended to speak only at long inter-

vas ) and briefly then. A night on which I shared a room with him in

the old Pine Tree Inn at Bogelusa was typical.

The window and screen in the room were such that unless left

just so, mosquitoes got in. When we returned from the field at

supper time, we found that the maid had adjusted the window other-

wise, and that the mosquitoes had taken over.

After supper we went out to a drug store and I bought a

Evening Post. When we returned to our room I joined Paul in

the less nimble mosquitoes. Tiien I settled down to read.

Saturday

killing

IJot so Paul. He wet a towel and went after the pests in earnest.

I made several spritely comments. Paul smiled, said nothing and con-

tinued to chase mosquitoes. He knocked dust off the picture molding

onto my pillow, gave me his pillow in exchange, and turned the soiled

pillow case'inside out for his own use. Each mosquito that he killed

he added silently to a row on the wash basin. Finally, after I had
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Fipre  &5.-- Paul V. Siggers at original brown spot spray plots in
South Fasture,  April 17, 1931.  Above, ~er'i~d.,v~~seup
nearly identical with that in figure 32,
looking across unsprayed check towa-rd sprayed plot NO. 1.

Both pictures show benefits of 3 years ' fu2.gici.W

control of broom spot ever 'i stand5 of nearly 400,0001 lr
seecilin~s per acre.



read two long stories, he set the table on his bed, still without a

word, mounted it precariously to kill the last mosquito in the room,

and addedcthe corpse to his collection on the wash bowl. Then,

still silently, he put the room to rights and washed his hands.

Finally he counted his collection of corpses,' turned to me with the

sweetest smile a man'ever smiled, and said:, "I don 't like mosquitoes .I’

An able scientist with work habits like that can do an impres-

sive amount of research over the years. It has taken many

highly specialized training, new techniques, and equipment

men, with

and

financing such as Paul may have dreamed of but never had (and char-

acteristically never mentioned!) to go much beyond his findings.

This is the more remsr,kable-in  that he had no statistical background,

and, short of man-power as he was, handicapped himself further by

incorporating grossly extravagant margins of safety in the numbers

of measurements he took and by failing to analyze them exhaustively.

He must, however, have been fertile in hypotheses (though  he spoke

sparingly of them also), and the strength of his research lay in

testing each hypothes?s  regarding brown spot, rust, or any other

disease or influence, in several to many coupletely independent ways.

In effect, he sampled more comprehensively and more completely at

random, and replicated more e.xtensively  at the level at which repll-

<ation  really counted, than more statistically expert pathologists

might have done.
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Paul published rather sparingly--only some 30 articles and

notes, many of them quite short--in his 20-odd years at the Station.

I think procedure within the Bureau that assigned him to the Station

may have had some part in limiting his output. He did, however,

-mite an immense number of office reports and special technical

memoranda. I have had occasion to abstract literally scores of them

in preparing reports and publications of my own, and it is in the

light of this familiarity with his work that I rank Paul Siggers as

one cf the clearest and most precise technical. writers I have 'ever

ktlOiTll  .

Tne Occasional Papers

No record of the Station's expansion and recognition between

1928 and 1933 would be complete without mention of the series of

Occasional Papers initiated at the very end of that period. The

series was outlawed at the end of 1962. Its genesis, in retrospect,

is laughable. Some of its individual components were hardly worth

the mimeograph paper on which these releases at first appeared. In

tine event of a fire, however, I probably woljld save my complete file

of the papers in preference to my annotated file of the Journal of

Forestry from 1922 to date. Certainly the Pauers  are the finer

collector's item.

The way the series started i?as  this.

Annually or thereabouts, during the early Thirties, we issued

lists of publications by the Station staff. The term "pjolication"
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was used in the broadest sense; in addition to government bulletins

and reprints from professional journals, it included mimeographed

texts of the Director's trade-association speeches, and even Pessin's

l-page, letter-size popular chart showing "How a Tree Grows." In

each annual list the items still  available on request were marked

with asterisks.

The list issued in late 1932 or early 1933 included 27 items so

marked. They varied from the l-page chart just mentioned to Putnam

and Bull's 2lC-page mimeographed monograph, The trees of the bottom-

lands of the Mississippi River Delta Region,  which certainly was one

of the two or three bes t research publications of the Station up to

that time, and perhaps of all time.

With this list at hand, Director Demmon conceived the idea of

thenceforth numbering consecutively all mimeographed releases from

the Station. (I don't recall whether this was entirely on his own

initiative, or in part an outgrowth of the easy, informal conferences

we then used to hold regarding Station affairs.) Numbering them in

a named series would, he thought, tie them together and emphasize

their connection with the Station, and would make them easier to

cite.

The scheme had further merits.

The caption Occasional Paper was distinctive. I don't recall

tha,  any other Station or agency ever used it, and certainly it was

far superior to the stuttering designation,"Rlank Station Station
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_ -_-"  adc?ted in some c-ker  quarters--"‘Dac- t,~ough  I am not sure Demmon

didn't invent that one too!

Tne caption presaged the appearance of Gapers  at irregular

intervdls, as data worth releasing became available. There was no

im@.ied  commitment to a publication deadline like that of an annual

report or of a monthly professional journdi. Neither was there a

stated limitation on space, as in the re$gular number of pages per

month commorJy set on a journal. Length, style, and contents could

be varied to fit the results to be reported. This  flexibility has

been a geat asset to the Station. In 1,051 it even made possible

the release ( ia three volumes, totaling 579 pages) of 890 copies of

my own Plantin& tie southern nines in the form in which it was sub-

mitted to -Gashington  for Government Printing Office pklication--a

move which effec"**-UUc;lly  oreeluded Washington Office alterations of

tile conteats.

f\lOSt. Lm>ortant of all, release could be timely. Review outside

the St;ztlm,  and in partitular by the Washington Office, was omitted,

and rapidity of processing and proofing was limited only by our own

energy and ability. We safeguarded ourselves, in the use of these

shortcuts, by stating on the front cover of each Occasional Paper

that: "Tzis series of publications releases data gathered in connec-

tion with investigations being carried o& at the Southern Station.

The info,rr; -tion  contained in them is subject to correction or ampli-

cation following further investigation." Very rarely indeed, however,
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&id we have to issue a correction to a DaDer,  and I do not recall

t;hst we ever retracted a conclusion published in the series. True,

some findings became pass& as t;me  went on, 'but this phenomenon is

of general occurrence. Some papers were sound enough and in enough

demand to require verbatim reissue.

Although it has been fashionable to deprecate the Occasional

Papers azd although some individual. papers have in fact been trivial,

the series* was soundly conceived to meet a real need. Chronologi-

cally, the series was a pioneer in this tyTe  of Service research

release. The crudeness with  which the earlier papers were processed

reflected o,riLy  the crudeness and meagerness of all our facilities in

those da;.-s  . The papers, as time went on, becamr increasingly well

written, well edited, well designed, and well printed. They have

had a wcrl d-wide circulation. Many, even of the earlier and more

primitive ones, have been widely quoted in textbooks and periodicals.

A few have become classics in t-heir  particular fields of research.

why, then, have I described the genesis of the series as laugh-

able ?

We", the very first Occasional Paper issued was Truck logging

of Dine in Kssissinoi. and Louisiana. It was written by Russ

Reynolds while he was still a Junior Forester, and I doubt whether

Russ regards it as one of his more iqortant  contributions. The data

it cont&ns "were obtained as a result of visits to a fairly large

and representative number of companies doing truck logging in south
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azld centri Mississippi and eastern Louisianattl  and are presented

largely  in descriptive narrative form, though with some tabular

matter  on length of haul, stands logged, volumes per load in wet and

dry weather, round trips per day on different types of road, and

costs as related to all these. Tne paper notes the increasing re-

olacenent  cf railroad logging by truck logging, stresses the value

of trucks 2 connection with selective logging, and concludes with

the s tatemest that with proper decking of logs, cff  the ground and

wltk  pole stringers between tiers, there is little or no danger of

blue-stain from the latter Tart of October to the mid?le of Perch.

This CT)US  is a scant ten pages in length, mimeographed, single-

space, without illustrations. It was issued in July 1933. hd

because we ‘nad 27 earlier reprints, charts,snd mimeographed speeches

St.3 avaiLable for distribution, as showr!  by asterisks in the 1932

list of p-.x ications, Demmis numbered Reynolds' observations on

truck log+g OccasionaL Pa?er  281

I kno-2. I know. Putnam and Bull's magnificent Trees of the

botto&!.an~  . . . exists as Occasional Payer  27, dated April 1932. But

that is a back-numbered, back-dated reissue, whether from the origi-

nal or frem retyped mimeograph stencils I have not taken the time to

ascertain. The original issue of Trees of the bottomlsnds..., that

actually came out in 1932,  was unnumbered. I have my unnumbered copy

still.
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Even coxnting this back-dated and numbered reissue, the Station

has released only 168 Occasional &Papers  ir,  30 years, instead of the

1.94  indicated by the highest zLzm.ber in the series, at the close of

1962.

Can ",;3e  designation of our first Occasional Paper as "Number 28"

have been the first stirrings of an impulse toxxrd the modern game

Of "creattig  an image?"

ORGATLIZKCIO~J  AKD ADMllXIS~iO~

Divisions

D-c b& "5 the Era of Expansion and Recognition a number of events

to& place that affected the Station's organization and program for

ma2y years to come. One of the more ob\%-a of these was the grouping

of the stzff Vito  separate Divisions.

OriE;tial.ly  all the work of the Station, in protection, management,

mensuration, naval stores, and forestation, (the "Cinderella projectfl)

was under one Division, that of Silvical Research. Silvical Research

was later renamed Forest Management Research, and this, in turn, in

rga, beczae Timber Management Research.

Aboxt 1929 or 1930, separate Divisions of Forest Economics and
-.

Forest Szzvey were set up. (An hour or two of intensive library

research night give me the exact date, the authority, and so on, but

for present purposes I am content to let the approximation stand.)

Ziegler i*zs  the first Division Chief in Charge of Economics, and was

succeeded by Eond. Le;ztz  began the organization of Forest Survey,
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but to the best of my recollection Eldredge was the first formally

a~;c-bitecT Division Chief in Charge. Subsequently, as I have already

r.5:-;ionet,. Survey and Economics were combined in one Division under

Eldredge. At long and irregular intervals other Divisions--Forest

Bfluences, Range Research, Disease, Insects, Forest Utilization

Service---<or e added and variously renaued snd combined. It's a long

and cornFlex story, not to be gone into here. The point is that the

separate Divisions that, until the sweeping reorganization of 1954,

functioned and were the essential framework of the Station, first

to& for-, about 1930.

ITher the members of the staff were first assigned to separate

Divisions, Demmon remained 'ex officio" Division Chief of Silvical

Research (Protection, Management? etc.) and Project or Subproject

Leader in Charge of Fire Protection. Silvicdl Research was at that

time far and away the most important Division and Fire Protection had

the highest priority in it, and heading up these lines of work was

Demmon's  prerogative as Director. His duties as Director of an ex-

panding crganization left him little time, however, for detailed

su?orvislon  of his ok-n.  Division or for personal research in his own--
Project. Furthermore, there were times when he quieted, at the

ewense cf Silvics, the insistent demands of Economics and Survey

for fat-Zi ties and funds. While we were in the Union Building (now

the Ric,;,k-3..s Center) at Raronne and Gravier, for example, Silvics

paid the rent not only on its o&n office space but also on the more

commodious space allotted to Rldredge's  Survey. It did, that is,
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-at'7  Les -per  was appointed Division Chief of Silvics,  under

Demmon,  and co-equal with Division Chiefs Bond and Eldredge. Tnen

things changed, but that episode occurred in the next erz.

Executive Assistant

During tie first 8 years of the Station's existence, Vera

Spuhler,  as Read Clerk, handled all the deteZLs  of the Station's

accounts a22 all such related matters as payroll, property, and sup-

plies. me_?, in late 1928  or early1929 we acquired a "Junior

Administrative Assistant," with the title cf Executive Assistant, to

take over? ;;ith a clerk and ultimately several clerks of his own,

these phases of the Station's work. This Executive Assistant, John

A. Lubbe, -Las  in a sense, the pollen which fertilized the seed from

-which  germinated our present thriving Division of Station Nenagement.

The Dedigree is preserved in the records for all to read.

Jack Lubbe  came to us after 5 years as a District Ranger--one of

the old breed of rangers, without professional training--on the

IJebraska Xstional Forest. He was a great, strapping fellow, very

like Heavyce ight Champion Jack Dempsey in az?earance,  but much hand-

.* somer. A capable  man with a forceful personality, he always seemed

to me the t;Tical  top sergeant of song and story, complete even to

rough practical jokes and unrepeatable anecdotes, but not, as it were,

commiss  ior.52. He certainly got things done, but his approach to his

Work was ~?olly empirical and he was arbitrary to a degree.
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Jack had an avowed eye for figures; indeed, the other men cn the

staff were  firm:;. convticed that he selected his own clerks (with one

notable escel;trlon) on the basis of d.b.h. His stock reply when you

needed manpower or equipment for research was: "I am not in favor

of getting that right now“ --a stand which did, to be sure, save

making out purchase orders and time slips. He refused for 9 years to

act on either  the quarterly inventories of property at BoSalusa that

he required of me, or on the accompanying Forms 858 (property lost,

stolen, cr damaged), then tried to stra'v:-+-"en out the resulting mess

by h~1di.z; the cost of a compound microscope out of my salary. (Be

lost out z:n  that one; I had recorded tne lens numbers, and was able

to prove Lubbe had given and charged the instrument to another man in

my absencf,  after originally charging it to me.) When we tried to

hire a da;.- laborer for 75 cents to load rc. pick-up truck with coal for

the furnace in the Harrison Experimental Forest greenhouse, Jack said:

"I$0 . Let Bed Watkins" (tne Station Biologist) "do it. We have to pay

his sala-;:  anyway, so his time isn't worth anything." Tnis attitude

on the part  of the man who held the pale strings and who interpreted

regulations for the Station contributed 1',ttle  to the morale of young

professicral men.

For cne thing, however, I give Jack Lubbe unstinted credit. This

was his parf ormance as Personnel Officer, a special function that

Demon added to his other assignments in the latter Thirties. Jack

threw  him elf energetically into a study of the regulations affecting
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promotions and personnel actions, and of individual case histories.

x's  must hsve begun it before tbe passage cf the Meade-Ramspeck  ActAi..

( t3e dz;e  of which I do not recall), when it was discouragingly easy

for a ,-005 but undramatic clerk or scientist to get stuck for years

at one stew  within grade. ,1IvyH Olsen, for example, an exception-

ally able man, remained at Junior Forester entrance salary in this

way for '; yea3, simply because his assignments gave him no oppor-

tunity tc Tublish.

Lub'oe  unearthed and corrected several injustices of this s?rt

among bc;? men and girls.

Later, when a personnel action was instituted against Dot Pessin

on the trumped-up grounds that his publication record was unsatiifac-

tory, Lu""--he  risked the displeasure of one or more superiors by showing

that Docl  -was  one of the Station's most prolific authors and that

de-mand  fcr one of his pa?ers in particular had set an all-time record.

h'hen it -ias then re-charged that Dot's  publications were "not up to

Departmental standards," Lubbe challenged Station overhead to produce

the standsrds. As no such standards had ever been reduced to 7hTiting,

overhead t;as  unable to supply a copy, and the intended action against

Doe fell through. In this affair Lubbe tailght  the Station a whole-

some ant needed lesson.

The McNeil1 Tract

Ton;=----d the end of the Era of Expansion and Recomition we solved

an immediate and apparently serious problem in a way that saddled US
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i;ith a worse groblem for many years to come. Tne immediate problem

was sadng  our big study, at McNeill,  Mississippi, 05 the effects of

fjl-e r-";-a :zazing on longleaf pine reproduction. Eqerimental  treat-

ments had begun in 1923. In late 19-T or early 193C,, Mr. Tate, from

whom VP_ leased the area, decided to sell the lands, the sooner the

better. We had an almost idoiatrous veneration for j-year re-

examination cycles in any studies. IL the case of the McNeil1 study,

we were confident that a full decade of treatment and re-examinations

would give  us definitive results. And we badiy wanted such results

fcr use in o'= then current controversy with H. H. Chapman, of the

Yale Szi ocl of Forestry, regarding the role of fire in the longleaf

pine t:.Te . Therefore, we countered Tate's  desire to sell by making

a strenuous and ultimately successful effort to have the National

Forest Reservation Commission purchase the leased section and most

of an a2jacent section for permanent use as an eqerimental  area.

If35 rest of the story extends clear through to the present era.

Briefly, the National Forest Reservation Commission objected to

the puzehase, on the grounds that the tract was too far from other

National Forest holdings for efficient administration, and, second,

that the price was too high. But it finally bought the land.

The negotiations saved us from having to abandon the McNeil.1

study before its tenth year. In fact, they dragged on till after the

study, the results of which proved rather disappointing after all,

had beeri completed. Indeed, they dragged on until after F. D. Roosevelt's
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“I,je;.,- De$-  ‘! emergency purchases had brought the Biloxi Ranger Dis-

trict in:2 being and we had laid out the much larger, more conven-

iently s-,'-ated Barrison Experimental Forest in a more representative

example cf the longleaf-slash type.

With the Eiarrison Experimental. Forest practically assured, we

tried tc 9alt acquisition of the McTu'eil.1  Tract. But we couldn't;

the pro,,,-r.oT7rre  we had invoked. was too ponderous to stop. The purchase

w e n t  thrc-.q ‘n, and we had on our hands, in addition to t‘ne  Barrison,

more thsz  a thousand acres of highly productive forest land in Pearl

River Co*..zt y, miles from our main work and from any National Forest

lLrlit , a-,& highly vulnerable to fire, hogs, and timber trespass.

We then made matters worse by devoting the newly purchased area

to 2 "compartment study'  of the type fashionable and extravagantly

. .

admired 3. the Thirties. Such studies have since proved a generally

i.nefficLe---t means of silvicultural research, and have failen into

cox-espoz&ng  disrepute. Their cost in labor, professional manpower,

materi (heavy equipment, road-bailding, fire suppression, fencing

egainst sags  ) , and regulatory wrangling, is high. Tney yield im-

mense qztities  of highly variable data, which in turn cost much

professional and clerical salary to reduce. Yet the yield in either

revolutionary or precise research results is, as a rule, small.

It seems to me that compartment studies involve an insidious in-

direct cost in addition to the direct financial. outlay. The man in

charge of such a study, unless he is both inspired and phenomenally

lucky, s-.Zfers  a severe professional handicap.
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Tie cost of maintaining his compartment study is disproportion-

all?- high; everybody knows this, and subconsciously associates the

cost k-ith the man. There are exasperating complicationsin connec-

- -' -- w- LY-.-Y  A" h the study--timber-sales procedure and restrictions, for

exzqde . Publication on the main aspects of the study is precluded

till many years have gone by. Any mistakes made in establishing the

study are embalmed in the program and may complicate publication;

manilscripts  containtig either explanations of aberrations or notes of

apology find less ready acceptance than manuscripts without them. If

a EEC does not publish regukrly,  it's hard to promote him. His best

chance  of publication and, indeed, of any research accomplishment

-<h - ; p-" the compartment study .is matur?ng,  lies in "side studies"

with-b the framework of the main study or on odd bits of land outside

the compartments. Here again, however, he is handicapped, because,

unless he has more assistants than usually is the case, administering

the main study leaves him no time for side studies. The end result is

that the Station squanders not only appropriaticrs, but a professional

employee.

So it happened in the case of the McNeill Tract. The Nation&

Forest Reservation Commission erred in calling the purchase price ex-

cesslve. The land is of exceptionally high site quality for longleaf

pine and was well stocked when we acquired it; by 1962 or 1963,  Smith

infcrmed me, the current market value of the annual increment exceeded

the total purchase price. Rut the Commission was painfully right
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abmt  the difficulty and cost of administering a relatively small

e-ea so r"ar removed from any other National Forest holding.

The inevitable decision was finally reached in 1963. me

Station took down its McNeil1 Experimental Forest sign z?d declared

the area "surplus," for exchange or other disposition by Region 8.

Tk.&s tc site, stocking, and Lloyd Smith's skillful silvicultural

treatmen' u over many years, the tract is an immensely valuable forest

2roper-Q.  The longleaf phenotJ?es on the area make a geneticist's

mo*uth  water at the thought of the genot,-'3es some of t‘nem must re?re-

s ent . Ps a research facrllity, however, the McNeill Tract has been

less an asset than a liability for more than 40 years.

Another second-era change that had far-reaching direct and in-

direct effects was the transfer of our naval stores research from

Starke, Korida, where Len Wyman had star&bed experimental chipping in

1923, to Lake City, Florlda, and the present Olustee Experimental

Forest.

Star-k-e and Lake City

My FLcture of this affair is incomplete. I had assisted Wyman

at Starke tnrough about a third of the 1925 chipping season, and more

briefly &ring 2926,  but had had only rather casual contact with him

after that. I have not attempted to relate the chronology of the

Station's move to Lake City with that of the acquisition of the

Osceola 1;s tional  Forest, within which the Olustee Experimental Forest

lies, the-Agh  my recollection is t‘nat at least part of the Osceola was
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ptu-chase: before the I?ew 3eal. I never saw any of the correspondence

relating 70 the move, and never discussed it with either Harper or

v!yman, the two men principally affected. In fact, I seem firs-, to

have become aware of it on return from annual leave in the summer of

1933 f when I heard gossip in the New Orleans Office to the effect that

the move was made or to be made, and that Wyman, who had joined the

Station stef'f  as Associate Silviculturist in 192l,  had been demoted

to tine status of a'hired hand" under Harper, who had joined the staff

as a Junior Forester 6 years later.

IQ personal diary for Saturday, September 16, 1933,  contains the

following entry:

"Had a talk with Demmie about Len Wyman's predicament.
Len has failed to carry things through, apparently,
end has been deprived of direction and forbidden new
projects till he cleans up the Starke work, while Les,
who has a flair for administration, develops the
Olustee. Tine action is in effect disciplinary, and
intended as such. If Ed g is judging me by Len, as
is more than likely he is if only because I've failed
to follow through, why, much light is thro-wn  on my own
difficulties. Incidentally, Len is very far from being
'merely one of the hired help' to Les, as Station gossip
has made him out."

g Ed Munns, Chief of the Washington Office Division of Silvics.
I incurred his displeasure in 1926 or 1927  by citing the Charlie
Chaplin alimony in a monthly report to the Branch. He rode me un-
mercifully through 1936,  especially in connection with U. S. Del%.
AgT . Tech. Bul. 492, but after a dramatic episode at +,he  1936 Project
Leaders' Conference in Washington, changed front completely.
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I thought at the time, and still think, that Len wyman was

t?eate  2 unjustly in this affair. It is true that he got few of the

res-d-,s of his naval stores research into print. This is not sur-

pris inc. In those days one received virtually none of the sched-

uling, help, and guidance characteristic of publishing procedure

today. Preparing a manuscript, even i? urged by the Director or

ordered by Washington, took tremendous individual initiative. Sub-

mittin; it insured, as a rule, criticism, censure, and grief;

5 eemin&.;.-, none could do anything right.

B y failing to publish, Wyman in a sense robbed the Department,

the Sex-lee,  the Station, and himself of recognition and credit.

Certainly it was argued that he had done so. But, in soundness and

utilit;.- combined, his research ranked with the growth and yield study

that resulted in Miscellaneous Publication 50 and with Lindgren's

sapstak control, and outranked most of the early research at the

Station, including, franlJy,  my own in artificial regeneration.

Furthermore, by direct contact with key men in the naval stores indus-

try, W5-a got his results into practice, and did so, I feel sure,

more a_-lfckly than he could have by whole batteries of publications.

21 a decade or less, he revolutionized the industry. What he de-

served was help with the formal publication pl-case  and credit for

accomplishment, not discipline and censure.

As a result, I have no doubt, of the discipline that was in fact

imposed, Len resigned from the Station in September 1934 and went to
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teak  silviculture at Rorth Carolina State. To this extent, Horth

Carol>a State's gain was the Station's loss.

The Starke-Olustee affair neve-'i Qheless  involved lerge elements

of g22.2 for the Station and the Service as a whole. &ga,nizing  the

Olustee Fores*L, and the new naval stores research at Lake City gave

Les Rarper scope to prove his ability in research planning, orgaiza-

tion, and administration, and led directly to his Division Chiefship

in Nev Orleans and ultimately to his Position as Deputy Chief of the

Service.

Roy ChapFa

m-,zle appointment of Roy A. Chapman (figure 23) to the permanent

s teff early in 1929 benefited the Station out of all proportion to all

the SST-P--o-y ever paid or credit ever given him.

kZ"ter  his graduation from Minnesota (in l927,  I think; he had

been m:- Field Assistant at Bogalusa 2~ 1926 before entering his senicr

year) he had worked on a Forest Service tie ssle  somewhere in the

Rockies. From thence he brough t us the story of the colored laborer

who had learned to speak Swedish. Most of the laborers on the tie

operaslon were recent immigrants from Sh'eden  who were recruited

through a Chicago labor contractor, who had never seen a negro till

they came to this country, and who spoke no English. These newcomers

the colored linguist would address in tolerably good and quite fluent

Svensk. They in turn would hunt up a foreman who spoke their lan-

guage, and ask who the colored man was.
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II .o- he+. > 's a Swede."

"JXrr a Swede, with that brown skin and that black wool where

he ought to have hair?"

"OS , yes l It's the climate. You'll look the same way in about

6 months.'

1-L --as  a rare occasion for which Roy did not have a good story

or at least an amusing comment. From the Rocky Mountain tie sale he

went to a cruising job in Minnesota. It was from this job, in what

were the depths of winter in the Lake States, that we got r?im trans-

ferred CC the S*tation, and it was already spring in IjeT c'rlesns.

When he left  the cruising cam?  in Wnnesota it was 40' below zerc.

‘K?en he arrived in New Orleans less than 3 days later, tine tempera-

*ae wac- 850. As Roy put it, he "nearly got up snd took off his long

woolen cderwear right in the dining car.II

Ro; vas one of the most independent and at the same time most

genero*LsLy  helpful men that ever lived, and he was a statistician,

md sz. titensely practical one, from skin to marrow. Even during his

first 2-I/2 years on the staff he exerted a strong and stimulating

influence in mensurational techniques, eeerimental  design, and

a,naly-LiczL  procedures.

In 3crtober  1931  he was detailed to i;Tashington  to train under and

assist Francis X. Schumacher. The assignment was intended to be of

some length  but not, I think, as long as it actually lasted, which

was a f-Z.1 3 years. During this period Roy met and formed a lasting
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friendship with R. A. (later Sir Ronald) Fisher, whose published

works and personal advice did much to sha?e Roy's own later career.

Roy returned to duty in New Orleans just as the Station got

into full  swing in new studies and projects arising out of relief

financing during the Roosevelt regime. By enthusiasm, know-how,

and personality, far more than tlhrough any formal assignment or

authority, he inculcated sound statistical procedures in most of the

nex work started during  that lush period. The Southern Station was

certainly among the foremost, if not the first, to incorporate such

procedures on any such scale; it was generally conceded at the time

that it was setting the pace for many of the other Stations. I do

not think it is either an exaggeration or an injustice to say that,

so far as research proper was concerned, Roy was the real director of

the Station's scientific work during this period.

SURFACE PBEKO,MEXA

Better Eauipment

Keanwhil-e  a number of far less important events and innovations

caused more stir and brought forth more comments than the really

important  things like Les Rarper's progress and Roy Chapman's return

and contributions.

One of these was the transition from Model-T Fords to gear-shift

cars. As I recall, this began in 1928 or early 1929 with Siggers'

Zhippet. And I seem to remember that the Model-T Ford I drove on my

nurser; survey in December 1929,  and which we turned in early in 1930,
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-,+-as  OTC hst Model-T. At that, the change to gear-shift cars, which

coincide5 with Governor Huey Long's eqanding network of paved roads,

$:a5 by no means unimportant. It brought our centers of field work

nearer. Originally it had taken 2 days to go from New Orleans to

Mexarkia, and a long 2 days from New Orleans to Urania. By the

end of tie Second Era, the

New 0rles.x  and, by rising

~5th the Supervisor of the

Another change was ir,

time was approaching when I could sleep in

early, still keep an 8:00 a.m. appointment

Kisatchie National Forest.

cameras. The 'post-card autographic"

XOd.&S end the one monstrosity of a long-bellows "view camera" with

which we had taken our earliest Dictures  were at first shoved into

the bac:;zoJnd by, and then altogether abandoned in favor of, two and

later t?ee  or more Zeiss-OrJz 4- by &inch cameras, utilizing pack

film.2/ Jimmy Averell, who knet: something of cameras, selected the

Zeiss-Cr;.x  model and taught a number of us something (though not

enough) about using it. They in turn ultimately went by the board.

For one thing, they were off-size; film for them became hard to get

and firsA'?y could be obtained only on special  order. Ve lacked modern

eqosure meters, too; we used the primit'ive Harvey meter with windows

of varying translucence to indicate the degree of general illumina-

tion. A;1 Bickford under-eqosed  his pictures badly when using this

1/ Compare figures 10 and 11 (Kodak) with figure 18 (Zeiss),
znd figze 5’7 (Kodak) with figure 59 (Zeiss).
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meter because his pupillary opening was abnormally large and he

coulci read a number or two higher on the meter than anyone else.

But the Zeiss cameras were superb instruments and an occasional

expert photographer like Tommy Kohara got pictures with them that

have been published over and over again. Figure 14B of U. S. Dept.

A@?. Agriculture Monograph 16, for example, is a Kohara photo, taken

with $35 Zeiss, that has been used repeatedly in other publications.

iie acquired other useful equipment at intervals during the

Sec0r.Z  Era, items that actually cost absurdly little in viev of our

ambitl ous undertakings, and that seem trivial in this day of photo-

SP,,"-Om-Wometers  and high-speed centrifuges, but that csrried us many

steps fortrard in several lines of research. One t‘net vas%y  improved

the precision of my own seed studies was ow first laboratory Clipper

Kill,  by A. T. Ferrell and Company, of Saginaw, Michigan. (It ar-

rive:- September 24, 1930, and, than& to repeated careful repairs by

Norm Scarbrough,  it is still in use at the Institute.) As I remember,

2 L.Lb  cost $32, a price that caused some lifting of eyebrows. Early in

my use of it, I discovered that Georgia and South Carolina 1oblOll.y

see& seemed to have thicker coats than those from Arkansas and

Texas, as evidenced by the greater difficulty of separating full from

empt;:  seeds. (This impression of thicker coats was reinforced by

Poll;:  Kelson's cutting tests during 1936-1940,  and confirmed by micro-

meter measurements reported in Eyvind Tiiorbjornsen's doctoral dis-

sertation in 1961. It is a matter of practical importance in
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specif:.3.~ s eed-clea.niag equipment for use in the forest-seed trade.)

Carl Eztley got us our first elec+-biic refrigerator about,late in

1,930 or very early in 1931,  as a good-will offering in return for

o*ur  giving Lindgren and Siggers office and laboratory space (which

we were -under  formal agreement to give them anyway). With this one

refriger-ator I clinched the effectiveness of cold storage of southern

pine seeZ, a point hotly debated theretofore by the Washington Office,

snd Polly Nelson iater made some studies that revolutionized the

u?iole forest tree seed business and had repercussions throughout the

seed _t-+e in general.

One lesser item was an e,qress  scales (figure 46) for weighing

cones, moistening sand to exact specifications,  and the like. For

slight extra  cost we got scales with a combined English and metric

beam and xith metric as well as kglish weights. All the girls who

were in the office the day it arrived trooped up to the filthy attic

of the Stern Building to weigh themselves. It happened that Betty

Bergland -as on sick leave that day. '2hen she returned to duty and

heard abo,ut  the scales, she wanted to weigh herself too. Ralph

Lindgren, Roy Chapman, and I formed a guard of honor to escort her,

handed her politely onto the platform without telling her the English

units were on the side of the beam away from her, and hooked on the

a~pro~rLaA% metric weight. She couldn't believe it when the numbers

she cod.;, see indicated that she weighed 1'51," and was not mollified

when we e>qlained that she weighed 51 kilograms. I hope that if Kt-s.
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Figure 46. --Express scales and other cone- and seed-handl~g
equipment in the filthy attic of the Stern Bullding.
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Llo?-t  Smith reads this, she won't mind my saying that her tiien weight

of 112. 4 pmnds was very becoming to her.

Visitors and Local Characters

iiider  recognition of OLZ work brought increasing numbers of

interesting visitors to the Station, and our  expanding program brought

con&ta:ts  with some interesting people in the field.

Z-an  R. Trist (figure 47), tiien a graduate student at Yale,

visited the Station during September and October 192%-he nearly

pqon‘-aGL C-Ark me out during a cone-collec"'bl-'ig  trip west of Slidell by drag-

p2.q E big slash Dine  cone on my head--and returned for a briefer

stay ;:ie following spring with a fellow-Queenslander, a wood tech-

nologist named Cecil Ellis. Trist was a brilliant fellow, of half-

a-7 .: --;h--34, half-Irish descent, who said that the stolid English in him

made him walk under ladders just to feel his superstitious Irish

haclLes  rise. Like Australians in general, he was a strong trade

~io-'ct.- A--" There was a St-a--etcar strike in New Orleans while he was

here (never settled, so far as I ever lear:; ed; the strikers were
s ia37  -- -eplaced),  and the strikers burned one streetcar q,---.' .L in front

of Ike Custom House, where our office still was at that time. Trist

was k.L ghly indignant that we didn't al.1  leave our desks  and go out

and bll-n up some streetcars also. He had nothing but contempt for

the then Prince of Wales, whom he had heard make a good-will speech

in Aztralia, and predicted that Edward would "marry a commoner and

put -_--elf  out of the line of succession." Edward VII did in fact*c'.vc
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Fizze  47. --Alan Trist, now Conservator General of the
Queensland Department of Forestry, at Cage 8
of my first full year's study of the life
cycle of the Nantucket tip moth at Bogalusa.
Taken September 2, 1923, daring the first of
Trist's two visits to the Station.
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marry-  I5s. Simpsor. and abdicate, essentially confirming Trists's

snre~*-Z prediction. Trist was, fcr man-i-  years after his visit to us,

Secretary of the Queensland Department of Forestry, and in late 1963

or ezrl y 1.964 became its Conservator General.

Another entertaining Australian visitor, a transplanted Scot

named A. Douglas Lindsay, came to us during the Second Era, from the

Commonwealth Forestry Bureau at Canberra. At the time, we were in

the Stem Building, at the corner of Baronne and Perdido. Doug

arrived at night, found the hotel at which a reservation had been made

for iczi (by whom I don 't know), and retired in too great weariness to

assimilate his surroundings. "Imagine my horror," he told us later,

"at E-aKng to,find myself in a tin bed!"

Eis discovery of our office building was amusing, too. He

located us approximately by street number, and fetched up directly

acros3- Baronne from the building, but at that distance failed to see

the rather obscurely lettered name over the door. "Wnere," he asked

a passing rjew Crleanian,  "is the Ster-r-r-n Building?"

"&h ? "

"The Ster-r-r-r-r-n Building," repeated Doug, burring his Scats

5 uore than ever.

"I don't get you. Could you spell it, Mister?"

I'.?b - T - E - R-R-R-R - N."

"Oh! You mean the Stoin Building!" (Pointing.) "It's right

over there."
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SC Doug came in, exasperated Gene Gemmer and me somevhat on a

field trip or two (he was an opinionated individual), went on around

the United States, returned to Canberra, and produced a flood of

little leaflets on American timber species. Though he was amusing,

he was not of the same caliber as Alan Trist. Except for his leaf-

lets, I never heard of him again.

1\FTL. C. H. ("Old Ykn")  Thompson lived alone near Bayou Lacombe,

Louisiana, on the south side of the Slidell-Mandeville highway, in a

lit?  e1 cottage he'd built himsel"A and fitted out with many ingenious

m.d useF.2  gadgets. (Among  others, he had a rocking chair that

actuated a large and very effective "punkah-type" fan.) I met him

first in 1932 through Paul Siggers, who had sprayed a l-acre longleaf

plantation for him to control brown spot. Old Nan Thompson was more

than 60 then.

He had nearly died of tuberculosis before he was twenty, but had

recovered during a year or so in Charity Hospital in n'ew Orleans.

Discha---+d with just enough money to buy t'nree  muskrat traps, he had

lived through the following winter in a hollow sycamore tree, and

trapped muskrats. His formal education had stopped with the second

grade, but he had become educated for practical daily purposes, and

indeed ~.ell read, through his own efforts.

Wl'n  es! I first met him, he had acquired perhaps five thousand acres

of big?Z-y  productive second-gro&h  forest land near Bayou Lacombe, and

;:as  managing it intensively and with a high degree of skill. (He
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later deeded a square mile Of this land tc the local 4-H Club.) He

had a big magnolia tree which shed abundant seed and started man)

seedlings in :Is strawberry bed; these seedlings he transplanted,

gre-c to s‘-i-c,b:lole  sizes, and sold to landscapers. One day when I was

photogra$zinC his longleaf pine plantation, a landscape architect

drove up with a special lift truck, said, "Got a 20-foot magnolia,

wide-cro;;l,ed?", and paid the old gentleman $250 cash for the one

tree.

Old &II Thompson's original longleaf pisntationY marked him as

the best Longleaf planter of us all. The trees averaged 7 feet high

at 5 years. Ee picked off all the lateral buds as high as he could

reach, and later tweaked off laterals with a screw hook on the end

of a long _cole. Only one tree in the acre had any branches--or eny

kqo-&--~i“  '-u.nn  21 feet of the ground. 31 1947,  when the trees were

23 years in plantation, he removed half cf them in a thinning and

s&d them to a neighbor, who built a beautiful ?-room log cabin with

them.

011 October  15, 1930,  Mississippi State District Forester K. 3.

Kimball took Bob Winters and me to see an amazing forestry operation

by W. W. Kxtz, near State Line, Ydssissippi. Kimball himself was an

4/ I got good photographs of this plantation, from the same
camera point, at ages 5 and 18, but have been unable to obtain prints
from Washington. See figure 3 of U. S. Dept. Agr. Agriculture
Monograph 18, 1954.
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interesting character. His running gun-f'ight with t-do  men he had

previously arrested for incendiarism; his driving out of pistol

range and then stopping and wounding one of them with a rifle shot;

his repoxing the fight to the wrong sheriff through failure to

notice he'd crossed a county line; his near conviction March 1, 1930,

through perjured testimony, on an attempted murder charge; and his

dramatic acquittal when a cousin of the wounded man swore the incen-

diaries had been chasing Kimball down the road, one man shooting

wh'le  the other drove, was an epic of the early days of forest-fire

control iz the Lower South. But let's get back to Mr. Kurtz.

w . v; . Kurt2 grew up on a Central States farm--in Indian2,  as I

renal1 --c*;l- then for many years ran a successful salmon cannery on

the Wes t Zzzst. Just before World War I he bought about 2,0X)  acres

of mostly cutover  pine landw jus t west of the KississiprL-Alabama  line,

02 which ;c retire, raise Llewellan setters, hunt quail, and es-

pecially zrain  the setters for field trials.

22 sc'1,e way the details of which I did not inquire, his invest-

ments wen; bad almost itmnediately  and he was left with nothing but

m old hose, the 2,000 acres of poor land, 2 small home-canning

?12rl-k,  2.22 a Cadillac. He was still making annual trips to the West

Coast in zSe same Cadillac when I met him 17 years later.

With his Indiana or equivalent farm background and his canning

plant,  P&r * Kurtz made his relatively sterile acres support him and

half a dozen tenant families in luxury. Kimball, Winters, and I
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drove 22 unannounced. Within 15 minutes Mrs. Kurtz had hot pot

roast (canned)  and five or six vegetables on the table. Eveqithing

we ate except bread, coffee, sugar, salt, and pepper was home-grown.

Later, we counted 42 food crops on the place, including a special

Irish breed of bacon pigs and an orchard of weird but delicious

seedl?ng peaches selected to supply fr*.uit from the very beginning to

the ver; end of the &Lssissi>ai peach season. He even had some

apples, a fruit not ordinarily grown that close to the Gulf Coast.

I particularly noticed Mr. Ku&z' shotguns. He had two 20-gauge

Ithaca doubles, for quail,  of course. Because his fLngers  were very

t‘nick, he had had these guns made to order,  with the left barrel of

each semi-choke and the right full choke, the reverse of the usual

arrangement. He fired the left barrel first, with the rear trigger,

and had extra space between the front trigger and the front of the

trigger guard, to let him get his thick finger in in a hurry. These

guns interested me not o&y intrinsically, but because my fatber-in-

law was an inspector in the Ithaca Gun Company. I took down the

serial n'.~moers of both guns and got Father Carlson to check them in

the recods . Sure enough, be had put both of them through the shop,

and had test-fired them.

HO-L did the impoverished Pz. Kurtz make the money for his annual

western trips and his custom-made guns? By intensive forest manage-

ment--years of it before be ever knew a profession of forestry existed.

(Apparen5.y  he never read anything but E~ catalogues and setter stud



books, a?22 till the day of our  visit he had not known that the

United Sta-,es  had a Forest Service.) Yet by close observation and

good comma sense he had transformed 8C acres of merchantable timber

and a thousand or so acres of scattered seed trees an5 worthless oak

brush into a lucrative forest property.

He b*zned the scrub oak for fuel, and reproduced slash and lob-

lolly and even a little longleaf pine all over the area almost at

will.  He and his tenants kept fire out by connecting the cultivated

fields k-it L'r broad fire-breaks and by pouncing on any accidental or

set fire wiile it was small. He ke$ the fire-breaks clean by over-

grazing them with scrub cattle, confined between temporary fences,

aad he wore down the rough in the same way to prepare the ground for

natural reproduction. He did not sell beef, but if a steer did

maxage to get fat he slaughtered and canned it; the pot roast we had

en joyed SC much for lunch was just a by-product of his fire-breaks.

He made his money selling logs, pulpwood, and gum.

h%en 1%. Kurtz died, he bequeathed his place to the State of

Kssissig~i, to form the State Forest which bears his name.

I met Mr. Kurtz only that one time, but in my memory he ranks

with Red 3atema.n of the Great Southern Lumber Company, Professor

L. M. Ware of Auburn University, and Old Man Thompson of Bayou

Lacombe as among the ablest silviculturists the South has known. It

is an interesting commentary that W. W. Ku&z, a retired salmon

canner, and Old m Thompson, a muskrat trapper with ori?y  2 Years of
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forma,l  s ~hOOlin&, should have, year after year,

success) at absurdly low cost, in silvicrrltmal

s-,j.U  be2fl.e  manvY professionally trained men.

DRP~CTIO~S

The Copeland Report

scored consistent

operations that

During the Era of Expansion and Recognition we had our second

clearly recognize-5 encounter with a comumnd-performance publication.

c In reality it 'was the third, as Forbes' Timber growing and log-ing

ad tu3entini.n~~  nractices  in the Southern Pine Region was one of a

command-performance bulletin series, but as that bulletin was a

separate entity it did not create the emotional pressure of a nation-

T*;i  de p-d-f- i cation to which each Station contributed a part.) Tne

fist  clearly recognized encounter had been witii tine "Flood Study,"

which I have already described. This second one was with the so-

called Copeland Report, and the following excerpts from my personal

&ipy (rive the flavor of it, I t'ntik,  better than any more detailed

documentation I could dig out of official files.

Eonday,  February 16, 192.  Staff meeting; the Capper
report must be rehashed by May 1.

Friday, July 15,  l93.Z . . . Work on the Copeland resolu-
tion threatening to assume the proportions of another
flood study; . . .

satud2y,  Jdy 16, 1932. Received my assignment on the
Copeland Resolution report, which will probably take
most of my official time till September. Tne resolution
requests that the Secretary of Agriculture inform the
Senate whether the Government should undertake to aid
the States in utilizing for forestation those areas un-
suitable for anything else, and that he state his reasons
and the basis therefor.
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Thursday, July 28, 1932. Almost no Copeland confer-
ences  .

In the States from North Carolina to Texas and Oklahoma
perhaps 2,000 agencies have planted (or at least ordered
stock for!) 66,441 acres of plantation. Five companies g,
none of them receiving federal aid from Clarke-McNary
funds paid to the State, have planted 42,000 acres of the
total.

Friday, August 12, 1932. Mac (H. G. Meginnis) in from
Holly Springs, his hands trembling with emotion induced
by Ed Mmns ' outline for the Copeland report.

TUES  dEi3', September 27, 1932 . . . . got (llrny contribution
TO 11 --understood) Copeland report stapled and in Bond's
hands.

E:onday, October 3, 1932. An all-morning session with
Demmie (Director Demmon), Walt (Bond), and Cap (Eldredge)
with Gene (Gemmer)  and Mac (Meginnis)  joining in soon
after we began, to discuss my section of the Copeland
report. Demmie, dalt,  uld Cap called me in primarily to
get me to reduce the estimated area needing planting in
the shortleaf-loblolly-hardwood t,ype in Georgia, but Mac
steadfastly refused to make unwarranted commitments
concerning pla,sting needed on drainages he knew nothing
about, and he and Gene and I hung together on the rest of
our fig--es. One area Cap wanted to reduce on the basis
of his ocular impression during a recent trip, Gene
increased on the basis of Cap's own crop-meter figures of
that same trip. By noon Demmie and Co. were begging me
to about double the area they'd Sreviously  asked me to
cut down. I'm leaving it as it was 6-/.

z/ Three of the five certainly were the Great Southern Lumber
company at Bogalusa, Louisiana, the Industrial Lumber Company at
Elizabeth, Louisiana, and t'ne  Long Bell Lumber Company at DeRidder,
Louisiana. The other two, I am fairly sure, were the Dantzler Lumber
company in Jackson and Harrison Counties, Mississippi, and Krause and
Managan i.z western Louisiana. P.C.W.  1964.

6/ For another 13 to 15 years my 1932 estimate remained relatively
%..lid. Tnen the expansion and intensification of pulp and paper indus-
try operations, together with the post World War II Soil Bank, changed
the picture. I suspect that a detailed analysis would show more acres
now actually planted than I estimated as in need of planting in 1932,
with very large acreages obviously yet to go. And now, with the pro-
gress in southern forest tree improvement since 1951,  and the large-
scale seed orchards, there is talk of clear-cutting fully stocked
stands of good southern p-be  and replanting the cutover areas with
still  better  man-bred trees.
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Wednesday, February 1, 1933. Al.1  of us in the office
i;ent to lunch at the Monteleone with Kircher u, who came
ciown to read a paper of Major Stuart's at the meeting of
the Association of Southern Agricultural Workers. After
lunch Kircher told us about the Copeland report...

Eonday,  February 27, 1933. Demmie  back with most encoura-
ging reports about the Copeland work.

The Czpeland Report, A national plan for American forestry,

finally CEI2P from the Government Printixg Office as 73rd Cong. 1st

Sess. Senate Dot. 12, in two volumes totaling 1677 pages. I have

littie do3.5t that it bolstered up later constructive legislation--it

may even -save been instrumental in rescuing our research program from

"Depressi?=  economy"--but those of us who helped concoct it regarded

it less t;Lth awe than with ennui. In fact, we were so sick and tired

of it tha: most of us never looked at it. Tne time devoted to pre-

par in6 or _Dart of it had made fearful holes in the Southern Station's

program fcr nearly 2 years, and the same must have been true of some

or all of zhe other Stations.

Nineteen-thirty saw the publication of Forbes' long overdue, 115-

page U. S. Dept. Agr.  Tech. Bul. 204, TSmber growing and logging and

turptr,tixi3;  practices in the Southern Pine Region, with its heavy

stress on the ev{LLs of fire in any form or for any purpose.

In addition to the reference to the projected forest survey that

I have already cited, my personal diary for Monday, April 21, 1930,

specifically records a "long staff meeting on fire research."

I/ Jze Kircher became Regional Forester of the Sout‘nern Region
(Region e) when it was set up, with headq'..rters  at Atlanta,
January 1, 1934. Major Stuart was Chief Forester.
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NomizLly,  at least, fire research had had top priority in the

St2tio2's proyam ever Since  the completion of the volume, growth,

ax t yield study reported in Miscellaneous Publication 50. The two

remaking l/b-acre Roberts Fire Plots under our charge at Urania,

Louisiana, were among the oldest permanent sample plots ti the

Southern Pine Region, with detailed records going back 15 or 1.8

y e a - s . The 320-acre fire, grazing, and natural reproduction study

at McNeil',  now in its seventh year, was one of our major enterprises,

and we were becoming concerned about its cost, perhaps by this time,

also aboct continuity of our lease on the study area, and a few of us,

if the truth be told, about what the data might show. Demmon and

Hadley had kTitten a rather caustic review (Jour Forestry 24: 811,

1926)  of E. H. Chapman's Yale Forest School Bulletin 16, which had

appeared earlier in 1926,  and we were in controversy with Chapman on*-

the \Ihole subject of fire and particularly, as I recall, on the

interpretztion  of the data from the Roberts Plots. Demmon was working

on the mazJscript of what was intended to be a definitive tec*hnical

bullet-in on fire in the southern pine types. All in all, there was

plenty of material for a long staff meeting on our fire research.

The South Pasture Report

My parsonal. diary for Wednesday, July 8, 1931,  includes the

entry: "Z. H. Chapman has called the Service's hand on longleaf burn-

ing, and now we are to be in a turmoil on the fire bulletin."
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The “Cilll”  alcr,ost surely was the statement that Ashley Schiff,

m Fire and water (ilarvard Press, 1.962) records as having been

"circulated" by Chaoman Ilfor professional enlightenment," and to

which Robie M. Evans, of Region 7, replied, as also recorded by

Schizf, on June 20, 1931. Whatever the identity, the routing of

Chapman's statement to the Station had the immediate effect of di-

verting my personal effort from regeneration research to fire studies

for the greater part of the next 12 months.

IQ- first reaction to the situation arising from Chapman's chal-

lenge was tc point out the benefits to be gained by adding to our

MeNe "1 and Roberts Blots results the data obtainable from the Great

S O..Lthern  Lumber COmp22y’S  Longleaf Pine  Tract in the South Pasture

at Bogalusa.

The plots I had staked ouU+ there in the fresh ashes of the 1928

fire (figure 31)  had shown within a few months that even a one-square-

mile burn did not eliminate brown spot. In the meantime, my original

browz-spot spray plots, installed at Carl Rartley's suggestion

(figzes 32 and 45),  together with many hundreds of plots laid out

later  by Siggers, were beginning to show that the effects of the

disease on the survival and growth of small longleaf were more serious

than we had realized. Lastly, thanks to the Washington Parish Soil.

Survey and to the Great Southern's maps and other records, and to a

lesser extent to our own 1925 "Extensive Survey" (figure 2l), the

logging-, fire-, and reproduction-history of the area had been Fre-

served in detail u.neTdalled  on any other tract in the South. What I



sugges ted 8nd what we in fact did, was to compile  the available

information on the tract and then add to it by counting and measuring

seedlixgs on @ots  representing 8ll possible combinations of single

and multiple burns folL owing seedling establishment, and on check

plots hxrned a year and others burned 8  month before seedf,all but

not afterwards.

Cn July 14, 1931,  I "com>leted comments on H. H. Chapman's

'statement'." On July 15 I "plotted Great Southern's date-of-logging

data for the netural reproduction area in the South Pasture at

Bogalcsa,  end put some of Hadley's fire data on the same area into

usable shape." A note on Su.r&q,  September 13, 1931,  reads "revised

South Pasture  report." Monday, September 14--"To Bogalusa with

KaUy"  (Wahlenberg), "Frank Bennett, snd'  (Joe) "Riebold... Talked

over de~&ils  of the South Pasture report with" (Paul)"Garrisor  and Red"

(Batetz2, who -knew  the area intimately and whose action in ge:;:'ng it

fenced in 19.22 had saved the longleaf seedlings from hogs),%& then

went o,t and located, tentatively, ll of the 18 plots or strips I had

suggested in the report."

I qent  the greater part of the next 8 or 9 months completing a

detailed description zrd history of the area, including relocation of

four unmarked stations from which the Company had taken photographs

in 1923. (Relocation involved trampling over the entire ten thousand

acres till I recognized old snags, scattered seed trees, or odd

clumps of brush shown in the original photos. I identified one by a
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saw-cut partway through an Old felled tree top in the immediate

foreground.) During the winter of 1931-32 several of us, including

Morrie Huberman (then a Temporary Field Assistant) and myself laid

out, ran, staked permanently, tied into section corners, and photo-

graphed from both ends 1.8 sample strips, each, as a rule 660 feet

long by 6.6 feet wide.

Almost without exception the longleaf seedlings on these strips

were from the bumper 1920 seed crop. Hogs ranging the area prior to

fencing in 1921 had cleaned out the seedlings from the big 1913  see6

crop. Those from the good 1918 and any from the scant 1919 crop had

been killed in the cotyledon stage bj the early spring burns made to

protect turpentine faces and cups. (The Company at that time-chipped

all old-gro-&h longleaf pine for 2 years before logging.) At the

time of the 1920 seedfall the whole 10,000 acres had supported, at

oldest, a l-year rough developed after the spring of 1920 turpentine

b,zn;  1,500 acres burned over in September 1920 at Austin Casy's

suggestion had had a still  lighter rough.

The 13 strips  _remesented both conditions of rough at time of

seedfall, together vith seeding from the side, seeding from overheld

in advance of loggLng,  seedfall during logging and skidding, and

release by loggirlg up to a year after seedfall. Combtied with

these--through utilization of abandoned and still maintained fire

bre&;s  s.nd of accidental single and double burns, were several dir'-

ferent histories of eqosure of esG%biished seedlings to fire: No
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expos’ze .; a single burn  at one or ancther age; two different com-

binaticns  of burns at two different ages; annual burns the first

5 years after establishment; and annual burns the first 9 years

after establishment.

Et.- personal diary for Sc"3yab&i.ay,  April 9, 1932,  records that I

"Read ever the South Pasture report for additions and corrections."

On Tuesday, May 24, 1,032: "Turned over the text proper of the South

Pasture report for preliminary typing." For Tnursday,  June 23, 1932:

'Rek~o;e  my preliminary summary of the South Pasture report, for use

in Demzle's  fire bulletin."

k- I recall, this summary for Demmon  was really an abstract of

the whole report, including the history of the tract and the methods

of stcQ. I have no copy of it. The summary and conclusions on

pages g5-60  of the "preliminarily typed" text proper read:

Sumnz-J- and Conclusions

The data contained in this report, and in the reports
by P. V. Siggers, cited in
following conclusions:

the appendix, lead to the

-L. The outstanding factor responsible for the successful
regeneration of longleaf pine over practically the whole
9,465 acres covered in this report was the abundant supply
of seed from heavy virgin stands. All other factors
a minor part unless seed supply is taken care of; the

play

best of protection will not insure regeneration on areas
where the seed supply is inadequate, as witness thousands
of acres of non-restocking protected land bearing scattered
seed trees of longleaf pine,

2. Next after an adequate supply of longleaf pine seed,
the most important factor favoring complete regeneration
of longleaf pine on the whole tract was the general absence
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of fire while the seedlings ITere in the cotyledon stage.
There is no authentic record of a burn on any part of
the area while the seedlings from the 1920 seed crop
were at this fire-sensitive stage of their development.

3* The repeated burning, annual or nearly annual, for
many years prior to the seed fall of 1920, must have aided
materially in maintaining seed-bed conditions suitable for
longleaf pine. It is not impossible to conceive that
complete protection for a long period of years before seed
fall might have interfered seriously with natural regen-
eration of Lo;ngleaf pine.

4. Single fires, fairly light and occurring during the
winter months, or repeated k-inter  fires, or even severe
fires occurring as late in the growing season as the third
week in March, failed to destroy stands of longleaf pine
seedlings 2 years old or older, or to reduce their density
below that constituting desirable stocking. (Kine  success-
ive fires on the same area did, however, destroy trees to
an extent, estimated at 65-75 percent, which would have
been serious had not the stand originally been overstocked.)

59 Fires after the longleaf  pine seedlings became well
established (1 to 2 years old, or older) appeared to be
intrinsically harmful, in that they increased the mortality,
and also delayed height growth except in stands so dense
that the increase in mortality resulted in a much needed
thinning. Except for this thinning of extremely dense
stands, such as occur relatively seldom in the longleaf
region as a whole, there is no clear-cut evidence, direct
or indirect, that fire has been beneficial to longleaf pine
seedlings alr eady established.

6. Fire will not eliminate brown spot, or reduce it mate-
rially for more than one season under the extreme condi-
tions occurring in T 2 S of tine South Pasture Tract, even
when the area burned exceeds one square mile in a solid
block. (At the time of the observations there were several
thousand contiguous acres densely stocked with even-aged
longleaf pine seedlings less than 18 inches high, among
which were scattered seedlings up to 10 feet high and
capable of retaining some green foliage even in the hottest
fire.) An accurate picture of the brown spot situation and
its control cannot be obtained by combining infection and
injury data from the South Fastlure  Tract with results ob-
tained by burning portions of smaller areas, less uniformly
and densely stocked with trees at the stage most susceptible
to brown spot.
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7* Brown spot does, under extreme conditions such as
occur over large parts of the South Pasture Tract,
affect adversely both s--rrvivzC  and height growth of
longleaf pine seedlings.

8. Even heavy brown spot infection is by no means fatal
or even very har&ul to young stands of longleaf pine;
the best demonstration of this is the 1,2i>O  acres between
Knight's Branch and the South Pasture Loop, unburned
since establishment, and exhibiting growth of longleaf
pine not only excelling that on any other portion of the
South Pasture Tract, but equaU.ing any for which records
are available.

9. Excessive density of the seedling stand is a limiting
factor in height grOWth, in many instances more important
than fire; it is possible that density acts principslly
through increased brown spot infection. In the South
Pasture Tract during the first 11 years of the existence
of the young stands, the density at which overstocking
begins to exert an adverse influence is approximately
10,000 seedlings per acre.

To summarize even more briefly, brown spot needle blight,
if the infected seedlings o ccur on soil well adapted to
long-leaf pine, is not the serious inhibiting factor it is
sometimes represented to be. Tine  history of the South
Pasture Tract does not justify using the presence of brown
spot infection as an excuse for burning.

Further, the South Pasture Tract supports neither the con-
tention that fire is extremely harmful to longleaf pine
(except during the cotyledon stage), nor the contention
that it is very beneficial to the species or essential. to
its maintenance on the site. The most appropriate place
for fire in the silviculture of longleaf pine would seem
to be before logging and seed fall.

If it be argued, in answer to the paragraph above, that the
wide separation of the South Pasture plots, the lack of
periodic remeasurements of the same plots, together with
variations of soil, logging history, and so on, obscure
the effects of fire (either good or bad), then at least the
reply must be admitted that the effects of fire are neither
very striking nor very generally obtained.
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Demzon accepted my June 23 summary or abstract for incorpora-

tion in tis fire bulleti-, manuscript, and, for all I know to the

contrar;:, incorporated it. His bulletin died aborning, however;

knowletie concerning fire, especially in the longleaf type, and

Dolicies  regarding use of fire and dissemination of information about

fire changed so rapidly from 1934 on that the data in the manuscript

were hopelessly outmoded and no longer worth printing. My South

A?asture  report remains in rough draft, on yellow paper. Although

re-examznation would have yielded a wealth of useful data on both

stand str11:: ture and bro-v*n  spot, the lo-chain transects we had examined,

monumented, and photographed with such care were never re-examined.

Tne one useful thing that has come out of all my work and that

of others on this study has been in the realm of tree improvement.

I5 1961 Bayne  Snyder and Harold Derr used the fire-and-logging maps

+om my rough-draft reuort of 1932 to guide them in the selection of.k- *

putative brown-spot resistant longleaf pines in their half-sib

selection study on this subject. Th~jcollected cones from the tallest

trees ticjr Could find, especially in portions of the tract unburned

since seedling establishment and with records of 50,000 to 400,000

seedlings per acre ll years after seed fall. It indeed seems likely

that the tallest trees in such areas must include many with exceptional

genetic resistance to the disease. Without it, they could hardly have

survived, much less made early height growth and become dominant, in

the midst of 10,000 acres of dense seedling stands subject to extreme

epidemic brown spot for 10 to 20 years.
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TWO subsequent developmen-zs  deserve mention in connection with

the SoutS Pasture report.

Statements 5 and 6 in the summary of the report proved to be at

least partly incorrect. Tnroughout the 830 acres burned over in the

incendiary fire of March 2l, 1928, when the seedlings were 7 years

old, height growth started a good 3 years earlier than in the adjacent

unburned seedling stand. This was clearly the result of decreased

brown-s_cot infection during 1928, and perhaps  to a lesser extent

during 1929, and thoroughly substantiated Chapman's claim as to the

potenti value of fire in controlling the disease.

Tne LOO-foot-wide firebreak south of the 1928 burn, at which

that fire was stopped, had been burned annually from 192l-22 through

1929-30. Burning was omitted in 1930-3. (figure 48), but with one or

possibly xo exceptions the break has bee,n burned every year since.

Dr. Ristc Sarvas, during his visit to the Station in 1950, was

easied et the opportunity of watching the annuel  b*xn that winter.

A.s our South Fasture transect work in 1931  showed, the fires had

reduced the seedling stand greatly beloT the 5G,OOO  per acre on the

adjacent unburned strip, but there were still several thousand per

acre. The Company subsequently made several pulpwood thinkings  on

the annually burned break, and in 1964 reaped a handsome profit by

thinning the burned stand for poles. After more than 40 burns,

beginning when the seedlings were 1 year old, the burned break SUP-

ports a nearly ideal stand of longleaf Fine.
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Flgzre 48. --Strip "L" of the South Pasture report, photographed
February 16, 1932. This portion of the ltpasture" was
burned in September 1920, before seed fall and logging.
The firebreak in which Strip L lies was burned each
fall from Ig2l  (when the longleaf seedlings vere  o+nl'y
1 year old) through 1'329. Burning was omitted in the
falls of 1930 a!.!.d 1931, but carried out annufiy there-
after through 1963. Seedlings hidden in the grass in
this picture have since yielded pulpwood in three or
more thinnings,  end, in 1964,  2 lucrztive cut of poles
in a thinning from belou.
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I had plauned to detail here the preparation, evidently vigor-

ously under %-ay in 1933,  of Wahlenberg, Greene, and Reed's bulletin

manuscript on the Y~i;eill study. This finally appeared in June 1939

as U. S. Dept. Agr. Tech. Bul. 683, Effects of fire and cattle

grazing  on lcndleaf Dine lands, as studied at McNefll,  Mississippi.

I have already noted its background, however, in connection both

with the estab lishment of the study and with the purchase of the

MzNeill Tract, and I find that on pages 79-81 and elsewhere in his
_IFire ana water (Harvard University Press, 1962),  Schiff has given an

excellent aezount of this bulletin's checkered career. Sehlff was

able to drat; on historical sources to which I have never had access,

a?d is, I t3nk, scrupulously fair with regard to this publication.

Ee states : "That the bulletin ever appeared can be largely attri-

buted to Wa3enberg's  perseverance," and this

close persona-.1 contact wit'? Wakilenberg  during

PEESOIUL ,PRE3CCuP~~Iof~s

I can confirm from

t‘ne  period concerned.

Flons  and Failures

Confessedly my personal outlook and,,experience bias this history.

FOZ- that reason I make no bones about recreating the llfeel"  of the

Second Era in terms of my own failures and successes.

In ccznection with Pessin's very popular Occasional Paper on

sodium-arsenite killing of unwanted hardwoods, I have mentioned my

own 1929  attempt to poison scrub oaks at Upper Coburn's Creek by

insertin,c toxic solutions in auger holes in the bases of each of five
.
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oaks. One solution gave a partial kill, the other four chemicals

were ineffective, I had other things to do, and I abandoned this

impromptu and informal study. Had I made a real literature search,

drawn up a "problem analysis" (for which I had ample perspective

from observation of brushy planting sites), got Station support, and

persisted, I might have anticipated Pessin's success--perhaps, later,

repeated the study with post-World-War-II chemicals and anticipated

Peevy's  success with Ammate. Pad I done so, I would have had a real

"breakthrough" and a substantial accomplishment to my credit. I have

come to realize, though, that any reasonably busy man's career is

studded with such lost opportunities. This wasn't my only one.

At the Parsons Nursery Conference in West Virginia, in August

1931, I met for the second time a Dr. Stewart, who (after, as I recall,

some successful research on pineapples in Hawaii) had been hired by

the Northeastern Station to study the soil properties and other under-

lying causes of plantation successes and failures in New York and the

New England States. After 2 years of work, 3n which he compiled all

available data on approximately a thousand plantations, he found that

the records on establishment and later treatment were so meager and

incomplete for all but about six that the study had to be abandoned;

This gave me an idea. By the spring of 1926 the Great Southern

Lumber Company had planted 12,700 acres (figure 49) on which I could

salvage, or in most instances already had (in connection with the

Hayes-Wakeley bulletin of 1929),  all pertinent data, including
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Figure 49.-- "The beginning and the end"--part of the 6,190
acres of slash pine planted by the Great Southern
Lumber company in 1925-26, with the smoke of the
pulp mill visible in the distance.
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geographic source of seed. Virtually all the other planting in the

South had been done since 1926 by four other companies whose records

I could @t, or by farmers whose stock from State nurseries I could

trace; in particular, Hux Coulter,  in Florida, was filling in a form

with systematic early re-examinations on every plantation made with

State stock. A few older plantations had also been well documented,

mostly by W. R. Mattoon. If I took advantage of this timely start,

I could compile a set of records that, a pulpwood rotation later,

would not have to be discarded as inadequate. The records could

easily be extended to include a thousand plantations, and some of the

individual plantations would be square miles in extent. AS source

material for plantation success or failure or growth and yield

studies, the records would be without peer.

My personal diary for Thursday, July 28,  1932,  in addition to the

ironic note 'IAlmost  no Copeland conferences ," includes the entry:

"Got down to work and outlined the working plan for
F-p-1, Inventory of Federal, State, and Private
Plantations. Actually this is the first formal
working plan I've ever prepared for the Station--
all my work so far has been on projects laid out
by other men --and I'm as excited as a girl about to
be kissed for the first time."

This plantation inventory--unlike the little brush-poisoning

study and a number of other informal studies--I managed to have in-

cluded in the Station's established program. It attracted favorable

attention inside and outside the Service. I designed forms for it

(quite good ones, if I do say so myself), set up files for it,
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compiled all pertinent data available at the Station, abstracted

published descriptions of plantations (we had no Xerox then!), and

described plantations myself as field trips offered opportunity. I

made one special trip to Tallahassee to copy a lot of Coulter's

records. k 193’7 we used ECW money to hire a chap named Joiner, who

traced records of, and described in the field (and very competently,

too) a number of plantations in several States.

k the changeover from functional to territorial research after

World War II, however, while I was writing Agriculture Monograph 18,

this Plan"&tion Inventory study got lost in the shuffle and died by

default. Like so much research in artificial regeneration, it didn't

fit into the program of any one Research Center well enough to attract

the Center Program Leader or staff. A few of the records of individual

plantations proved useful when need for them came to my attention; if

I had a record at all, my files permitted prompt retrieval. Several

times, in connection with recent genetics research, I have been able

to authenticate geographic sources of seed from the records of this

study. Lr!  one inStanCe,  I was able to supply a copy of an experi-

mental plantation establishment report to a Forestry School that had

lost the original. I still think the inventory was soundly conceived,

but it's dead. When it comes to a really authoritative study of

plantation success and failure or growth and yield, we are in exactly

the same unfortunate position today that bedeviled the Northeastern

Station 35 years ago.
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In the course of my re-examinations of the plantations at

Bogalusa, I had formed the impression that the smaller seedlings

of all southern pines started growth earlier in the spring than the

larger one. By late 1929 I had become curious about the relation

of this phenomenon to infection of longleaf pine by brown spot. In

February 1930, accordingly, I classified the buds of about 200 long-

leaf seedlings, 4 years in plantation, as "pincushion," "round brown,"

"round white," and "cylindrical," or 'kongated."  The smallest seed-

lings had flat, naked or nearly naked buds in which the exposed tips

of the nex needles did indeed resemble cushions full of pins. The

largest, though still not more than an inch tall, had cylindrical

buds up to an inch long, with the heavy white scales characteristic

of the buds on seedlings that had already emerged from the Itgrass

stage," and these seedlings appeared ready to start height growth

during 1939. At bi-weekly intervals or thereabouts during the spring

of 1930 I recorded the average length of the new needles on each of

these seedlings and noted any evidence of brown-spot infection.

This -as another "informal," exploratory, or impromptu study,

without a xritten plan and not recorded in the Station's official

program, but it was an absorbingly interesting one. My personal

diary includes the following notes concerning it:

Thursday, March 13, 1930.  Finished second longleaf
phenological examination; the seedlings with poor
buds are still coming out ahead of the others, such
needles as are out have elongated about 1 cm. since
Sunday morning, and several seem already infected.
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Monday, April 14> 1930. Frcctically completed rough com-
putation of data to date on phenological examination of
spring-planted longleaf,  1925-26,  at Bogalusa. The most
clear cut ax2 satisfactory data I've handled since I've
been at the Station. There's no doubt possible about the
smaller seedlings coming out first in the spring, or about
their getting infected first with brown spot.

A lat e r examination showed the brown-spot organism actually

fruiting on 1930 foliage of "pi..ncushion'r  seedlings before the last of

the "cylindrical-bud" seedlings had any 1930 needles out of the buds

and exTcsed to brown-sgot infection.
Saturday, April ll, 1931. Made a detailed phenoiogical re-
examination of the spring-planted longleaf 25-26 used for.
the phenological study last year. Incidentally, that study
should have been in print by now, and it isn't even written
up.

It she-dd indeed have been in print. Its implications for nursery

and planting practice, for prevention and use of fire in longleaf

management, snd for bra-tin-spot  control, were far reaching and impor-

tant l I like to think that my frequent verbal reports of the findings

did some good. By hand-sorting of data from the routine 15-year re-

examination made of the plvltation in 1941, my stalwart helper,  Reva

Thielen, was later able to shov that all the cylinder--bud  seedlings had

survived but that more than 20 percent of the pincushion-bud seedlings
had died, and that cylinder-bud seedlings averaged 18 feet tall as

against only  1.5 feet for the surviving pincushion-bud seedlings (U. S.

Dept. Agr. Agriculture Monograph,  1954, figure 49). Aside from this

mention in Agriculture Monograph 18, I never have gotten a publication

out of de sixd:;.  Oh, well, “Yi is not puffick," as the old negro
/

said vhen  haled before the same judge  for the thirty-eighth time for

chicken stealing.
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D~--tial Successes* --

Rot Ll my spontaneous reseaLi,roil  efforts ended as dismally as

the Plantation Inventory and the'longleaf bud study.

31 tie winter of 1939-31 it dawned on me, 'from observation,

from niseellaneous reading, and from discussion with Specialists in

other fieLd.s,  that: (1) The chief weakness of our sandflat germina-

tion tests was the difficulty of maintaining optimum moisture supply;

(2) filter-paper sxjstrates, under covers (figure SO), ke?t moisture

mere near-,-v at o@imum level than did sand, but served as hotbeds for

melds J ;;>:ich  over-ran the seeds also; (3) molds and other fun@, many

cf -c;q  i c k grew best on neutral substrates and some at least of which

cieconpose~  cellulose, were  only to be expected on filter paper; and

e4 acid, granulated moss peat promised to supply moisture even better

than  fiL-,er paper, and its low pH might impede development of fungi.

The seqzexe  of events, thereafter as recorded in my personal diary,

was , skezchfiy,  as follows:

Tuesday, January 20, 1931 . . ..M.tde  acid peat substrate for
chamber tests.

Wednesday, January 28, 1931. Fresh longleaf seed on peat
moss reached 68s germination on seventh day.

Wednesday, February 3, 1932.  Seed equipment all day;
built the square peat mats, and they promise very well.
(Figures 51-53.)

Thursday, February 26, 1932 . . ..Also. worked with Ted Coile
on moss pads.

Friday, February 27, 1932. Ted is turning out perfect
moss cakes.
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Fi&ze  53. --Jacobsen germinators--filter paper substrate under
inverted fmels over warm water bath--used in
1925-26,  after which we reverted to sand flats for
5 years. '5 1925-26 these germinators were our
dizziest flight of instrumentation in the Foresta-
tion Project. Note the Six's maximum-minimum
thermometer, and the oil thermometers in perforated
funnels. Tne germinators had thermostats in the?,
too, but the thermostats didn't work. Scene: Our
downstairs office in the Washington Bank and Trust
Coma$ny BuildLng,  Bogalusa.
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. - -I.,".L CL cIi*u aterials (wire collar, and moist, granulated,
acid moss peat) for making compressed mats for germma-
tion  tests. The mats were our standard germination-test
medium from 1933-34  through World War II.

Below, the

mat at the third step in manufacture.
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Fibg.re  j2. --Detaching frame of mold from finished peat mat, -Ghich
is rested temporarily on cover glass of PJTex baking
dish, preparatory to being slid into the dish. Below,
finished mat, in dish, with 25 longleaf seeds in each
of its 10 grooves.
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Figce  53. --Relative space,occupied by seven 250-seed germination
tests on peat mats and seven in sand. Polly Nelson's
observation of more complete germination in the upper-
most than in the 6 lower mats led to the discovery of
the light requirements of southern pine seed for
germination, and her Southern Forestry Note No. 31.  on
these requirements is cited by.Hendricks in some of
his articles on phytochrome.
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Monday, June l-3, 1932.... wrote a note for Science on the
use of the peat mat.

Thursday, June 16, 1932.  Y&s Kerr edited my note for
Science on peat mats.

I grant that tklc was "applied" rather than 'basic" research,

that it dealt merely with a problem of "facilitating techniques,"

and that the total effort involved was small, but shave known

lesser efforts to drag to a slower end or reach no end at all. From

f orriat ion of.the  problem to final publication took less than  2

years, and publication was in a reputable journal. Tine "note" of my

J-me  15, 1932, diary appeared in Science 76 (1983):  627-628, for

December 30, 1932. It was, incidentally, my one and only contribu-

t10n to that august 'periodical.

32 Munns  promptly inquired of me, personally, whether I had taken

steps TUO  get a public Datent on the peat mats to prevent their exploi-

"tation  for private gain, and reprimanded me because I had failed to

so so. In the light of riper experience, I have come to think that

it was the Director's responsibility to foresee any such danger and

to institute patent proceedings. I also question whether the mats

were patentable. Certainly nobody ever exploited them for private

gain.

So far as I know, nobody except my various assistants and I ever

made 22y peat mats. From 1933,  however, until World Glar II terminated

the SSation's  service testing of seed for the Federal and State nurs-

eries in Region 8, the peat mat was the standard substrate for
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germina:,ion  tests of scut‘nern pine seed. All Polly Nelson's work on

seed storage hinged on peat-mat germination. .Her classic research

OX light requirements of southern pine seed, still being cited both

in this country and abroad as recently as 1964,  not only revealed a

pre-aous,'y unsuspected advantage of mats over sandflats in the matter

of light supply, but owed its very inception to the stacking of some

mats to save laboratory space. It was not till after World War II

that the mats were superseded by the open-face, covered-dish, sand-

vermicLite substrate originated by Yaki, further developed by Bob

Allen, and perfected by and no-ii standard at the Macon and Alexandria

seed laboratories.

By the time the 1930 seed crop was out of the cones, several of

us, no-u~m~'-y Gemmer, Wahlenberg, and 1, had become exercised over the

periodicity of southern Dine  seed production. As I recall, some

trapping of longleaf seed by Wahlenberg in cumbersome I-square-milacre

board and wire frames at McNeill had given us food for thought. I

remember distinctly that we three had begun to question the then

generally accepted dogma that longleaf seeded regularly every seventh

yea. At the same time, I was irked by what I considered the lack of

technical professional activity by the rather recently formed Gulf

States Section of the Society of American Foresters.

My personal. diary for Friday, March 13, 1931, records an after-

noon meeting of the GuLc States Section in the Station office, and

an evening "banquet" and business meeting at the Jung Hotel and
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concl:;es: "Successfully floated a motion for an intersection com-

sitter on cone reporting." As so often happens, the man who moved

the 2;~ ointment of the committee was appointed chairman. My diary

entries continue:

Wednesday, May 13, 1931.  Sent proDosed cone crop
reporting forms to chairmen of Ozark, Washington,
Appalachian, and Southeastern Sections.

Monday, June 29, 1931. Cone crop report forms about
ready to send out. Lots of correspondence concerning
them; and Ed Munns  has been appointed by the Washington
Section to azt on our committee!

The exclamation zrk above is a direct quctation from my diary

entry. As Ed was in line authority over me and was systematicaXy

and cE'icia.lly  "riding;" me at the time, it was only human on my part

to be tickled at having him assigned under my chairmanship. I was

never 2ble  to trace ax2y cone crop report to his efforts, however.

Saturday, August 29, 1931.  Arrived New Orleans at
9:45 . ..To the office, where there were enough cone
crop reports waiting to bring our numbers of reporters
to about 45  and our individual species reports  to about
llo. Straightened out reports and also various notes
on trip.

Tuesday, Se$ember 1, 1931. Mailed cone crop reports
( estimates rather) to all local reporters and to all
members of'the Gulf States Section not attached to the
Southern Station.

5at first mimeographed estimate was 10 single-spaced pages long.

It gave, separately by species, the cone production by localities

covered by reporters, logging operations expected to be in progress

in bear ring  stands when cones were mature, the names and addresses of

locel  collectors, and the locations of stands considered especially
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desixble  as sources of seed. Even then we were feelirg our way

to-r?erc the modern concepts of 'plus"  stands and of seed production

areas.

iie made a second estimate in 1932, a poor seed year. It in-

cludec. 88 reports from 42 reporters. k 1932 as in 1931, 012-i

Societ:5- members were solicited for reports, and report forms and the

estimates  compiled from them were mailed under stamp, with postage

paid by the Gulf States Section. Gulf States Section dues in those

days -*-se , if I remember correctly, otiy  25 cents a year,  and the

1931 2-?d 1,032 102ilirzg~,  PIUS  the paper used, practically exhausted

the Seo,t ion treasury.

Saturday, February 4, 1933.  Gulf States Sec'kion
meeting in the morning. I-,ems:  . . . my getting the
cone crop commiittee continued, but only after some
persuasion.

The Civilian Conservation Corps ~2s created the summer after

tilat -meeting,  and in the South especAc,* '-'ly  its emphasis was on forest

plzr;ting in addition to fire fighting and construction work. To

help cope with the demand for seed e,qected in connection vit‘n the

Cor;s  ’ program, the Station took over the cone crop estimate--

primarily to increase (by use of the frankinS privilege) the number

of report forms that could be sent cut.

I continued to conduct the estima t , at first with clerical helpe

o_riL:;, but from 1936 through 1939 with technical assistance from Polly

Nelson and in 1940 from Earl Stone. We greatly improved the report

foL,-Lz; eventually we got fair estitzzQc.+ps of annual cone production,
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over Iarge portions of t‘ne  South, in terms of bushels per acre. In

1936 -n-e illustrated the estimates with crude maps; in 1937-i941 with

respectably neat ones. In 1940 we rose to the dizzy heights of 862

reports from 230 reporters. The last estimate was ade in 1941,

durin; the Defense Period just before Pearl PIarbor,  and the increasing

diversion of msnpower to defense cut the number of reporters to 143

and cf reports to 599.

World War II terminated the cone crop estimates, and we were un-

able TO resume them. Post War Station policy could not condone them

as research, and the report forms, moreover, were ttquestiornaires'  in

the eyes of Bursx  of Budget personnel, without whose approval we

could no longer send them out.

Several interesting and amusing things happened during or gre;:

out cf the ll years' cone-crop estimating.

J:L;ch  the best and most reliable estimates were made by CCC Camp

-Project Superintendents. Collecting cones was, in many instances,

an important part of their work. Some of them developed an uncanny

abyil:u'-y to tell how many bushels could be collected on an acre.

F-drtl?ermore, they spent so much time filling out forms of all kinds

that they took our cone crop forms in stride. M;lch the poorest re-

ports were turned in by my colleagues on the Southern Station staff--

when they bothered to report at all. (Knowing me personally, they

stood 23 no awe of me; a prophet is not without honor save in his own

country!) Almost to a man the Southern Station reporters altered the

numerical headings on the forms, rendering the reports useless for

statis tical  processing.
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As the expansion of the CCC program increased the demand for

seed, more and more orders were placed with the local collectors

we listed in the estimates. Some men who collected and extracted

see;,- with care established good reputations and eventually got orders

from uneqected sources. One day a yo'ung  farmer named Waldo Hrown,

who Lived near Picayune, Mississippi, wandered into the office and

asked if the New Zealand Forest Service was "good for its debts."

I ass-e d him it ought to be, and asked if he'd had any trouble with

that organization. He said no, but they'd just cabled him an offer

of $5.93  a pound for 233 pounds of slash pine seed, and he wanted to

check -p before he coLLected that much. He collected and shipped

t‘ne  seed--we learned iater from New Zealand that it had arrived in

good condition and was of excellent quality--and received prompt

paymrt . With his profits he paid off the mortgage on his farm, and

got married!
--we included in the annual estimates not only the names of local

collectors but also those of established dealers whose catalogues

liste5 southern pine seed. As a matter of courtesy we sent copies of

the estimates to such deiers. One year, I forget just which, we got

a viole-lt reaction from Herbst Brothers, of New York, which we assumed

was Frompted by the fear that through our listing of local collector;

SomeozP would get to their collectors and offer better prices. Herbst

Brothers ordered us to abandon the estimates. When we declined,

diplomatically, to do so, they threa*ebned to go to their congressman

and get the whole Forest Service abolished. The very next year,
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however F the cone crop failed in the locality from which they had

been getting their southern pine seed, and they wrote us a humble

and apzlcget12 letter asking for a copy of the current estimate.

Cz?e  established dealer with whom our relations were cordial_

from the start was Richard V. Rausher, of Allentown, Pennsylvania.

Re al-~-ays  acknowledged the estimates we sent him, with thanks for

lis tiz~3 his firm, and after the War he urged us repeatedly to re-

eczaa-A'*'sh  the cone-crop-reporting service. We ezqlained why we were

lxlab1~ to do so, and as late as 1963 received a letter from him

eiqressin~ appreciation of our earlier work and wishing we might

resume it.

Abandonment of the estimates was an unavoidable war-time economy,

but it scotched my original dream of building up an accurate picture

of zc-*..-0s and periodicity of seed production of southern pines. I

still think the project was legitimate and essentially basic research,

not "mere service" as the Station officially classified it after the

WELT. 'Je learned much from the ll estimates we made, crude, sketchy,

_ana incomplete  though the first two were.

I3 1937, for example, north-central Florida produced 10 times as

much longleaf seed per acre, and the northeastern Florida flatwoods

proa--->--ed 100 times as much per acre, as the deep sands of western

Florida. Abundance of longleaf seed that year was strikinE;ly  asso-

ciated with major soil provinces. Whether one is intent on repro-

ducing stands naturally or is minding his 2's and 9's with regard to
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the provenance of seed for artificial regeneration, such information

about seed production is an asset. It would be helpful, too, in

deciding where to establish seed orchards.

1: was clear also from the 11 successive annudl estimates that

loblol$- pine was not the universally frequent and prolific seeder

described in the literature. The way the erroneous picture had become

embalmeZ in print is interesting, and should be a warning to research

organizations. Tne published observations on loblolly seed Droduc-

tion ha2 been made by Cope in Maryland, Ashe  in North Carolina

( -espec;L.4,-'Y eastern North Carolina), Mttoon in eastern South Carolina,

and, most recently, by myself at Bogalusa,  Louisiana. All these areas

are coastal or near-coastal, and, as tne cone-crop estimates showed,

loblolly does seed abundantly and often in these places. But through-

out tke inland three-quarters of its range, lc*Xolly seeds much less

-five11  . During the 11 y-d-rarrs  the SAF-Station estimates were made, there

-<as no; a single good crop of loblolly seed in Texas.

Tzis pattern of loblolly seed production was the one result of

cne IL estimates clear and definite enough to justify a technics2.

article, and I had such an article in mind xhen,  in 1947,  H. H.

ChapmA wrote to me personally, asking a number of penetrating ques-

tions aSout loblolly seed. I replied k'ith a narrative description,

.111 6'-*..'-*--al  terms, and including the Cope-Ashe-Mattoon item and the

TexEs  example just mentioned but none of the analytical data I

pfWe< to use in the article. Rather to my consternation, R. H.
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sent ml?- letter to the Journal of Forestr\-,, which published it ver-

batim, over my signature (Vol. 45, pp. 676-677,  ig47),  as a letter,

not an article. This put me in the peculiar position of having

stolen my own thunder, and I never wrote the tecLnic& article. Net

result, 11 years ' sizable effort, unknohn to the present generation

of the Station staff, with no indexed publication to show for it.

I'm still rather proud of the old cone crop estimates, however.

Tn e i-" ;-.ad  immediate practical results, iike  helping State Foresters

Ed established seed dealers find seed and getting Waldo E-own

married, and they improved our 01rerdl  picture of seed prc?.Xtion.

From themJ moreover, I learned the technique of ex-tending  research

beyond the limits of financial allotments and the formal boundaries

of the Station territory, by interesting other people in a region-

wide technical problem and enlisting their ccoperation to solve it.

In 1951, when I had only 6 ikys' travel expenses and $20 for equip-

ment and supplies for the Station's whole genetics program,*1 used

t'nis same technique to launch the South;;ide Pine Seed Soxce  Study,

which is now one of the major activities of the Institute of Genetics.

U. S. Dept. All;r. Tech. Bul. 492, published in I-936 under a 1935

dateline, contains the cautious statements that: "Cold storage,

according to the results of recent tests, keeps all species of

southern pine seed in good condition for at least 1 or 2 yearstf  and

(tsome unknown factor--such, perhaps, as moisture content of the seed

when it is placed i,n  storage--has a marked effect on keeping quality.
If
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The wording was the Washington Offi cc's ccnservative  toning down

of a more forthright recommendation in my original manuscript. -n%y

cold storage seemed such heresy to the Washington Office, 1 don't

know. lkter,  of course, Lela Barton at Boyce Thompson Institute

and Polly Iu'elson and I at thrG Station proved to the hilt the efficacy

of ccld storage  combined with low seed moisture content, and the

stock lot fr om which a slash pine sample mentioned in the folio\-ing

quotations was drawn gerMhated 84 perter-, after refrigeration for

30 yeaz.

I first placed seed in cold storage in the fall of 1927, 2f?;~3r

sealing E; air temperature, treating seed --9th formaldehyde before

storage, and several other treatments wide of the physiological mark

had given negative results. The following excerpts from my personal
I'

diary chronic& the early successes w5th the method that the Wash-

ington Office questioned in 1934-35.

Friday,  January 31, 1930. Fresh longleaf and 2-year-
old cold storage longleaf have started on the tenth
and ninth day, respectively.

Tfiesday,  February 4, 1930. Ge,rmination  counts; fresh
longleaf and both cold storage lots of longleaf (1 and
2 yr.) are doing well...

Wednesday, January 28, 1931.  Longleaf  stored a year
at low temperature at the Lake States Station, both
in paper and in sealed glass, started to germinate the
ninth day in sand.

The reference to storage at the Lake States Station is revealing.

We had no refrigerator of our own, could arrange for none in New

Orleans, and had to farm out our cold storage tests among more
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fortunate colleagues. The 2-year-old cold storage longleaf referred

to in the January 1930 excerpt above was the second of five lots

refrigerated at Louisiana State University through the courtesy of

Gordon Mar&worth of the School of Forestry. Unfortunately, his

students found that longleaf seeds were as tasty as pinon nuts, and

ate all the 3-, 4-, and s-year  lots.

Monday, March 2l, 1932. Worked on seed samples all day;
put 10 years' supply of longleaf, slash, loblolly,  and
shortleaf in cold storage, with checks at room tempera-
ture...

These lots were in l-pint glass Mason jars in the refrigerator

obtained for us by Carl Hartley. We used a separate jar for each

species for each period of storage because we had begun to suspect

that taking a container out of refrigeration and opening it to remove

test samples affected the seed adversely; we later showed this to be

true in some cases. Surplus seed of slash pine was stored cold in a

separate sealed glass jar. Results with these lots formed the back-

bone of Polly Nelson's Occasional Paper 78, Preliminary investiga-

tions on dry, cold storage of southern pine seed, and of her Successful

cold storage of southern nine seed for seven years (Jour. Forestry 38:

4-43-444, 1940). The residue of the slash surplus was still germinating

as well after 30 years as when first collected.

Hybridization

As the Primitive Era gave way to the Era of Expansion, I began to

play around with controlled crosses of various pine species.
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My first attempt was to authenticate the longleaf x loblolly

parentage of Sonderegger pine by producing this hybrid aritifically.

(Not until  l952, however, by Hoy Grigsby in Mississippi, 1953, by

Roland Schoenike at Crossett, and 1954, by Allen and Scarbrough at

the Harrison Experimental Forest and by Tucker Campbell and myself

at Many, Louisiana, was Sonderegger pine produced by controlled

pollination.) My first official diary entry on tbe.subject reads:

Tuesday, March 20, 1928. Climbed longleaf and
loblolly pines near the nursery in the afternoon,
and sacked pistillate flowers of both species,
for possible hybridizing tests. Lots of fun.

This was at Bogalusa, the nursery was the Great Southern's, and

the sacks were kraft paper. When I resumed controlled pollination

in earnest in 1954, at Many, Louisiana, with Tucker Campbell,

artificial hybridization still appealed to me as one of the best of

outdoor s?orts, and I fully intend to continue it in New York State 3

after retirement.

I pollinated the bagged flowers on (longleaf)  breeding tree

No. 1 (figure 54) and (loblolly) breeding tree No. 2 on Saturday,

March 24, 1928, those on each with pollen from the other tree. The

attempt failed. The control-pollinated loblolly strobili aborted

early, and cone insects got all the control-pollinated cones on the

longleaf tree by October 1929, together with all but one wind-pollinated

cone on the same tree.

In all, I pollinated in 3 years --1928, 1929, and 1930 on trees

1 and 2, and once, in 1931, on a Sonderegger pine discovered by
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Figure 54 .--Longl.eaf Breeding Tree No. 1 at Bogalusa, Louisiana,
taken June 25, 1928,  3 months after the first unsuc-
cessful attempt at controlled pollination, and 9
months before the first successful controlled cross
of slash on longleaf pine.
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J. K. Jcr‘xxon in "Automobile Holler," on the highway to Franklinton.

Two  of the four attempts succeeded. Slash pine pollen collected at

Slide=:  Louisiana, on February 16, 1929, and applied March 13 to

flowers bagged on longleaf breeding tree No. 1 on February 17,

yielded six cones on October 16, 1930.  (The seeds from each indi-

vidual cone were carried in the records under a separate seed lot

nuuber .) Controlled pollinations made in March 2.931 on the Sonderegger

pine 5.x "Automobile Holler" yielded, on October 14, 1232,  three cones

from selfing, two from back-crossing t;ith loblolly pollen, and five

Satuday, March 7, 1931. ht in seed in City Parking
Commission Nursery, a sticky place if ever there was
one.

It was Parkways Commission, not "Parking." Borrowed facilities

again, as for seed storage! We had no experimental nursery in 1931.;

the Depression was upon us, and reduction of operating funds pre-

cluded driving the 83-odd miles to Bogalusa, and incurring subsistence

while there, to do nursery research. The Washington Office, moreover,

had decided that after  2 years of Hadley's  "forestation" research and

6 of Cne, the Station had learned all there was to know about

artificial regeneration of southern pines. But I was bound and

detercltied  to Trogeny-test my control-pollinated seed, and took any

avenue I could to that end. I arranged for the nursery space through

Mr. George Tiiomas, head of the Parkwa-ys  Commission, whom I had met

through the New Orleans Botanical Society.
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Sat*xday, April 4, lgjl....three lots of hybrid
seed coming up.

Sx.~day,  April 19, 1931. Some of the slash-lo&Leaf
crosses are certainly hybrid in appearance.

Tney were properly longleaf x slash, of course (figure 55), but

in 1,031  I had not yet talked enough with geneticists to have learned

that the female parent is mentioned first. The seedlings were indeed

hybrids, the first of any southerc pines made under control, and

according to "Pete" Elghter, the third authentic artificial crosses

of z~niy  pine species. Tnree survived the glutinous rigors of the City

Parkway Commission '5 nursery, and I planted them in the "Arboretum

&.X-Acre"  at Coburr's Creek, Bogelusa (figure 56). One died the

first summer. A second proved excessively susceptible to brown spot and

died about 4 years after it was planted. The third, though rust-

cankered about 20 feet above the ground, throve, and developed into

a tree of Zi2e  form. In fact, the canker was arrested and largely

healed over --a longleaf-parent rather than a slash-parent trait. Tne

canker made a weak spot, however, and about 1956 the trunk snapped

off a t  this  p o i n t in a wixdstorm and the tree died, less than a week

before I 6rove  to Bogalusa to take my first color photograph of it.

So passed our only Southern Station specimens of my first arti-

ficial hybrids. Fortunately, we had shared seed, even-Stephen, with

the Eddy Tree Breeding Station at Placerville,  which, as the (Western)

Institute  of Forest Genetics, still had some 16 specimens of the

original longleaf x slash cross in its Eddy Arboretum at the time of

my last 7:Lsit  there in 1959.
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Figure 55. --Seedlings from 19s controlled cross of Pinus
elliottii on g. palustris, at 1 year, in City
Parkways Commission Nursery in New Orleans.
Left, one from seed lot XL, 1930.  Right, two
from seed lot 9, 1930.  g. palustris check
behind peg at right. November 2l, 1931.
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Note I:?E: recurrence of Sat2xiay (afternoon) and Sunday dates

jn the Ez;, excerpts above. I sowed and examined the hybrids on my

own time. I had made the pollinations after office hours, too--that

is, after 5 o'clock. This was less because the air was quiet at

that hour 5s.n  because tiashington  overhead disapproved of That  I was

doing. I -gas  criticized for "dissipating my efforts" even on my own

time. Yet, after the hybrids were published (by Et-nst  Schreiner,  in

the 1937 Yearbook of k+grictllture), the same man who voiced the criticism

wanted to how why the hell 1 hadn't made more of them!

Tne seed from the 1931 con trolled pollinations on the Sonderegger

pine in "Automobile Holler' yielded one bat k-cress to loblolly and one

to longlezf pine, which I planted in the Arboretum Ealf-Acre at

Coburn's  Creek. The loblolly back-cross eventually'died from multiple

cankering by fusiform rust. The longleaf back-cross, though suppressed

until 1955 by a neighboring Sonderegger pine planted in 1926-27,  still

survives, t‘ne  only artificial hybrid in the Station's e~erimental

plantations at Bogalusa.

It was on the strength of these  early efforts, plus the acre of

loblolly seed-source plantation at Bogalusa, plus an abortive seed-

source S'X?:J  undertaken in 1935, that I became the Station's original

"eq3ez-t"  cr "specialist" in forest genetics, and that the Station's

genetics Frogam was dumped into my solitary lap in I-950-51.
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TECHEI~AL BLXLETIN 492

m-k& 1929,  I forget just -hhen or bow, the idea developed that

I should write a bulletin on the results of our seed, nursery, and

planting research. (I was at this time an Assistant Silviculturist,

P-2, equivalent to today's GS-9, at something less than $2,900 a

year .) Tze Station was under pressure to wind up its program in

these su? jects, on which it was assumed we now had all the answersY

and make my time available for more useful work.

g The Station's Ifinth  Annual Report, for 1.929,  says: "As
already s;ated,  the problem of reforesting the millions of acres of- _(denuaea and understocked forest land in the So&h is considered one
of parax=,-*,nt importance to the future well being of this entire
region.... There are...at least 10 million acres of longleaf pine land
There  ne;: forest stands can be grown  orJy  by artificial measures. An
additional area of 20 million acres is producing but a fraction of its
possible forest growth,  which can be increased substantially only by
forest &anting . Tne demand for information on nursery and planting
practicer becomes more pronounced each year as ::he  acreage planted to
forest zee seedlings in the Sodth increases.... For instance, no
successi method has been found for holding over longleaf seed to be
used for planting in the poor s eed years which normally follow good
seed crops...

?I% Station has had one w spentiS practically his entire time
on forestation projects ever since the Station was established..."
( 2 peri of 8-i/2  years, the first k years of which yielded 4 acres
of spacing plantations established, and no publications whatsoever.
P.C.W.)

Prom these premises, in the non-sequitur of all time, the Ninth Annual
Report concludes: ?he forestation program of the Southern Station
should, xheref  ore, show no expansion. It may" (underscore mine. P.C.W.)
"be advisable to observe currently the main commercial forestation
projects throughout the South."
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I had reservations about the completeness  of our results,

escezially in the nursery. My first move, as plans for the 'o..zlletin

too:: shape, was a survey of six nurseries --L.S.U. Forest School at

Baton Rouge; Division of Forestry at Woodworth, Louisiana; Industrial

Lumber Company at Elizabeth, Louisiana; Long Bell Lumber Company at

DeRLdder,  Louisiana (at which I first met A. D. Read); and Texas

Forest Service Nurseries at Kirby&J-e  and Conroe. These six, with

the Great Southern Lumber Comqny nursery at Bogalusa, were almost

the only nurseries worth mentioning in the South, and I had already

kn c-IT-x the Great Southern's operation intimately for 5 years (figure

57).

I could xrite a whole book on that y-day,  1,200-mile trip. I

El3ZE it in one of our original 1924 Model-T Fords--the one Lentz and

Puzam  had used in the Bottomland Hardwood Survey. It had 70,000

mnps on its all-too-frequently disconnected speedometer, made 8 milr

to sne gallon, rarely attained 20 miles an hour, and at one point su1

jetted  me to the ignominy of being overtaken on the open road by a

horse and buggy. Its curtains were in tatters, and during the trip

there was an unprecedented freeze. When I got back from the trip, w(

turned the car in for $12.50 toward a new car.

My nursery reconnaissance was highly successful despite the

hardships imposed by the decrepit car and the hard freeze. From my

faz.z&1'1 'arity with tine seed extraction and nursery practices of the

Great Southern at Bogalusa I was able to provide myself in advance
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Figure 57.-- 1 knew the Great Southern's nursery operations intimately.
Above, primitive lifting and packing in the City HsU
Nursery in December 1924. Below, the nursery foreman
Mr. Kenzie Knight, looking at near-failure of longleaf
seedlings in July.1926, where trucks loaded with seed-
lings had packed the soil at the ends of two beds during
lifting the previous winter.
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with tlcped  outlines Of headings covering almost every conceivable

phase cf equipment and work. Each of the nurseries I visited was in

ckmrge  of an observant, ingenious, uninhibited man or men--Mar&worth,

the Delaney Brothers, Earl King, Read, Bean, Budde. Environment and

facile'ties differed greatly from nursery to nursery; problems and

ways of solving them ditfered even more. From that one trip, rather

than from our inept and trifling nursery studies at Bogalusa,  I

learned enough to write a passable treatise on nursery practice. I

have ke$ to this day the reports I filled out at the various stops;

they have been useful as recently as 1961; in authenticating the

geogra$7ic  source of seed in several important plantations.

I never dreamed, when I started it, how much difficulty, frus-

tration, and heartache writing that bulletin would involve. My first

personal diary entry regarding it (though it records yet another

LrlSd.llCf of work on my own time) was certainly jaunty and cheerful

enough.

Saturday, January 25, 1930.  Jotted down the outline
for "the forestation bulletin" for the southern pine
region, while Chris sang in the kitchen.

Evidently the "jotting" was preliminary and informal. Tine  next

identifiable references are:

Friday, June 6, 1930. Took leave in the afternoon, to
stay with Don and Rats while Chris went to Mrs. Bond's
bridge lunch. I drew up the outline of my bulletin,
and Chris drew second prize, six bits.

Saturday, June 7, 1930. Talked over the bulletin out-
line with Demmie.

Thursday, June 12, 1930.... sent outline of bulletin to
Washington and summarized references and correspondence
necessary in working up the text.
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It is noteworthy, and characteristic of the epoch, that I could

and did summarize in one Saturday norning the pertinent literature

and t h e UXFJ blished material available for and necessary to documenta-

tion of this bulletin. (When I wrote its sequel, Agriculture

Monograph 13, a couple of decades later, I abstracted more than 2,000

publications and reports, a job tinat took well over a man-year.) Of

c o u r s e ,  I ;icked up more as writing progressed. I cited more t21s.11

40 publications in the finished manuscript. The number seemed exces-.

sive to t‘re  Washington Office, which arbitrarily crossed some of them

out; the "Lit.cit." in the printed version consists of exactly 40

items.  X I”ew authors whose findings were on this account incorporated

without credit wrote protests to the Washington Office, which ordered

me to write the necessary apologies!-

Par,,haps  *Washington was slow to comment on the outline submitted

in June 1939. Also, much routine work on going studies and a multi-

tude of _sxcial assfgnments and odd jobs intervened. My official

diary for December 1930 mentions resumption of work on the bulletin

manuscript. The next notes concerning 1't in my personal diary were:

Saturday, January 3, 1931. Shut my door and wrote
bulletin manuscript all morning. Manuscript not much
good, but at least it is under way.

Friday, January 16, 1931. Got nothing done, except to
discard all my bulletin text to date, and start fresh.

Tuesday, June 2, 1931.... Afternoon on computations and
bulletin text. Invited Miss Bergland into my office
(figure 58) to type photograph cards in the afternoon;
an excellent scheme, as it kept visitors out and kept
us both working steadily.
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Fibgure  55.-- My dingy and uninspiring office in the Stern
Building, in which I did most of the work on
Bulletin 492. The building visible two blocks
away is now the Richards Center.
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Then came a gap. I was assigned the job of indesing all the

Stat"_:r. photographs, some 1,500 in number as I recall, and did so.

(3-t?.;-  Bergland typed the 3 by 5 index cards, including cross-

ref e: ,-n-e  cards. These cards were all thrown away in June 1364, to

free *a-wer space in the Station Library. This was not as bad as

it sott?ds; most of the photographs had been thrown away yez_rs before.)

After that I was detached from Forestation Project work to k-rite  the

s outk Pasture Report for use in Demmon's  fire bulletin. My next

d&q- entry pertinent to my own forestation bulletin was:

Saturday, January 30, 1932.  Exk to work on my
bulletin, untouched since last July. Merely
refamiliarized myself zith  the material, but it’s
good to be back.

D.ring July and August 1932,  Jean Kerr,  who was then the

Service's editor, was detailed to the Station to give us a lift vith

tecl-rclsl writing. On August 12 my diary recorded:

"A good session with Miss Kerr on my lone-third'
bulletin; she's blue-pencilled it remarkably
little considering it is the roughest of rough
drafts, and is most enco..zaging  in her comments
on its sense and style."

Then my assignment in connection with that notable command-

perfcrmance publication, the Copeland Report, brought the bulletin to

a full  stop.

3y January 11, 1933,  I was desperate. The daughter of a next-

door neighbor, a recent busbess-school  graduate (and for many years

aftemz.rds  a top-flight executive s,,-an-etary with Sears Roebuck) was

1OOkk.g for a job. (Tnis was during the Depression.) On January 13
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I arrcged with her to take the remaining two-thirds of the bulletin

( intrcduction, and nursery and planting chapters) in shorthand, and

t>-Pe I-1 on my typewriter in half-page width, double-spaced, in elite

tyie, at five cents a half page. I wanted it in this half-page form

(left-hand half only) for correction and amendment.

I ssent my time in the office the next few days digging out and

collating the information needed for this process. I dictated to

Yvo,me at home at night, and she transcribed the next day. In 20-

calendar days from the start, we had the remaining two-thirds of the

baetLy done; this in contrast to the 24  months required to write

the first third under no-rmal  office conditions. Of course, the draft

that -h-e had was rough and incomplete, but it was something definite

on whlzh to work. I had to pay Yvonne out of my own pocket, of

course: but it was wor-lh  it.

6etween April 29  and June 8 I revised the dictated draft and

Ruth Fzrshall t&ed the revision; this was official, not at my ex-

pens e . On or shortly after June 8 we sen t an original and one carbon

of the (official) rough draf t to Washington for advisory comments  and

as a prelude to filling certain gaps from files (particularly W. R.

&?attocn's on early work at Summerville, South Carolina) available

ol-ll>r 3 Washington. During this period, what with the strain of

ted-L:: a l work, some serious dental trouble, and anxiety arising from

the Depression, I developed the first symptoms of an acute reversed

paris:alsis that reached a climax when I was driving north a little
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later 02 leave, and that nearly ruined our first family vacation in

0~ fkst car. Bulletin 492 was beginning to hurt.

After I had recovered from this illness, I interrupted my vaca-

tion and spent about a week in Washington, where I got the greater

part cf the bulletin data I wanted and some rather spurious encour-

agement from Ed Muons  and Jean Kerr, but no dec.'_sions  on t'ne  main

points at issue.

Between August 9 and SepteLoer 18, -1-933,  I re-revised enough of

the b:‘Tetin to get typing started on the final draft to be submitted

for publication. By this time Washington had set an absolute dead-

l i n e , %tober 1, 1933,  for receipt of tne final draft, but as October 1

was a Sunday we alLowed ourselves one day's grace. Meeting t‘nat

deadline  was strenuous work. For example:

Sunday, September 17, 1933.  A full. and successful
bY* Up before 6, and wrote for nearly an hour,* .resis  ins tne section on seed testing. Then for a
swim. . . before breakZast. After breakfast to the
office and cleared up an immense amount of work,
and rearranged several jobs so that I cotid have
everything ready for Ruth to start typing in the
morning.

between September 17 and September 29 (fi,cure  59) Ruth and I trod

on each other's heels, so to speak, typing and revising. Yvonne did

some more typing for me at the last minute, September 29 (but this

time at Station expense) to help meet the deadline.

Saturday, September 30, 1933. Got the bulletin off
to Washington on schedule time, thanks in great part
to excellent teamwork by the girls. At one time this
morning I had six girls and two men working for me,
including Demmie himself, who completed a table.
Mailed one copy myself about 2:3O,  registered, with a
request for a return receipt.
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Figure  59. --A picture taken with great care September 27, 1933,
during the last week of work on Bulletin 492, to
show mean, maximum, and minimum contrasts in size
between longleaf,  slash, loblolly,  and shortleaf
seeds with wings attached. It vas dropped from the
Zzlletin bjr the l!ashington  Office as "non-essential"
azd to save cost, but I still think it's interesting.
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Wednesday, October 4, 1933.  The return receipt from
the registered copy of my bltlletin came back, post-
marked 3:03  p.m., October 2. We got it to Washington
on time.

Th~sday,  October 5, 1933.  A curt acknowledgment of
my bulletin from Ed.

And that was the last I heard cf this, my first major Govern-

ment Printing Office publication, fcr 9 months. I was pretty

unhappy about it. My personal diary for October 17 contains the

entq-:

"Attempt to decide what to do about the situation
involved in my sending the bulletin manuscript to
Washington with tables imperfect  or incomplete...
told Chris all about the whole wretched mess of
publications, before we went to bed, and lay awake
thinking about it after t.hat."

Friday, October  20, 1933 . . .."recomputation  of bullet&
tables at the office."

I seem to have made no further diary entries, official or

personal, concerning the bulletin until about the end of June 1934,

when I was ordered by wire to report to Washington to go over the

maxscript with the editor, Jean Kerr.

That was a miserable trip! The only mitigating circumstances

were a fine fireworks dis@ay on the Nell on July 'i, seeing William

Powell. and Myrna Loy twice in "The Thin  Man," and meeting Roy

Chanan's  wife for the first time. I was away from home on Chris's

and my 10th wedding anniversary. Washington was hotter than New

Orleans; the temperature neared o,r hit 100' every day of the 2 weeks

1x2s  there, ad was 101' in the Union Depot at midnight the night
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Is tarted back to New Orleans. I am sure, too, by process of

elimination, that Abhis was the occasion on which Cap Eldredge, who

was Aeting Director, indulged his devilish sense of humor to the

extent of sending me to Washington on a $3.00 per diem  (the cheapest

hotel room I could get was $3.50),  though he himself was touring the

sma.lL  towns of the South on a $5.00 per diem in connection with the

Forest Survey. Not exactly the ideal ecological niche in which to

d o really fine writing.

But the human environment was worse than the physical.

The original wrapper of the registered ribbon copy of the manu-

script, and the unopened carbon copies sent a few days later by

ordinary mail, were on a table in Ed's office in July 1934.  Remem-

bering our frantic efforts to meet the deadline the previous fall,

I wrote the transmittal date, September 30, 1933,  with my finger, in

the dust that had settled on the wrapping paper during the inter-

veniq  9 months.

Ed told me that the manuscript was the worst his office had ever

received, and said he doubted whether 200 copies of the finished work

would ever be called for. He also changed the title from Artificial

regeneration with the southern Dines  to Artificial regeneration in

the Southern Pine Region because an appendix listed several dozen

exotic pines that had failed in the South. Dater, without restoring

the original title, he deleted that appendix, and we are still being
.criticized for not warning people (the St. Joe Paper Company,  for
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emmple)  that Ptiu~ racciUb'<pAa  and other species that require a

"Mediterranian" climate are ill adapted to the Gulf States.

The heat wave had given Jean Kerr insomnia, and the good

nature that had marked her visit to New Orleans in 1932 was no longer

in evidence. She blue-pencilled the manuscript to a running fire of

sarcastic comment. (She was, to my secret amusement, especially

severe on some of the bits she had herself inserted in the seed

chapter in 1932,  and undeservedly so, I think, for she was an excel-

lent writer. ) She and I put in a good deal of overtime at the office,

and I worked long hours alone almost every night, with nex-t to no

clcthes on because of the heat in my cheap hotel. We finally got the

job done. I was glad to get away.

Tne summar y of my official diary for June 1935,  contains the

entry:

"Inserted final corrections in manuscript of
Technical Bulletin 'Artificial reforestation
in the Southern Pine Region' in the light of
comments by other bureaus, to permit its going
to press during fiscal year 1935.”

I read, corrected, and approved the galley proof September 4-6,

1 9 3 5  l

My official diary for Friday, October 25, 1935,  says:
1, . ..spent the entire day correcting page proofzofl
of the forestation bulletin--114 pages. One -rery
bad error introduced in cut-title, and several
minor errors, but proof as a whole very good, and
bulletin as a whole 'better in tone and appearance
than I had dared hope. Great relief to get it
past this stage.ll
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We returned the proof to Washington, with correc-%i,,s  the next

bY-

For politic reasons, 1 have ll0 doubt, my official diar,, omitted

mention of one particular correction.

The original text had included a formula for converting the

weight, in grams, of a sample of seeds, into number of seeds per .

X 453  -6pound. It read - = 7,Y in which X represented the number of

seeds per pound (to be determined), Y the number of seeds in the

sample, and Z the weight, of the sample in grams. The formula had been

lprinted correctly in the galley proof, and I had approved it. In the

page proof, however, to my consternation, the portion "X divided by Y"

had been changed to "X times Y!"

Miss Kerr was not mathematically inclined; in fact, I believe she

had taurhrl =.t Greek for 9 years or so, before turniJ1g editor. It seems

that someone in the Washington Office, who shall be nameless, had

persuaded her that the bulletin was addressed principally to State

Foresters, and that the State Foresters in the South (including, if

you please, such men as Holmes of North Carolina and Siecke of Texas)

were mostly ignorant political appointees, incapable of understanding

complicated technical writing. Ln all innocence she had changed

"X/Y" to "X.Y" because she thought the latter would be easier for

State Foresters to understand!

V&s Kerr's version of the formula had remarkable properties.

AccordLn, to it; if coconuts weighed a pound apiece, there would

automatically be 43,560,000 coconuts to the pound. We worked this
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pro-ale-,  out  2nd  seat  i-, to the  -$ash *---LAbw02  Cffice with the sugz2sticT -A
.
Zi72t, fcr the honor of the Depz-tment, they restore the formula to

the fcrm 22groved in the @ley _3roof. ' v i e fZnaLLy compromised 011 a

specid.ized versicn involving no LlAZlOiClS  and applicable o&y to

samales of 1,000 seeds each, uld =Liis appeared in the byUetir,  2s
.
lssuec,. The Government Eizltin~; C,"fi.cz charged acthor's  correc'ion

for resettbg the t-me, zrld the 'viesh~-~o3  0”“’Y- -A&  Y i,i2e wrote us 221 'z-

2lezs25-L  l e t t e r a-3ou-k tkis  e,xtre  item cf cost.

The ody fuzzher mention of this bS.letti i=1 my diary for "~~Yy,

many ye23 is:

FebF-ary 13, 1936.  A letter4. fxm Wzshhgton wo.xLd
seem to tidicate  that my bullet3 is &most out of
print tiready .
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It was, too. Ed Munns'  prediction that it would be hard to

move 200 copies proved wide of the mark. The first printing, if I

remember correctly, was 3,500 copies, and only a few weeks after

the bulletin appeared, the Washington Office asked for my 50 author's

copies back, to answer urgent requests. We sent 40 of them--I had

already given away lo--transmitting them over Demmon's signature.

Detmnie took this opportunity to twit the Washington Office

gently for having misjudged the merits of the work, and Ed Munns

replied plaintively that this was unfair ; a lot of the demand had come

from the Soil Conservation Service, and could not possibly have been

predicted at the time the manuscript was received. This seemed to us

at the Station a rather thin excuse, the humor of which compensated

me a little for the emotional wear and tear of authorship. Onlya

little, however; it was manymonths before I could bring myself to

read the finished work.

The bad taste that the production of "492" had left in my mouth

gradually passed away. I am not ashamed of the publication itself;

for its time, and considering the circumstances under which it was

written, it was a respectable achievement. It became virtually the

bible of the CCC planting program in the South, and was reprinted to

meet the continuing demand for this purpose. We also received numbers

of compliments on it from abroad.

What finally took all the sting out of authorship, however, was

an episode in 1937 or thereabouts. En route home on a Sunday from

some trip, I stopped by to see the then relatively new (but now long
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Since abandoned) Alabama State Forest Nursery between Livingston

and Yc?rk. It was on rather poor soil. The nurseryman, Curtis

hkrchznt,  was a local farmer, not a professional forester like Read

at DeRidder,  and was running the nursery with little technical

guidance from Montgomery. He was doing a good job, however, and I

spent a pleasant hour exchanging information and taking photographs

and notes before it was time for him to take his wife to church.

As church time approached I took my leave, but stopped on the

way to the car to

nursery fence. I

the event it came

photograph a fine rambler rose growing on the

offered Mr. Merchant a print of the photograph in

out well, and got my notebook out again to write

do-m  his rural mail address.

He got out his notebook too and asked for my own name and

address, explaining that he was very poor at catching names. When I

had spelled my name out for him, he suddenly got very red in the

face, snatched off his hat, and stammered, "Wby...wby...why...yo~~~re

the man who wrote the bulletin!

I have carried this account of Bulletin 492 to its conclusion,

well beyond the end of the Second Era, to get the story down sll in

one piece. The space devoted to the story is, of course, part of

the personal bias inherent in this history. I think the documentation

is important, however. It re-creates a 'feel", and it lays the foun-

dation for a favorite thesis of mine: Technical writing need not and

should not be as harrowing a job as it too often is. It should be fun.
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The cold fact remains that the second half of the Second Bra itself--

that is, from January 1931 to the summer and fall of 1333--became

increasingly trying to me. personally as my gaily undertaken efforts

to write a bulletin turned more and more sour.

DEPRESSION AND SUSPEXSE

I ~-as  the chief sufferer insofar as Bulletin 492 was concerned,

but the b*ul.letin  was not my only source of distress toward the end

of the Second Era. Despite our benefits and the Station's expansion

under the McNary-McSweeney  Act of 1928,  all of us on the staff ended

the era *under  considerable difficulties and in greater trepidation.

Tines e grev out of the Depression that started with the Stock Market

crash of 1929 and reached a climax with the Bank Holiday of 1933.

Historians, novelists, economists, and sociologists have written

innumberable books about the Depression. Its causes, effects, and

chances 0: duplication are still fruitful sources of debate, but are

of no moment here. For the purposes of this history, it seems to me

that the following excerpts from my personal journal tell the story

well enough. This, then, was the atmosphere in rhich we conducted

our research as the Era of Expansion and Recognition drew to a close.

Tuesday, October 27, 1931.  J. K. (Johnson) says the
Great Southern is putttig in no nursery next year.
As he expresses it, they're "staying mighty close
to shore."

One of our most powerful industrial cooperators, and in many ways

the best, xas already hard hit. The company sold out in the mid-

Thirties to Gaylord Container Corporation, which did not resume

planting till 1939 or thereabouts.
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Sunday, April 10, 1932.  On one page of this
morning's paper President Hoover agrees to an
11s reduction in federal salaries, and on another
he urges each of us (including, presumably,
federal employees) to buy now the car he has been
planning on.

Wednesday, June 1, 1932. The latest "economy" move
seems to be to abolish du annual leave for fiscal
year  1933.

Th~sday, June 23, 1932, Entered on annual leave;
we're limited to 7-l/2  days, and must take it by
June 30.

Friday, July 15, 1932. Disquieting news at the
office; my per diem set at only $3.00 per day; our
pay delayed until nearly the end of the month;...
and, worst of all, rumor that we may have to take
our furloughs on Saturdays instead of all at once.

The "fLu?loughs" were 11 percent of all working days in the year.

As a means of recompensing us for the ll-percent cut in pay, we

didn't have to work on these days. But if' they had to be taken

piecemeal, on Saturdays, we couldn't use them for trips or other real

vacations.

Friday, March 3, 1933. The banks have "frozen"gj$ of
every account, apparently for an indefinite period.
Wish I'd paid my bills in advance this month.

My particular bank, the Interstate Trust and Banking Company,

at the corner of Canal  and Camp, went into receivership. We had our

checking account and four savings accounts in it. We finally got

the last of our deposits back, without interest, some time after 1952.

Monday, March 6, 1933. A heady excitement in our work.
The banks are closed all over the United States for
4 days, and there is much talk of scrip. We have our
salary checks, but can't cash them, and several of us
are postponing field trips for lack of funds. (Tonight's
paper says Ex-President Hoover has been delayed on his
return to California by lack of funds too.)
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Hoover's term of office as President had ended .Narch  4, with

Franklin D. Roosevelt's inauguration.

Tuesday, Narch 7, 1933, Spent more than an hour
getting an identification signature, from the Inter-
state, on my salary check, and getting it cashed at
the Federal Reserve, among a lot of pensioners, while
knots of surly-looking, unprepossessing men looked on
now and then from the sidewalks.

Some of the staff  were cursed roundly by these groups, and one

at least reported being threatened with violence.

Saturday, March 11, 1933...crew  of "unemployed"
grubbing stumps along the highway and afraid to
talk lest they lose their jobs...

. . . Roosevelt's plan to reduce stiaries  and then
adjust them every 6 months in accordance with living
cost...

To reduce salaries still more below those already reduced 11

percent. The stump-grubbers were along the highway to BogiLusa,

-dhere  I had gone on previously scheduled field work shortly after

cashing my month's check at the Federal Reserve Bank.

Saturday, March 18, I-933. Informed our furlough,
already deducted for, nil1  be cancelled if not taken
by April 1. Am saying nothing to Chris.

March 18, 1933,  was my thirty-first birthday, and the above

announcement was not a pleasant birthday gift. We were planning to

use the furlough in June for our first trip nort‘n  by car, with our

three children, to attend our tenth class reunion at Cornell. The

furlough was not cancelled as of April 1, after all, but the strain

of keeping still about it, while Chris and the two older children
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planned eve>y detail of the journey, combined with the strain of

the rush job on Bulletin 492 to bring on the illness that incapaci-

tated me on the trip.

Monday, April 24, 1933. Lot of panic-y talk about
reduction or abandonment of all agricultural research,
including forest research, but I believe Roosevelt
has too much sense for that, and, besides, Mr. Clapp
is on deck.

Earl Clapp was at that time Assistant Chief of the U. S. Forest

Service, in Charge of Research.

Monday, May 1, 1933.  Staff meeting, with encouraging
word from Washington about the continuation of our
work.

But next:

Thursday, July 6, 1933. (In Washington) Ed Xunns...
very gloomy about present and impending cuts in
research funds. Even Mr. Clapp pretty sober.

Saturday, September 2, 1933.  Find that my travel from
now till June 30 is limited to $33.50.

This September 2 allotment worked out to a total of $3.72 a

month, for transportation and expenses combined, to keep  the fieid

work of the Regeneration ,Project  going in the Station's then terri-

to:;; of eight States, from South Carolina to Arkansas and Texas.

The 'other Projects, with the exception, probably, of the Forest

S-zvey, were no better off. We were severely straitened financially,

and practically bankrupt in spirit. As far as we could tell, our

livelihood and our program were both in imminent danger of being

abolished. What money we had individually had, and ncne  of us had
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had much, was frozen in the banks, and, with many millions of people

unemployed, the prospect of OUT  getting other work was practica.Uy

nil.

This makes the best of aU places to terminate this biased

history. The motion picture industry established the precedent years

ago, in a serial. called "The Perils of Pauline." Each episode ended

with Silent Actress Pearl White bound hand and foot to a railroad

track or hanging by her fingertips over a cliff, and I'll  leave the

Southern Station hanging eve-r a cliff in the same way.

- Finis.-
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